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Burrill

-ELLSWORTH,
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ME.

The Fruits

LOCAL AFFAIRS.

City hose company, will be given at Hancock hall next Tuesday evening.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK.

The summer train service will go into
effect June 20. There will be several important changes from previous years. A
Sunday train will be put on May 8.

Exec notice—Est John B Redman.
In bankruptcy—Allen L Hall.
Standard Oil Co—New Perfectlo n oil cooking stove.
Probate notice—Est Wm A Stuart et ala.
—Est John Crosby Brown.
•«
—Est Alice Ogston Harrison.
Exec notice—Est Mary A Franklin.
—Est Sam’l M Downs.
Admr notice—Est Emma Carter.
J A Hayues—Cash market.
Burrill Nat’l Bank.
Ellsworth Greenhouse.
Lamoinb Point, Mb:
Mrs Wm S Cousins—Girl wanted.
Bangor, Mb:
Eastern Trust A Banking Co.
Auburn. Me:
Homer N Chase A Co—Agent wanted.
Boston:
N E Mineral Fertilizer Co—Representatives
wanted.

of Your Labor
should be laid away for use when you will
need them in business or to tide over some
rainy days. The young man who wastes
those fruits will surely want some day.

This Bank
is a good place in which to deposit part ol
yonr wages or salary. For here the dollars
you worked for are made to work for yon.

4 per cent on savings. Liberal
interest on checking accounts.

SCHEDULE OF MAILS.

effect Oct. 4, 1909.

From West—7.13 a
From East—11.07 a

m;
m;

4.28 and 6.08 p m.
12.06, 6.56 and 10.22 p

MAIL CLOSES AT

|Jft

conveniently furnished through Travelers’Cheques
of the American Hankers’Association. As good as gold anyin
where
the world; have self-identifying features which
enable the {holder to avoid embarrassments and delay; are
safer than money; show on their face just what they are
worth in all 'prominent countries. Call or write for free
explanatory booklet.

1

J
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Eastern Trust & Banking
BANdOR, DAINE.

m.

POSTOFFICE.

L. Morang and wife
Boston.
C.

most

;

|

Going West—10.45, 11.80, a m; 5.30 and 9 pm.
Going East—6.90 a m; 4 and 6.30 p m.
No Sunday mail. Postoffice open on Sunday
from 9 to 10 a m.

FUNDS FOR TRAVELERS
are

visiting

in

Miss J. A. Thompson has been in Bosa week on business.
Walter J. Clark, jr., and wife
a week in Gardiner.

are

spend-

ing

Thursday club will meet this week
Mrs. C. R. Burrill.

The

Co.,

Branch.. In Old Town and Machla.

in

E. F. Redman, of Dorchester, Mass., is
Ellsworth this week on business.

Dr. O. M. Drake and wife returned to
Boston Saturday after a week’s visit here.

COFFEE, PLEASE!”
•

I get from dozens of

request

who have tried my famous
people every
Refresho Coffee and found it the most delicious,

day—people

most

satisfying drink they

ever

had in

You wouldn’t realize there could be

coffee cup.

a

such

a

nounced.
The firemen were called out Monday
noon by a fire which destroyed a small
camp on the east shore of Leonard lake,

differ-

in coffees until you actually made the try; and
after the try, it will surely be Refresho for you,
every time. My Refresho price is only
ence

21c

a

owned

squareFICE

I

Last Chance at this Price

ROYAL FLOUR
FOOD

MARKET

WATER |
GLASS
For

Preserving Eggs

DIRECTIONS.
Use one part of Water Glass to ten times as
touch water that has been boiled. Poor into
•*°toe suitable
jar, drop eggs into liquid until
*ar is filled,
leaving enough liquid over eggs to
cover them. Place
cover on Jar, and put in
cellar or some cool

place.

PUT UP BY

Q- A.

PARCHER, Druggist
BLL8WOBTB, MAINE.

Epee’s

Sweet

KLL8WORTH
Collection
__

ot

Pea

Seeds

QRIINHOU8I.

Eight

verities 26 cents.

Telephone

a.

Call

or

29 ring 3
New, Clean

\
*

!!
\1

Groceriei. Provisions, Flour, Fruit,
Confectionery, Tobacco and Cigars

%*

1 •

at lowest

prices FOB CASH, at ray new
store. Main St., near soap factory.

♦

I!
;|

\\

*

GOODS DELIVERED.

♦

A. I. RICHARDSON.

•
*

»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦«»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦•♦
cheap It will pay
you tochange your seed
I
the following:
r
Oreen Mountain,
Qukk Lunch, Early Norther, Early Harvest,
Early Surprise, Irish Cobbler and the new
AROOSTOOK WONDER W. H. Butler, Ellsworth, Maine.
are so

UATlTHCC
U I A I UhO

NEW RESTAURANT
UUCUES SERVES

CONSERVATIVE INVESTORS.

there with his

of P., will have its

: annual roll-call next

Wednesday evening,

There will be

April

|

the roll-call.

20.

Supper

a

Nearly every one of the above bonds may be bought to
return an income of 5%, and in some cases even more.
We shall be Rlad to specify to those who will call or write.

program during
follow.
All

will

members unable to attend

respond by

BANGOR RAILWAY * ELECTRIC Co. 5's, due 1935
MAINE & NEW BRUNSWICK ELECTRICAL POWER Co. 5's, due 1926
OMAHA k COUNCIL BLUFFS R’Y & BRIDGE Co. 5's, due 1928
CANTON ELECTRIC Co. 5's, due 1937
LEWISTON, AUGUSTA k WATERVILLE STREET R’Y. 5’s, due 1935
ASHLAND LIGHT, POWER k STREET R’Y. 5’s. due 1939

crew.

K.

I

We own and offer for sale the following list of securities
which were purchased after a most careful investigation by
our executive board:

are

requested

UNION TRUST COMPANY of Ellsworth Vie.

to

letter.

It will soon be too late to get ahead of
brown-tail moths, and everybody who
appreciates the grave danger to apple and
shade trees which the ravages of this pest

threaten, ought immediately
a thorough inspection,

trees

every nest which

can

to

give their

and

destroy

be found.

Rev. W. F. Emery has been appointed a
representative to the Men’s national
missionary congress to be held at the
Auditorium in Chicago May 3-6. Five
thousand men, representing all denominations, will attend this congress for the
purpose of formulating a national missionary policy. Mr. Emery expects to attend.

the board, it was voted to meet with the
Hancock County Fair association next
Saturday to effect the final transfer of
Wyman park to the grange fair association. A meeting of the directors will be
held the same afternoon.

——l—^MI
and

H ML MHB.

Regular Dinner, 25 cent*.
HERBERT COUSINS, Frop'r.
Ellsworth
Gaynor Bldg, Water St,

referred to the committee

I

—I

R. F. D. PATRONS

trans-

on

layers of Coal Tar P'tch
rolled between two layers of
the best grade of waterproofed
felt with a top layer of real mineral
matter, form Amatite Roofing.

TWO
*

You don’t have to coat it or paint
it after you lay it. It is there to give
protection without further attention.

Amatite is made in convenient rolls

ready to be laid on the roof.
Anyone can do the job.
| Free sample and booklet
the asking.

hold a fair here, and solicited the aid of
the board of trade.
The question of a
donation to the grange fair association for
the fund to secure the location of the fair
here, was referred to the executive committee of the board to investigate as to
whether such a donation could legally be
made, and if so, to donate such sum as
the committee deemed advisable to aid in
carrying through the project. The meeting then adjourned. At a meeting of the
executive committee of the board of trade
yesterday morning, a donation of |300 to
the grange fair fund was voted.

to Paint their Letter
Boxes White.

to

ELLSWORTH WATER.
Another Analysis by Director of State
Laboratory of Hygiene.
Another analysis has been made of the
Ellsworth water by H. D. Evans, director
of the Maine laboratory of hygiene at
The analysis, the figures of
Augusta.
which are for parts in 100,000, is as follows;
Date of collection, April 5, 1910; examination, April 6.
Appearance
Turbidity, 0; sediment, 0;
color, 2.2.
Odor—Cold, none; hot, grassy.
Residue on evaporation—Total, 2.80; loss on
ignition, 1.40; fixed residue, 1.40.
Ammonia—Free, .0016; in solution, .0110.
—

Patrons of rural free delivery routes are
urged by the post-office department to
paint their boxes and posts to which they
are attached a pure
white color. This
course, if pursued, will not only result in
benefit to the patron in serving to protect
his box and post from damage by the
weather, but will also give all boxeB a
uniform color and serve to fix their
identity in all parts of the country aa
United States mail-boxes, and will give
them a much neater and sightlier appearance than they now possess.
It is also desired that patrons be induced to imprint their names and box numbers on
boxes in black block letters about two

inches

high.

It is also desired that postmasters endeavor to induce road officials to paint upon the postB of boxes which are located at
cross-roads (but not attach signs thereto)
the names of the towns or villages to
which the crossroads lead, with an indicator showing the direction.
In view of the unquestioned benefit tho
rural free delivery service is proving to
people living in the country and at long
distances from postofflces, these requests
of the government do not seem to be unreasonable.
GREEN LAKE.

Chlorine—0.27.

Nitrogen—Nitrates, none; nitrites,
Oxygen consumed, .60.

none.

The new house in course of construction
for Arthur Moore is nearing completion*

Hardness—1.80.
Iron—.018.
Lead—None.
Colon bacillus—None.

In a letter accompanying the analysis,
Dr. Evans says:
The analysis shows the water to be free

from all chemical and bacterial evidence of
sewage pollution. The water is in its usual
spring condition, with a color which is
slightly lower than usual. In it present condition, the water is a first-class one to use
for driuking or for any domestic purpose.

ELLSWORTH

FALLS.

Davis caught

five-pound

W. M.

a

salmon

Green Lake Sunday.
George E. Maddocks is confined to the
house with congestion of the lungs.
Whitcomb, Haynes & Co. commenced
sawing at their long lumber mill on Monat

Alfred Robinson and wife were guests
Walter Morse and wife at their cottage

of

over

Sunday.

Charles Glass and Messrs. White and
Levenseller were
William
guests of

Sunday.
Capt. Chapman, who has been entertaining friends for the past two weeks, returned to Bangor Monday.
Green Lake is the coming fishing

Gorham

The

past week has shown better
for
several years.
It is
estimated that fifty fish were taken by
ground.

fishing

Bangor

than

fishermen

COMING EVENTS.

day.

ELLSWORTH«

Charles Lynch and wife
visiting their daughter,
Joraan.

are

in Brewer

Mrs.

Warren

W. H. Brown and Eugene Carlisle have
sold their horses to M. Willey & Son, of
Bangor, who shipped them there last
week.
Kobert

^

Grass Seeds.
Kerosene Oil
the Barrel.

by

C. W. GRINDAL,
WATER STREET.

Sunday.

Gerry

and two

children,

of Se-

this Wednesday morning for a few weeks’ visit with his mother,
Mrs. Kobert Gerry.

attle, Wash.,

came

at Hancock
hall—Entertainment and ball of former

Tuesday evening, April 19,

City hose company.
Wednesday evening, April 27, at Baptist
vestry—Supper and sale by ladies’ circle.
Thursday, April 28, at county courthouse—County road meeting under auspices of the State department of highways.
STATE.

April 20-25, at Knight Memorial MethoLeon H. Brown and N. C. Ayer left dist church, Calais—East Maine annual
Bishop W. A. Quayle, of
Tuesday noon for Portland, Ore., where conference.
At the last meeting of the city govern- they expect to stop for the summer at least. Oklahoma, presiding.
ment it w’as voted to reduce the member- Mrs. Ayer expects to join them next
A record is better than a prospectus
ship of the hose company from twenty to month.
sixteen, and increase the pay from $20
David A. Foster has been at his camp at Newspaper circulation is what counts for
was
reorThe
a
to $40
company
year.
Beech Hill pond several days, and succeed- advertisers.
ganized Monday evening with the follow- ed in landing several salmoD, the largest
L.
VV.
Jordan, captain; weighing six pounds. Mrs. A. E. Foster
ing members:
abbmtsnitimt^
Orrin Clement, first lieutenant; Walter was at the
camp Tuesday and Wednesday.
Dodge, second lieutenant; George Pierson,
secretary; Harry C. Austin, treasurer;
MOUTH OF THE RIVER.
C. S. Johnston, Arthur Studer, Charles
BillMrs. Mabel Tenney bas moved in to the
Joy, Albert F. Stock bridge, Henry
ings, Edward Card, jr., Eugene BlaiBdell, Harris Pratt house.
William Woods, Eugene D. Brann, George
Mrs. Linda Leach has moved into Mrs.
Campbell, Edward Card, sr.
Leonard Hodgkins’ house.
One of the most exciting basket ball
Henry C. Ray, jr., has moved his family
games ever played in Ellsworth was that to Hallowell, where he has employment.
Bar
Harbor
between the Ellsworth and
OUR SAVINGS DEPARTMENT
Mrs. Earl Holt is keeping house for he]
high school girls last Friday evening.
Mrs. W. L. Pratt, who is in Bosmother,
Besides conducting a general
The game was witnessed by a large crowd.
j
ton.
banking business, we Have a
The score at the close was 11 to 10 in favor
well organized and thoroughly
entertained
a party ol
Mildred
Fullerton
of Ellsworth. The final and decisive
equipped savings department for
little friends March 21, her twelfth birth-

-^

BUCKSPORT

NATIONAL BANK

basket

sent for

!■■■■■■

portation. Roy C. Haines spoke in regard
to the plans of the grange fair association Are Requested

f

Telephone |

For Good,

now

Philip H. Sheridan council, Knights of
Columbus, gave a concert and sociable last
Wednesday evening. The concert prodays last week.
gram was as follows: Piano solo, Hannah
Mrs. R. B. Mathews, with her daughters, Frances
Malone; solo, Miss Marie Hurley;
Dority and Louise, is visiting her mother duet, Christina and Elleneen Doyle; solo,
in Newcastle. She expects to be away
Elleneen Doyle; solo, Miss Myrtle Monaabout a month.
ghan; solo, Frank J. Dunleavy; solo, Mrs.
of
the
branch
Main
street
The
Village E. J. Walsh with whistling accompaniis
for
an
arranging
ment by Miss Clara Mullan; vocal duet,
improvement society
amateur minstrel show to be given probMiss Marie Hurley and Frank Dunleavy.
in
May.
| ably early
Arrangements are being made for a third
basket ball game on neutral floor between
Irene chapter, O. E. S., will have its anEllsworth high and Bar Harbor high
the
I nual roll-call Friday. Supper will be !
girls’ teams, and it will probably be played
served at 6 o’clock, followed by roll-call in
Bangor. In the two games played
each has won on the home
andregular meeting.
oor by the slender margin of one point,
W. Hutchings went to Surry
and each team is anxious to play off the
| Capt. A.
Tuesday with a crew and to take his vessel, tie. The girls here are enthusiastic about
the Melissa Trask, to Franklin to load their team, and are putting in some hard
work, with the hope to beat the Ellsworth
stone for New York.
girls in the final game. Much interest is
The ladies’ relief corps will hold a being shown here.—Bar Harbor corresspecial meeting April 14 to transact im- pondentin BangorNews.
portant business. Every member is re- j George A. Ward well, of Bucksport, who
as chief engineer of the Roosevelt tw ice
quested to be present.
The entertainment and ball under the accompanied Commander Robert E. Peary
management of members of the former on his north pole hunting expedition, told
the story of the trip from New York, north
ahtmtiannnua.
; to w inter quarters at Cape Sheridan and
return, at Hancock hall last evening. The
talk was illustrated by over 100 stereopticon
slides, mostly from photographs taken by
Mr. Ward well. He also exhibited relics,
furs and wearing apparel from the Arctic
! regions. The lecture gave a good idea of
j some of the obstacles encountered in polar
exploration.

Your.

On all orders received for this Hour before April 15,
price will be $0.50 per barrel. After that date price will
advance. Cash must accompany each order. Orders received by mail or telephone promptly attended to.

FLOYD

is

Donaqua lodge,

J)ontPaint

FAIR

FOR

engage

Sreviously,

200 BARRELS
of the famous

Recently Demonstrated at ELLSWORTH

by boys.

Mrs. H. C. Dodge and Mrs. Celia Peach
and Miss Qraoe Morris, of Bar Harbor,
were guests of Mrs. E. M. Dodge a few

pound.

J. A. HAYNES,

to

There will be a dance at Society hall
There will be a special meeting of the
Saturday evening. Dancing school meets Ellsworth merchants’ association to-morThursday evening.
row eveiling, when matters in connection
Mrs. E. K. Hopkins, superintendent of with the
grange fair project and the
has
schools,
engaged Milton Beckwith to creamery will be before the meeting for
take the school censuB.
action. A proposition in regard to the reE. F. Robinson, jr., attended a meeting opening of the creamery has been made by
of the Maine association of opticians at the Maine Creamery Co., of Bangor. The
Bangor last Wednesday.
regular meeting of the association will be
The road machine purchased by the city held next Monday evening.
A meeting of the Hancock County
through Henry E. Davis, agent, was an
Acme, not a Climax, as stated last week.
Grange Fair association was held at the
The rehearsal this week of the festival office of Miss M. E. Holmes last Saturday
Thomas Grieve, of Bluehill,
chorus will be held at Society hall on Fri- afternoon.
day evening instead of Thursday, as an- was elected a director, thus completing

“MORE REFRESHO
That’s the sort of

soon

the
are

ton

with

W. Sutton is

I Harbor. He

MAILS RECEIVED.

I

Rev. S.

HIGH GRADE BONDS

!

quite extensively in the poultry-raising
business. He is building a modern hennery, with up-to-date improvements.
Miss Mamie Astbury, of Bluehill, has
been appointed teacher at the West Ellsworth school for the spring term, to fill
the vacancy caused by the resignation of
Roy F. Moody.
Andrew M. Moor, of this city, has been
awarded the contract of installing the
electric lighting system in the new business block of Lyford & Woodward at Bar

AT BLL8WORTH POSTOFFICB.

In

ibberttfraunta.

Rev. W. F. Emery, D. D., has been
selected to deliver the anniversary address
to Ocean lodge, I. O. O. F., at Northeast
Harbor, Sunday afternoon, April 17.

'*

No. 15

was

made in the last minute of

play by Marguerite Druramey. The Ells- day anniversary.
worth girls made four baskets from the served.
Bar Harbor
floor and three on fouls.
made all its points on fouls, Miss Brewer
making the remarkable score of ten
baskets out of twelve throws. Next Friday the Ellsworth girls expect to play a
return game here with Millinocket.
A regular meeting of the board of trade
was held at its rooms in Hancock hall
Monday evening, President John O.
Whitney presiding. E. E. Brady, who
represented the Ellsworth board at the
meeting of the State board in Saco recently, gave an interesting account of the
meeting. The matter of a Sunday train
throughout the winter waB brought up,

Refreshments

WEST ELLSWORTH.
Miss Julia H. Barron went to Walthan
Sunday to teach.

Marguerite Coughlin visited Adelii
one day last week.
Nora Sinclair and a friend, of Northeast
Harbor, called on friends here Friday.
Mrs. Emery O. Bonsey is at home fron
Ellsworth, where she has been nursing.
Roy Plaisted, who has spent a few week I
with his grandparents, Q. B. Floyd am I
wife, left for his home in York Corner las

Barron

week.

the beqefit of those who desire
their funds increase at
interest.
Small
compound

wen

to have
I

welcome.
deposits
is

Your account

invited.

3&

PER CENT INTEREST PAID

SAVINGS
ACCOUNTS
SEMI ANNUALLY.

ON
COMPOUNDED

jj

All savings deposits made on
or before April u, will bear
interest from

April

!

j

i.

f;
Pascal P. Gilmore, President.

Harold O. Hussey, Cashier.
■■■■■■■■■■■■

|

~

Prayer Meeting Topee For the
Beginning April 17, 1910.

Week

Topic.—Good cheer In 'lark days Act*
Bxvtl, 3Comment t»- H*» Saeima n
H. Lroyl*. D Li
—

KOITtO

]

if otto:

tf

of the sea at that time of the year,
they advanced safeiy for a time and
were then struck by a terrible tempest
or typhoon, in which they were tossed
about for more than two weeks. For
many daya they saw neither sun nor
■tars, the only guides of seamen In
the days before the compass had been

j
j

»£Ielpfui

and

invented. For fourteen days they ate
The provisions were proba
nothing.
bly soaked with water and all Are*
extinguished, and, furthermore, they
were occupied ail the time with trying
AH
to keep the large vessel afloat
hope was abandoned. Paul absented
He spent the time undoubthimself.
edly In prayer for himself and *H on
Then he appeared, adahlpboard.
dressed the men. telling them that be
bad had a revelation from God and
that he believed God. and exhorted
them to be “of good cheer." because
there woold not lie a life lost except
Later on they ate at Paul's
the ship
Paul thanked God. bles-td
advice.
the bread and ate of It. "Then they
were all of good cheer and they a's*
Shortly after the
took some meat."
ship was wrecked upon the Island of
uls on
Malta, am! n<>t one of the 27C,
God's promise w:tv
board was lost.
fulfilled, and in an«wr to P, l's pray1' rl. c
er He had saved ail <-n Is -ici.
days could var-dy be imagined, and
the “gsed cheer" of Paul must have
been an inspiration to them alL
In the voyage of life there are also
dark days, sometimes darker days
than those upon a starless sea. when
-■

OBIT

ine

pnji*i'

-ii

me

is

m

uoagiei.

There are dark days of sickness, sometimes lasting for years; dark days as
the result of bereavement or financial
disaster; dark days brought about by
poverty, want and need. In addition,
The
there are dark spiritual days.
tool cannot see God. Doubt arid dis
trust to aorae way, creep into th*
as
if God has
heart, and it
deserted us or as if there were no God.
Each one may think that his days are
the darkest of all. but let him not so
mistrust God. Every life has its own
trials and dark days, only we frequently do not know what other* endure
and suffer. But “every heart knoweth
Its own sorrow.” and thousands have
aching, breaking hearts of which the
world knows nothing.
The canses of dark days are not alHere It was disobeways known.
dience to God. who spoke through the
apostle. Had they taken Paul’s advice
and remained at Fair Haven* over the
winter this shipwreck would probably
never have happened. But Paul's adTlce was disobeyed, and the dark days
came.
Many dark days are caused by
disobedience to God. Saul as king of
Israel was most prosperous snd successful In three wars against the enemies of his kingdom by the presence
and help of God he won glorious victories. But In the last war he disobeyed God In not destroying the enemy and all their flocks and herds.
God called him to account, and he
tried first to deny, then to extenuate
his offense, but It was useless, and
darkness, indeed, came upon him politically, mentally and spiritually. Bui
in many cases the causes of dark day*
of affliction, trial, bereavement and
temptation are unknown to us. AH we
can do Is to trust God and "be of good
cheer,” making His will our will
The sour'-e of good cheer In dark
days is God. To the disciples Christ,
who Is God. said, "Be of good cheer.”
And In the midst of these dark days
Paul went to God. He believed Id
God aDd prayed for himself and all on
board, and, getting the answer from
God, he called ui>on all to “lie of good
cheer.” God often uses His own people to earn- good cheer to others. Do
you know any one in distress, any one
In sickness, any one bereaved, any one
passing through hard times? Pray to
God for him.
Believe in God and
carry them Mrs mt-asage of good cheer.
BIBLE

HEALINGS.

Ex. HI 7-tt; Prov. xv, 13; Isa. xl, 1-11;
xliii, 1-3; llv, 7-17; 1x1. 1-7; Matt, xxviii.
20; John xlv. 1-3; xvi, 33; Rev. vli.0-17.
The Christian Endeavor Vine.
[Copyrighted. Used by permission.)
The marvei of the world of thought, of
matter and of deed.
All promises and potencies lie hidden in a
seed.
And this of

ours,

in wintry soil laid pray-

erfully away.
How

has it grown and spread abroad
since that fair omened day!
How deep
its roots have pierced the
ground: How far its tendrils run!
How broad the shadow of its leaves beneath the circling sun!
To north and south, to east and west, the
glorious vine extends.
Around the sweep of all the earth its gracious fruitage bends
Till China feels Its hopefulness and India
owns the spell.
And an the Islands of the sea its 'gladsome praises tell.
And Europe’s lordliest of lands, and Af- |
ric’s distant plains,
And where the tropic splendors glow or
arctic stillness reigns,
By all of heaven's sunshine cheered, by
all Its nurture fed.
Wherever men have built their homes this
noble vine has spread.
The clusters of its glowiag fruit are full
and fair and free
And hanging low where all the world may
haply taste and see.
And some are prayers, some are words of
helpful kindliness.
And some are deeds of loving hearts that
quicken, heal and blees,
For He who is the living Vine, whose life
in all its veins
Was beating In the earlier days and yet
In strength remains,
He planted It. He nourished it, and He
will tend It still.
The flower of His perfect love, the fruitage of His will.
—Amos It. Wells in Christian Endeavor
i
World.

support given tt la this respect- Com
motivations moat be signed, bat tbe name of
writer will not be printed except by permlaaJoa
Commanlcatloaa will be subject to approval or
rejection by tbe editor of tbe column, bat none
Address
will be rejected wit Boot good reason
on tbe

comm a

itcatlocs

Daring Change

to

DATS.
Mountain

■

—

■

—

-ana

Barclay

I
can truly say that
ham’s
Pink
l.ydiaE.

Vegetable

rr»D*t.

stops lookin’ ter trouble,
happiness *U look for him.”
man

wed* ns DAT.

•*Enjoy

day.”
I

TBCMDaT

“The happiest heart that erer beat.
Wm in some quiet breast
That found the common daylight sweet.
And left to heaven tbe rest.”
fttBsT.
Finish every day and be done with ft. Yon
have done what you could. Some blunders
and absurdities, no doubt, crept in, forget
them as soon aa yon can.— Smermm.
ssrruMT.

learn to be onteat with what we
nave. Get rid of oar false estimates, set up
higher ideal—a quiet home, vines of our own
planting, a few books fa 1 of inspiration, a few
friends worthy of being
loved, innocent
pleasures that bring no pain or sorrow.
Let

a*

worships God who beat

1

of cures of female ills as has

ent.

Lydia

was

accepted.

The

first and second degree* will be worked at
regular meeting. April 21. All
member* are requested to be present, as
is

there

business

of

importance

to

be

Sullivan to

Mrs.

H. R. Long, of Rockland,

ing relatives here.
L. B. Grindle has bad
stalled ia his store.

a

visit-

two

m

cream

cards and other
lamoine, 264.

an

ice-

tbe

supplies.

Grindle caught a trout Thursday jast above tbe old mill-dam which
Harvard

Lamoine grange met in regular session
Tuesday evening, *pril 5, with a small attendance. One application was accepted.
Under the literary program the sisters
discussed the “Home Economic Club”,
and the brothers “Co-operative Buying
and Selling'’. At the meeting April 19,
Edward Evans, of Belfast, a member of

E.

i

ife.
in

weighed
was

one

pound

and two ounces, and

Schools opened Monday, with Irvin Sinclair. of Colombia Falls, teacher of the
grammar school, and Miss Bernice Gray, of

"

|
j
I

!
:
1

j

3.

Dear Aunt Madge:
When the M. B. circle meets again, another
dear member will be missing.
Though I
never met Erne Stine, I felt acquainted with
her, and it gave me a great feeling of sadness
when I read of her death.

1

on

officers

were

grange
master for five years.

A short

•ills

program

j
j

was

!

put under bis house.

hall.

Domingo E. Smith, of Belfast,
Saturday and Sunday calling

town

MARIAFILLS, 441.
Mariaville grange met Saturday evening with a small attendance, it being such
bad traveling.
A sisUr from Bayside
The
grange gave interesting remarks.
program was short. Next Saturday evening the married members will entertain
the single members. Cake and coffee will

_

Dear Aunt Madae and Mutual*:
With the approach of Easter I feel as if I
must write a few lines in memory of oar dear
friend, E. A. G. The days we commemorate
always seen, to bring our lost ones back to
We miss the exchange of
us in memory.
greetings, we realize oar losses, and know the
vacant places are hard to fill; many can never
be filled.
Though I never met our friend and never
knew her only through the M. B. column, she
took a Strong hold on my life. Her influence
was far reaching—one of the instances of good
reaching out to do good. I am better for that
influence. Through the long winter, I so
missed her cheerful hopeful letters.
We

was
on

in
old

friends.

three.

At

a

grange din-

three months.
Arvard
place for the present.

past
has his

Burrill, Raymond

Cook and

others;

reci-

tation, Gertrude Wakefield; vocal solos,
Maude BrewsUr, and an original essay,
“The Companionship of Books,” was read
by Hazel Cowing.

danger, which
guarded against

ought

to be

is
4 a<'6
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Onions, ft
|
tri 8qu*sh. lb
j
OS Carrots, fb
Beets,
<3
12 Cabbavr. irlettuce, bead
$
05
Celery, • uach
2f#2-* Par nlpa, tb
M)
si
tiplnach. pk
Kadi*bos. <*un«u
l»aode:loos, pk
40
15
Knubarb, ft
15 Cucumber**, each
Tomatoes, tb
12
Trait.
Oranges. do*
25*50 Lemon* <101
14SS
6 tr aw berries, box
49 Pineapples, each 15$JQ
Srscsrtss.
Oolaa par ft
Blea, per ft
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13*25 Vinegar, as’
2C*25
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A
Mocha,
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Ur*.
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Potatoes, pa
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&

45*65
80*65
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4
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Granulate-1

:,a

514*06 OU—perga 1—
06
Linseed,
Kerosene,

»679
.1

18*35
18*25
10*18
17*16

Steak,
Boasts,

95

15*18

Lamb

Chop.
Ham. per
Shoulder.
Bacon,

JO
20*80

ft

15

23*28
13 817

Salt
Lard.

Sausage. B>

It

30

is

3D

Limb,
12*30
05
Tongues, each

Freeh Flslu
2ft
06 Clams, qt
rt
96 Scallops qt
I2K
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12*90 Smelts,
40
60 Shrimps, qt
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2
Flour—per bbl—
Oats, bu
6 50*8 '0 Short*—baa— 1 40 11 V
1 50
Mix. feed, has 1 .v a !
Corn.loOft bag
Coro nval.bag
1 50 Middlings,bag 1 5" * t M
Cracked corn,
1 50

home in Alameda, a suburb of Han Francisco, where be hopes to be able to spend

few days of domestic life
occasionally
when his ship is in port. Capt. Tapley is
from West Brooksville, Me., where some
of the ablest mariners that ever trod a
deck came from.
Capt. Limeburner, of
the Great Republic, the dm four-masted
sailing ship built before the Civil war by
Donald McKay, of Boston, was a native of
Brooksville, a beautiful little village with
its church, schoolhou^e, postoffice, and
graveyard, but no jail and not thickly
The majority of its male inhabitants have been or are followers of the

LAW REGARDING WEIGHTS AND MKA'IKKA

A bushel of Llrcrpool salt shall welgti *0
pounds, and a bushel of Turk's Island salt shall
weigh 7G pounds.
The standard weight of a busbei of potatoes
In good order and St tor shipping. Is
pounds,
of apples, 44 pounds.
The wtandard weight of a bushel of beans In
good order and fit for shipping, Is W pounds;
of wheat, beets, ruu-baga turnips and peas, 60
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions '-2,
of carrot*, I ngPsh turnips, rye and
pounds;
Indian meal, 5G pounds; of parsnips, 4:» pound?;
of barley and buckwheat, I* pouuds: of oats
1

■

__________

TRUE’S
IXIR
Estabilised U31

May be trusted. Ends Stomach
troubles; relieves biliousness,
constipation, headache and nervssness.
Expels worms. Good for

area*- "‘Sggyg.re

by

real

the United States, and already the

carefully

in coarts

the playfellows of childhood,
the companions of youth, and the friends
of old age.—Anon.
Books

sjs

■

of justice.
Th® “par® food law*' is designed by the
“There is reason to believe that many
Government to protect the public from in‘polios confessions' extorted from acjurious ingredients in both foods and drugs.
cused persons by the processes of the soIt is beneficial both to the public and to the
! called ‘third degree’ and afterward found
conscientious manufacturer.
Ely's Cream
Balm, a successful remedy for cold in the »1 to be untrue are made in a hypnotic state.
head, nasal catarrh, hay fever, etc., containing The persistent questioning of the prisoner
no injurious drugs, meets fully the
require- by the police, their pitiless insistence
ments of the new law, and that fact is promi- that ‘he is
gnilty and knows he is guilty’,
stated
on
nently
It contains
every package.
may develop in him that peculiar hysterinone of the injurious drugs which are recal condition in which, as has already
quired by the law to be mentioned on the
been said, he may become spontaneously
label. Hence you can use it safely.
hypnotized by an unexpected noise or the
sudden flashing of a light.
ONE CONDUCTOR WHO WAS CURED.
Mr. Wilford Adams is his name, and he
writes about it: "Some time agol was confined to my bed with chronic rheumatism. I
used two bottles of Foley's Kidney Remedy
with good effect, and the third bottle put me
on my feet and 1 resumed work as conductor
on the Lexington,
Ky., Street Railway. It
gave me more relief than any medicine I had
ever used, and it will do all
you claim in cases
of rheumatism.
Foley's Kidney Remedy cures
rheumatism by eliminating the uric acid from
the blood. G. A. Paschbx.

1.4s
it

*•11

tongues,
▼sal:

a

_

a

loose,per 10a...
“Med...

Boasts.

Nichols

1

is

Beat

Steak.

obliged to execute all hypnotic commands
given him,” says H. Addington Bruce in
have heard of a somewhat unique underMrs. Hattie Joyce, of Portland, was in
the Woman’s Home Companion. “And
taking, the building of a memorial temple town last week to attend the funeral of
I while some still cling to the idea that in
her
Washington in honor of the Father of
step-father, Thomas Pinkham.
hypnotic crimee are possible, the consen- 1 bis
And if, through patient toil, we reach the
Country. The undertaking is unique
Austin Joyce, who has spent his vaca- i
land
sus of scientific opinion is that no person
in the fact that a woman, Mrs. tion with his
Where tired feet, with sandals loosed, may
parents, L. B Joyce and !
I who would not in his normal state per- only
rest.
Is most active in urging it, that wife, has returned to
When we shall clearly know and understand, petrate the crime suggested, would per- Dimmick,
Norwood, R. I.,
it has the enthusiastic and active ap- where he is
I think that we will say, “God knew the
principal of a school.
petrate if it hypnotized.
best.”
proval of the President, of Senator Root
This village was saddened by the death
Ann.
“It is equally certain, though, that
and of many men distinguished in naon Monday of Thomas
under hypnotic influence people are liaDear Aunt Madge:
Pinkham, one of
tional affairs. The proposal is that it
its most-esteemed citizens. Mr. Pinkham
It wai with sadness I read of Erne Stine’s i ble to accuse themselves of crimes they
the school-children of
shall be built
This

May.

364, NORTH PENOBSCOT.
populated.
its meet- j
sea.—A'eic
Tori; Marine Journal.
attendance.
Favorable answers were received from our
ATLANTIC.
representatives on the parcels post resoluAfter recess the lecturer enterMrs. Eva Barbour and daughter are vistions.
tained the patrons with fine singing by iting at Seth Stock bridge’s.
32 pounds, or eveu measure a» uv agreement
Mrs. Wit ham and Mrs. Ames, selected
Dr. H. W. Small, of Deer lale,
spent a
readings, cliopings and original poems night with relatives at Atlantic last week.
'Sbtirrtiwnirr.
and an inUresting paper by Mrs. Fannie
Emery Joyce is at Portland, where he 1
Hutchings on methods of housecleaning, underwent an
operation for his eyes. He !
Bern* Not “Fool" with a bad
A
a closing song by Misses Caro and Sarah
is reported as improving.
Momach—take the remedy that
d
Lowell.
will strengthen digestion, reMiss Goldie Staples, who has been at
More appetite and make livhome for her vacation, returned to her
Memorial to Washington.
ing setm north while.
The whole country by this time must school in Westbrook Saturday.
HIGHLAND,

held
Highland
grange
mg April 8, with a good

But not to-day; then be content poor heart!
God’s plans, like lilies pure and white, unfold;
We must not tear the close-shut leaves apart;
Time will reveal the calyxes of gold.

committed.

frwh laid, per do*....
2 §22
Ponttry.
ChlrkMi..
22«25
Fowl ..Isa-21

Corned.

served.

NEW CENTURY, 366, DEDHAM.
Two candidaUs received instruction in
the final degree* in New Century grange
April 9. Reading* were given by E. W.

SORfeTINE,

not

445
■*'<*

Porto Blco,
80
Meats sad Prsvlaloos.
Beef, ft
Fork,*.

_

exchanged greetings at holiday time, as we
have for some years. I shall treasure those
tokens of remembrance. One could hardly
wish her back to suffering and sorrow, and
her Easter will be a fairer dawn than ours.
After all,

have

*

‘mh..

uleornargartne.
>Cti.

06 *U,
Powdered,
Molasses—per gal
Sft
Havana,

turer

I will close with Easter greetings to dear
Aunt Madge and all the others.
Sister E.
Since writing the above, the sad news has
Dear M. B. %:
reached me of the death of another dear friend.
Again death has robbed us of a Mutual- ; Erne Stine. She, too, seemed near to me,
dear “Erne Stine’’, whose death notice came through our
membersip in M. B. I just read
like a shock, for only the day before I was her tribute to E. A.G. How little she
thought,
of
her
and
of
her
thinking
genial disposi- | when copying the verse, that in the conflict
tion to make us all so happy at Wyman cot- she would be the next to fall. But it is not
tage. How my heart went out in sympathy to given for any of us to know that. My symthose left to mourn one who all these years
N.
pathy goes out to the sorrowing ones.
has been so thoughtful for each one in the
home. May each one of their lives be blessed
Some
Facte About Hypnotism.
in the years to come in the memory of one so
“No competent exponent of hypnotism
dear. We shall miss her, too.
believes
that a person is inevitably
to-day

j

Creamery

AfUr business, the lecTomson.
April 11.
presented a short program. In the
Robert Morris Tapley, o( the
Capt.
evening there was a sociable at the hall.
steamship Mexican, of the American- Cod,
Hawaiian steamship line, has purchased a Haddock.
Halibut,
ner was

Wyman and the

death. A good kind friend to all ha* passed
to the higher life.
1 have known her many

range of

Country Prod or*.

Roltci,

Granulate 1,
fellow, C

AMHKROT.

recess

quotations
in Ellsworth.

prices

Sugar—per*—

Mias Katie Nelson, bible agent, after
canvassing the town two weeks, has returned to her home in Portland.

the

class of

retail

MARKKA

below give the

Oolong,

Mrs. Carl Jordan and
Miss Gladys
Darby, of Hallowell, are visiting their
376,
grandparents, Capt. Eben Davis and wife.
Good Will grange opened iU hall for an
Bewail Tapley is at his borne after worksession
2.
The
all-day
Saturday, April
ing for his uncle, Capt. Thomas Tapley.
third and fourth degree* were worked on
a

The

Japan,

Misa Laura H. Jones is in Brookline,
Mass., for a few weeks' visit with her
brother, James H.

be served.

GOOD WILL,

Xiixiriinv.

11.

|

A piazza is being built
around the
given, including violin and piano
duet by Clyde Morrison and G. E. Han- Mother Shepardson cottage.
Gov. Brooks lodge, 1. O. O. F., has inson; reading, Lola Bunker; story, G. W.
Tracy; duet, G. E. Hanson and Alice stalled a furnace in the basement of its

Roberts. At the dose a social hour
spent in games and music.

tbe Charles Hall bouse.
Mrs. Annie L. Hudson, of Boston, tame
Saturday to open ber summer bonu
Capt. Medbory Eaton, schooner K»i< L.
Pray, took on board weir mater.si st
Hamilton's cove, Monday, and ... ed
Tuesday for Bar island.
A quiet weddingoccnrred WednM
tbe
home of Leroy Five, whi ■:
p
Pervear, son of tieorge Pen ear «nd
V.
and Miss Adelis F. Kenney, onii <;
,a.'
ter of John E. Kenner "and >>
„re
married by Rev. Mr. Sanderson, of
-\rTbe happy couple an- rwiek.
n»
the congratulations of th< ir mini fy,
Mr. Pervear bolds a good j omitu
af
Boston and Nsntasket lin> < f
i:
He will leave soon to ntutiii hie

*trmw.

was

“It is but crossing, with a bated breath
nd white, set face, a narrow strip of sea.
To find the loved ones waiting on the shore.
More beautiful, more precious than before.”

“And friends, who'd dare to’keep her?
Let us sound no funeral knell;
But say of her life ‘Twas blessed’.
And say of her death 'Tis well’.”

WEST BROOKSVILLE.

April 7, was largely attended. All
Misa Ada Mills is teaching in Bockspresent exceping the treasport.
urer.
members
were
Seventy-eight
presHerman P. Tapley has employment at
ent, also visitors from Morning Light,
John Dority, Cosh man and Lincoln Casting.
granges. A fur business, the fourth dePercy Mills has gone to Bangor to join
gree was worked on three candidates, after tbe yacht Aria.
which all partook of a bountiful sapper.
Capt. Alex Snow planted his early peas
Bro. H. G. Smallidge was presented with and
potatoes last week.
a past-master’s badge by the members of
Jerome P. Tapley is having new
Cfcpt.
the
in token of his faithfulness as
held

She a'way. had the aarne pleasant
heartfelt
My
greeting and kind word.
sympathy goes ont to the daughters and
husband in their great sorrow.
I was in to see Annt Mary yesterday. Found
her bnsy and as well as usual. About the first
thing she asked was if I had read the column.
I had. and she said I was very sorry to read of
Erne Stine's death. She also said she was one
cf her favorite writers of the column. In
March 9 issue, the contribution. “What is
Worship?” was sent by Annt Mary.
Annt Madge. I bare written several times
for the column, bnt would lay it aside thinking to write a little more may be. Then something would oome about and the waste basket
would get the letter.
Aunt Mary told me yesterday she felt la if
she was shirking, but her bauds are so tired
and lame, and others would write more interestingly, “but I know I ought to;” she said,
“it is hard for Aunt Madge when she has it to
do alone. It was for me when I had a similar
place.” So perhaps you can thank Annt Mary
for this letter of mine.
With a heartful of love for all the M. B., I
G.
am as ever.
rear,.

Monday to join the steam yacht Viking,
Capt. Haskell, in New London, Conn
John Alien is moving bis family into

ELLSWORTH

_

grange,

piece of lind

Warren Bores is confined to
ber
with a sore foot.

April

fourteen inches long.

fibroid tumors, irregularities,
|
periodic pains, backache, indigestion
Brooksville, of tbe primary.
nervous prostration, and it is
Tbe young people held an entertainunequalled for carrying women safely the executive committee of the Maine
through the period of change of life. State grange, will address the members. ment and ice-cream social in the grange
ball last week, for tbe benefit of tbe Will- ;
It costs but little to try Lydia E. Sapper will be served.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound, and,
ing Workers’ library. Net proceeds, $9.40.
as Mrs.Barclaysays.it is “worth mounR.
April 11.
SCHOODIC. 406, WINTER HARBOR.
tains of gold to suffering women.
The regular meeting of Scboodic

and

a

Charlie Cboste and Ed Hall went
swty

grange hall Friday
The proceeds were for topic

social

3.

Mrs.
borne

Watson

The Junior C. E. society held

remem-

U.__

Ed. Qtrter has purchased
of Leonard Oandage.

j

Cousins and

only

Crania Bums Is visiting in Bangor
Cole cams from Bar island
Saturday to spend tbs week-end at home.

Harry M. R. Cousins, who has employin New York, is home for a few
S.

»nd

whose

Arthur

ment

parents,

cheerful genial aj*.

highly regarded by ,
of friends and
acquainting

NORTH BROOK UN.

j

his

a

st-p-dsoghtera,

April

and
Richard Grindle. Archie
Long
Warren York went fishing last week, returning with about 660 pounds of cod.

with

of
was

bered father has been “Palher Tom '.
si*,
brothers and sisters. Quite a
large numof
relatives
ber
and friends from out
of
town attended the funeral.

Harold Conary, who has been visiting ia
Rockland, ia home.

weeks

was

and

ig*‘

in-

telephone

Bright’s disease lor

large circle
by whom he will be much misted. Mr
Pinkham was Hfty-nme years of
He leaves besides s widow, a step-son

to work.
ia

ill of

He

here.

position,

Leon Wescott haa gone to Lowell, Maw.,

evening.

brought before the grange.

nesses.

letter* that follow are gratefully
received, and contain affectionate tribute
to Erne Stine.

Sincere sympathy to Mr.
family from

One candidate

the next

Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
For more than 30 years it has been
curing female complaints snch as
inflammation, ulceration, local weak-

These

April

Complete

R.F.I).,Graniteviile, Vt.
>'o other medicine for woman's ills
! has received such wide-spread and unqualified endorsement. So other medicine we know of has such a record

_

Great Pond.

420, FRANKLIN.
No. 420 held* its regular meeting April 7. On account of the
stormy weather, there was a small attendance, only fourteen members being pres8CHOODIC,
Scboodic grange

restoration to health means so much
to me that for the sake of other suffering women I am willing to make mv
trouble public so you mav publish
this letter.” —Mrs. Chas. Barclay,

serves

Dear M- B'% and Littie:
Thanks for answering m y request so quick ly.
In the first place. I use ammonia, as you say.
for a liquid fertilizer in winter, and it makes
the foliage so pretty and green! But I was
afraid to pot it on this pet plant, as it was so
tender, for if I got it too strong it made the
leaves curl.
Is ammonia good for begonia*? I don’ tknow
why mine doesn't grow. 1 have looked at
it* roots, and nothing seems to be the matter
with them. It's alive, but that is all. It will
not grow since it was “frosted".
It ha* no
leaves; Just string spront* on which I watch
for leaves.
And the ashes for cat-worms. Do you use
wood or coal ashes? Of coarse it woald be too
late to pat aroand after the cut-worm had
bee n there, and for a large garden it would
take a lot of ashes and be lots of work on each
plant. I saw a garden last spring where lime
(I called it) was scattered on top of the
ground where the plants were to come np.
Does anyone know what that was for? One
person told me salt and ben fertilizer woald
kill or drive away the cut worms. But won’t
salt hurt the plants? And is hen fertilizer
good for all plants?
In starting tomatoes and pansies in the
house to transplant, bow do the people get
such stocky plants? All I ever grew were tall
and slender by transplanting-time. [My idea
is only theory, but I should say thoee plant*
in-doors were kept too warm and forced too
rapidly by the heat of the stove. Keep them
in a fairly cool place, and while they may not
grow so tail, they may be stronger—Aunt M.]
What a lot I want to know! Bat there is a
good deal to learn. Here is a good way to get
rid of twine. Tie it ail; wind into a ball, then
take up about 150 stitches on knitting needles
and knit it square. I never used so nice a
dish cloth, and it wears a long time. I shall
nse my twine that way now.
1 have a dish
cloth “five months old”. I scald it and rinse
it every time I use it. and it keeps sweet and
Clean.
A. G. R. B.

S

Veffvtai'if Compouiwf
dnnntr this tryine period.

srxDAT.

”*He best
men.”

Com-

has prored
worth mountains
of gold to me. as it
restored my health
and strength. I
neTer forget to tell
friends what
my
J I,Villah llnkliams
has done for me

pound

.Vow is the time*'.

the little* of every

arid

symptoms,

“Xow is tbe time. Ah. friend, no longer wait
To scatter lor me smiles and words of cheer.
To those around, whose lives are now ao dear.
They may not meet you in tbe coming year.

a

nervousness

ariuoiner luuui tux

Bon»T.

“Minnit

from

haa gone to

work.

Mrs. Mary Ashworth came home from
Thursday, May b— Meeting of Hancock Sooth Thomas ton Friday.
Pomona grange with Ms—paqoa grange.
Richard Ashworth, wife and family
South Blue hill.
moved to Prospect recently.
came
home from
Mrs. Cora Long
ffEAGIKT, 471. SOUTH DUR XSLJL
Everett. Mass., Saturday, April 2.
held
its regular meeting
Seagirt grange
Mrs. R. B. Long and little ton Malcolm,
Saturday evening, April 2, with a fairly
who hare spent the winter in Rockland,
good attendance. Two candidate* were
instructed in the third and fourth degrees. came home Sunday.
Hur arrived Sunday.
schooner Ben
Then the worthy master declared a recess,
and cake and coffee were served.
The April X Oapt. Long ia having a littie remeeting was then turned over to the lec- pairing done on hia vessel.
turer. and the patrons were entertained
A. J. Grindle. wife and daughter, Mias
by songs and readings.
Beulah, who have spent the past year in
Vinalbaven. moved home Tuesday.

I was passing
Granite ville, Vt
through the Change of Life and suffered

A ant

are

Pomona with Cushman grange.

Charles Miller is home.
1

Ralph Witham

been

Sondsj, April », be soBered,
•bock, and died Monday. Mr. Pinkh«ffl
formerly belonged in Bootbbay. bat
to this place after bis marriage w.u,
Susan Stock bridge, and had s»n«

Gould* boro.

—

As promised Last week, here
Sue's •“Sunshine Motto*.'

reason.

Wednesday, April 27—Meeting of Green

Life,

of

says Mrs. Cbas.

THl AUKEICaE.
E Haworth. Me.

good

bad
time.

EAST BLl'EHILL.

pecially

WORTH
MOUNTAINS
OFGOLD

Hopefa”

«

com

all

This column is devoted to the Orange, esto the granges of Hancock county
The column is open to nil granger* for the
discussion of topic* of general interest, and
Stake letter*
for report* of grange meeting*
short and concise. All communication* mast
name*
will
not
be signed, bat
be printed except by permission of the writer. All communication* will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without

Ef-triT «AD«I"

The purpose* of tkK column are *&ecfnctly
In this story of part of Paul'* Jour- kmI :a use mi* a ad a»-xv>-U la for tbe mutual
and alma to be aelpfnl and hopeful
ney from Caesarea to Home Luke has benefit,
?-»f me com non good, tt la f*r tbe com
Bet
given ns a most vivid account of a mo aeguse—a
pc-tic servant, a purveyor of la
Starting out from Fair
shipwreck.
formation and suggestion. a medium for tbe In
Havens against the advice of the apow I tercna&ge of idea* la thla capacity tt •oOrtse
tie on account of the stormy character
me nWmtioB*. a ad It* access depend# largely

COUNTY NEWS.

3mong t!)c <E*rangrrs.

2S&mxscmcu»

fUatuai Utnthl feoiamn.

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.

are

Feel languid, weak, run-down?
Headache?
Stomach “off”?
Just a plain case of lacy
liver. Burdock Blood Bitters tones liver and
stomach, promotes digestion, purifies the
blood.—Ad vi.
—

A

con-

tributions, mostly in dimes, amount to a
very respectable sum in dollars.
The bnilding is to take the form of an
immense assembly hall to which the many
conventions now making Washington the
for their deliberation shall find tree
The conventions now coming to
access
Washington most rent halls.
It is proposed that this building shall be
so arranged that many conventions, if desired, may hold simultaneous meetings, in
smaller annexed halls, but all sufficiently
large to accommodate large meetings.
centre

know that Fifth Avenue Coffee is the favorite
coffee of New York’s best
families. Nothing is too good
for your family.

YOU

3Mc th*

CHILDREN WHO ME SICKLY.
Mother* who value their own comfort and
the welfare of their children, should never be
without a box of Mother Gray’* Sweet Powder* for Children, for use throughout the
season. They Break up Colds,Cure Feverishness, Constipation, Teething Disorders, Headache and Stomach Troubles.
THESE POWDERS NEVER FAIL. Sold by all Drug Stores,
25c. Don't accept anuaubatitute. A trial packwill
be
sent
FREE
to
mother
who will
any
age
address Allen S. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y.

__

full

|

pound._j

SOME OF THE LOST ARTS.

and, toning it, severs it before it can deSome people have
thought that
Scott exaggerated Just a little
here, bat
such probably is not the
ease, tor it has
been told by a recent traveUer
that he

COUNTY NEWS.

•oend.

Wonderful Work of the Ancleata
Never Equalled.
It is said that the art of luminoua paintto the Japanese so long
ing was known
D. 878. says the Chicago Tribune,
ngo as A.
of the emperor Tai Tsung
in the dynasty
who had in bia
o( the Sung dynasty,
a picture painted by one Su
possessions

£goh

once

spirited affair, being
nothing more or leee, however, than a
an ox that every day left the
picture of
to grave and then returned
picture frame
to Bleep at night. Thia thing
to the frame
worried the emperor, as it seemed to his
that

was

a

mind more reslistlo than
a common picture of

just

was
a

necessary in

common ox,

so

made numerous inquiries among his
subjects as to why the ox, being only s
went out to grass.
picture, daily
None of the people, of oourae, oould explain the phenomenon, and the emperor
finally appealed to a certain wise Buddhist
the Japanese painter
priest, Who said that
bad known of an ancient secret and applied it to his art in painting the picture.
nothing, explained the
it really was
learned priest, more than that the artist
nacreous
substance
had found some
within the flesh of a certain kind of oyster
that could be picked up among the rocks
when the tide was low. Thia substance
was dried and then ground into the color
material, and pictures painted with these
colors were invisible by day and luminoua
by night, so the secret was that during
the day the figure of the ox was not visible, and it was therefore said that it left
tbe frame to go graxing.
History relates that during the age of
Tiberius, a Roman workman who had
been banished, waa allowed to return to
Rome, which be did, bringing with him
a glass cup-a really wonderful cup, (or
be dashed it npon tbe pavement and it
the fall, although
was not broken by
dented, but with a hammer he easily
It waa brilbent it into shape again.
liant, transparent, bat not brittle. It is
further stated that the Romans were
much interested, and learned that the
man had obtained the
cap from the
Arabians, who are wonderful chemists.
In the books of that long-ago time there
is a glass mentioned that, if supported by
one end, by its own weight would in a day
dwindle down to a fine line, and could be
curved around the wrist like a bracelet.
The glassblowers of ancient Thebes are
known to have been far in advance of the
most proficient craftsmen of our day of
;
“progress”, some 4,000 years later. They i
were well acquainted
with the art of i
be

saw a man in
Calcutta throw a handful of silk Boss in the air and a
Hindoo
promptly severed it with his saber.
Uunpowder was known to the Romans,
though they only used it for fireworks;
but in one particular we are
yet far behind,
for the secret of the terrible and destructive Greek fire has been lost
altogether.
Another "lost art” although
put to use
on a modern
invention, is that displayed
in the making of a remarkable clock now
owned by a Hindoo prince. For
perfection and ingenuity this clock takes rank
as the
"strangest piece of machinery in
India”. Near the dial of an ordinary
looking clock is a gong hung on poles,
while underneath, scattered on the base
plate of the clock, is a pile of small artificial human skulls, ribs, arms and
legs,
the whole number of bones in the
pile
being equal to the number of bones in
twelve human skeletons. When the hands
of the clock indicate the hour of
1, the
number of bones to form a
complete human skeleton come
together with a snap,
and by
some
mechanical contrivance
the skeleton springs up to the
gong, and
strikes one blow. This finished, it returns
to the pile and again falls to
pieces.
When 2 o'clock comes two skeletons
get
up and strike, while at the hours of noon
and midnight the entire
heap springs up
in the shape of twelve skeletons and
strike,
each one after the other, a blow on the
and
then
tall
to
gong,
pieces as before.
The ancients had a marvelous knowof
colors.
ledge
Excavations in Assyria
and Egypt have brought to ligbt colorings
that it is impossible to duplicate to-day.
At Nineveh the monochrome pictures
which represented the Chaldeans on the
wall are said by Gesenius, the Septusgint,

and the

Vulgate to have been painted with
slnoper or rubrica, a native early oxide
much like our Indian red, while both the
English versions of the bible now in use,
as well as the
rabbis, translate the word
as "shashar” (Jeremiah
xxii., 14), or vera

milion.

me

At Khorsabad it

appears that

approacnea mat bright color, but
at Nimrod the sculptures exhibit a
bright
rea

lake tint-and our painters
been able to duplicate either.
Whether in ancient times better roads
and
pavements were built than at present,
or whether only the best remains is uncertain, but it is also most certain that
some of the remains of such structures
crimson

or

have not

Rome, for instance, evince engineering skill and perfection of work
to a high degree. These roads were laid
out
carefully and excavated to solid
found in

CRANBERRY ISLES.
Mrs. Katharine Gilley
island.
a

is

on

Baker’s

Leander Banker returned Friday from
trip to Rockland and Lewiston.

Mrs. Edna Spurting and daughter Louise
returned from South Berwick Saturday.

After tbe revolution, Isaac Greene, came
Surry with his young wife, whose
maiden name was Louise Sprague. They
came to what is at present known as the
head of Morgan's bay. The country was
Proclus, who had a fame greater than a wilderness at that time. Tney took up a
Archimedes as a mathematician, is cred- farm, cleared oft tbe timber, built a set of
ited with having made a homing glass farm buildings and raised a large family.
Their family consisted of John, David,
during the reign of Anastasius Dicorus
which was of such remarkable efficacy Lemuel and Asa, Polly, Ruth and Emma.
that at a great distance he set Are to and Polly married Elder Robert Lord, of East
of
destroyed the ships of the Mysian and Surry. Kuth married a Gilpatrick,
Thracian Heels that had blockaded By- Hancock or Laraoine. Emma married a
Joy, of Ellsworth. Lemuel settled in
zantiura.
The Damascus blades, those marvels of East Surry, John and David in Bluehill,
old folks. John
perfect steel, have never been equalled, and Asa lived with the
Asa
and those in use during the crusades, 800 married Betsy Curtis, of Penobscot.
married Lydia Kernald, of Oouldsboro.
years ago, are to-day “good as new”. In
In those times there were no carriage
Loudon there is one on exhibition that
the people travelled on horse-back
roads;
can be
in
a
as
crooked
scabbard
almost
put
The nearest town was Casor on foot
as a
withand
bent
every way
corkscrew,
to which Isaac Greene used to go to
tine,
out
sword
The
of
this
breaking.
point
execute his pension papers, generally on
can be made to touch the hilt.
blazed
The mysticism of this oriental steel has foot through the woods, guided by
long been a subject for writers, and the trees.
The writer does not known what battles
poets have sung its praises. Sir Walter
Greene was engaged in, except the
Mr.
in
a
his “Tsliaman”, describes
Scott,
of Bunker Hill, as the facts are
battle
meeting between Richard Coeur de Lion
Greene lived to be quite
wnd Saladin, wherein Saladin asks Richard hard to And. Mr.
on a visit to his daughter,
to show him the wonderful strength for old, and while
was taken ill and died,
which he is noted, and the Norman mon- Mrs. Robert Lord,
buried at the upper end of Newarch responds by severing a bar of iron and was
thal was
which lies on the floor of the tent. Saladin bury Neck in a burying-ground
The grave is undiscontinued
ago.
years
says that he “could not do that”, but he
with weeds and
takes an eiderdown pillow from a couch marked and overgrown
If this catches the eye of any of
alders.
and, drawing his keen blade across it, it
hia descendants who would like to see
falls in two pieces.*
in more respectable shape,
At this feat Richard says: “This is the the grave put
with the writer
black art; it is magic; you cannot cut they may correspond
as he knows the
that which has no resistance.” Saladin, through The American,
As all Isaac Green's
to show him that such is not the case, the exact locality.
sons and daughters of the
takes his scarf from his shoulders, which descendants are
to the
is so light that it almost floats in the air revolution, whether they belong
order or not it, seems Atting that the grave

£Ummi*ancm*>

WHY SALVES FAIL
j

|
Scientists

are
now
agreed that the
eczema germs are lodged not in the outer
akin or epidermis, but in the inner skin.

Hence,

penetrating liquid is required,
outward salve that clogs the pores.
We recommend to all eczema patients
the standard prescription, Oil of Wintergreen, as compounded in liquid form
known as D. D. D. Prescription. A trial
bottle -of this D. D. D. Prescription, at
only 26 cents, will instantly relieve the
itch.
We have sold and recommended
this remedy for years, and know of wonderful cures from its use. We recommend
it to our patrons. B. G. Moore.
I
not

an

a

Sarah H. Young and Edward M.

Cunningham.
as
There is no cough medicine so popular
It never fails toture
Foley's Honey and Tar.
G. A.
coughs, colds, croup and bronchitis.
Pabchss.

David M. Parks, of Pittsfield, president
of the Maine fish and game association,
died Thursday at tbe hospital in Lewiston,
of pneumonia, following an operation for
appendicitis. He was fifty-seven years of
age.

Farmers should M
more oatmeal.
Although the fanner of today Is able

to buy almost

anything

he wants to

he isn 't paying enough
attention to food values when it comes
to his own table.
wear or to eat

If he has been watching the extensive researches and experiments on
the question of the best human food
for muscle and brain he will heed the
advice from all sides to "eat more

Quaker Oats.”

Oats is mentioned because
recognized in this country and
as the best of all oatmeals.
Europe
Feeding farm hands on Quaker Oats
means getting more work out of them
than if you feed them on anything
else.
ft

Quaker
is

For home use it is packed in regular
10c packages, andja large size family
packages at 25c.
61

_

room.

Leander Bunker has sold his launch to
Otter Creek parties, and purchased a
larger one of Isaac Ralph.

Eben McFarland is better.

Harry Conary was home from Ellsworth
Sunday.
Robert Candage, of Sedgwick, spent a
Capt. Willis Bunker ran his vessel
ashore last Wednesday in the fog. She day and a night here recently.
came off with very little
Miss Tina Greenlaw, of Oceanviiie, is
damage.
Rev. A. P. MacDonald and Roy Stewart visiting her sister, Mrs. Fred Colomy.
Mrs. Fernstrom arrived from Virginia
are here fixing the
missionary boat, the
Saturday to superintend the finishing of
Morning Star, for summer service.
The Busy Bee olub held a social at the her cottage.
Mr. Gillis, of North Bluehill, is boardhall Wednesday evening. The .proceeds
are for a new fence for the
ing with Mrs. Abram Dufiee, while carcemetery.
Some very fine sermons were delivered pentering here for Mr. Fernstrom.
Crumbs.
April 11.
by Rev. Mr. Tiugley and Rev. Mr. Alcott
last week. The attendance was good, and
SEAL COVE.
the services were enjoyed by all.
Mrs. Clinton Gray is ill.
Last Tuesday morning Mrs. Wilbert A.
Mrs. E. L. McLean, of Augusta, is spendRice, Mrs. Leslie R. Bunker, of Sutton, and
three children, started to come across here ing a few weeks in town.
in a naphtha launch. On getting from
James Kelley has gone to Bar Harbor,
the launch into the row-boat on their where he has employment as brick-layer.
arrival, Mrs. Rice, Mrs. Bunker and the
Arthur Kumill has moved his family
baby boy, three years old, upset the row- back from Rockland, where he has been
boat. But for the timely arrival of Lewis
scallop fishing the past winter.
Ladd
and
Benjamin Bunker, who
John Clancy has moved his family from
launched a boat and came to them, they
Rockland, and is occupying the Chester fl
would
have
drowned. Mrs.
Bunker Robbins house.
All are glad to see the
succeeded in getting hold of the launch,
family back again in town.
and Mrs. Rice held on

the coming

The supper given Thursday evening at
Emerson hall was a great success. After
a bountiful supper served in the banquet
hall, all went upstairs to enjoy an interDancing followed.
esting
program.
Music by Keyes’ orchestra, of Belfast.
G.
April 4.
_

Frank Hurley, of Bangor, spent Sunday

over

An

ice-cream social

held at the hall

raised.
It was immense, thick and well
eared, averaging fully 12 feet high,
after several hard frosts. I
managed to get it nearly all into SK57 ton silo during
or it would doubtless have
required a great deal
your fertilizers on potatoes and other crops with
splendid results.
1 g»ve this testimonial having used Swift’s Animal
wilhP,ea8ure
c
reixuizers for several
years, and can say I believe them superior to any other
class of fertilizers on the market,
being Animal Blood, Meat and Bone, they furnish a large amount of concentrated
organic matter for humus, which greatly aids
m
absorbing and holding moisture, thus hastening dissolution of all soil elements
for plant life.
I would recommend all up-to-date,
progressive farmers to try Swiffs Animal
Fertilizers and learn of their real merits and
great value.”
Nov. 16, 1909.
I HENRY W. RUSSELL,
Vt.
two weeks settling before it froze
more room.
Have also used

Uui3

Jhat

_

See local agents or send tor prices. Our terms

Harrisburg,

are easy

and

our

prices right.

•

I Swift’s LowaH Fertilizer CtiSftSftSSS? 40 No. Market St., Boston.

books.

Don’t Fool with Grippe

Deep sympathy is felt for Albion Farrell
wife, of Center, in the death of their
little daughter Pauline. Pneumonia, following a severe attack of whooping cough,

and

Funeral services
were held
Wednesday afternoon. Rev.
Mr. Trites, of Manset, officiated. Burial in
the Ober cemetery at Center.
N.
April 9.
w'as

the

cause

Stanley is employed

at

Southwest

Harbor.

Capt. E. C. Harper has started his vessel,
Bloomer, and is freighting stone for
Mr. Clark, of Southwest Harbor, |for the

the

wharf to be

can

built there.

April 11.

i

99-year-old remedy.
It also affords quick relief from
Colic, Cholera Morbus, Cramps,
etc., when taken internally.
Inflammation, sprains, burns,
cuts

bruises,

etc.,

should

JOHNSON*Si
ANODYNE LINIMENT

LAMOINE.

a sea

and

always be bathed with

L. O. Collins and wife have moved“jinto
the house recently occupied by (Mrs.
Willis, at East Lamoine.

Mrs. Fred Hodgkins left last week
Philadelphia, where she will spend a
weeks with her husband, who has just

many

if you
take Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment
as
soon
your eyes
internally. As
water and your head and bones
ache, you know you’re in lor Grippe.
That’s the time to use this famous

N.

Mr. Tidd, a member of the senior class
of Colby college, will speak in the church
next Sunday morning and evening.

check Grippe, Bron-

chitis, Tonsilitis and
YOU
other similar troubles

of death.

_____

Elmer

turned from

here.

was

SWIFTS-* SUPERIOR CUSS OF FERTILIZERS.

“Having used Swift's High-Grade ‘Animal Brand of Fertilizer, too lbs.
acre on ft five acre
piece of ensilage corn the past season, must say, notwithstanding its being a very dry season, I harvested the biggest crop of corn per acre
d ever
per

Wednesday evening, March 30. About $7
was taken, and after paying expenses, the
balance is to be used to purchase singing

25c and 50c

a

ParSOHS' PIUS

bottle.

are best

I. S. JOHNSON & CO.. Boston. Mass.

for

of all laxatives.

\
J
g

fXn?BmouS^L' j

few
re-

voyage.

f

77ieUn/yersa/

Fred Adams spent Sunday with his
Capt. Q. B. Hodgkins, who spent the
winter with his son, Capt. Fred Hodgkins,
sister, Miss Ella Adams.
his own house. He
Master Harold Gray, son of Leslie Gray is now occupying
has secured Mrs. Pierce, of East Lamoine,
and wife, is quite ill of the grip.
as housekeeper.
C. F. Jones has been confined to the
Master Harold King celebrated his sixth ^
house the past week with a bad cold.
birthday April 4. The little boys and :
C. H. Hooper went to Boston on Monday
girls gathered at his home as they came
to attend the postmasters’ convention.
from school, and there enjoyed the games ,
Miss Raymond arrived on Saturday to which are so pleasing to the children.
take up her work with Mrs. C. F. Jones Perhapa the part which pleased them most
All dealers sell Lee’s Liniment tor 25c.
I he bottles
for the spring.
were the delicious dishes with which the
The men of the Congregational society table was spread. Many interesting are
size containing TWICE THE USUAL 25c QUANTITY.
large
stories were told by them when they
w'ere invited to the home of Dr. E. E.
Phil brook Saturday evening. A pleasant reached their homes that night.
B.
April 11.
evening was enjoyed by all. Delicious re-

LEES ^

Liniment

freshments

April

were

served.

11.

G.

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

visiting

Charles D. Rea, a graduate of the U. of
M. and a former principal of tne high
school here, has been elected superintenddent of schools.

No Lame Horses

_

WALTHAM.
Howard Davis and
relatives in Brewer.

wife

are

Miss Alice Clough, of Ellsworth Falls, is
John Carroll is at home after spending
visiting relatives here.
winter in Lawrence, Mass.
Minerva Jordan, who has been in town the
Harlan Murphy who has rented the
for a few days, has returned to Ellsworth.
farm of H. E. Trundy, has commenced
George Stanley and wife, who have been
here through the winter, have returned to farming.
School «t Norwood’s Cove is taught by
their home in Brewer.
Miss Lizzie Hall, who boards with Mrs.
of
and
Haslem
Machias,
wife,
Raymond
Seth Lurvey.
spent a few days recently with their parMildred Stanley, of Northeast Harbor,
ents, Alden Haslem and wife.
last week with her grandmother,
Charles Allen and wife, who have been spent
Mrs. Mary Lurvey.
the guests of Mrs. Allen’s daughter, Mrs.
should be taken some care of.
John Carter, who is in Camden helping
Phena Giles, has returned to Hull’s Cove.
The family of Asa Greene, the youngest
the steamer J. T. Morse in order was
put
and
sale
dance
The
by
companion
given
son of Isaac
Greene, with whom the
at home for two days last week.
was not largely attended,
Sunbeam
court
writer iB the most familiar, were Samuel
Spec.
April 11.
Dorcas.
8., Isaac and Asa, Emma and
WATCH FOR THE COMET.
Little
Nellie
told little Anita what she
Samuel married Polly Hopkins, Isaac
the
the
Watch
The Red Dragon of
sky.
married Sabrina Hopkins, and Asa married children for spring coughs ana colds. Care- termed a “little fib.” Anita-A fib is the
Samuel ful mothers keep Foley’s Honey and Tar in same as a story, and a story is the same as
married
Dorcas
Greene.
and
safest prevenMary
the house. It is the best
Curtis. At one time there was a large tion and cure for croup where the need is a lie. Nellie—No, it’s not. Anita—Yes, it
a
vital
relief
immediate
and
necessity.
because my father said so, and my fathsettlement of Greenes at Morgan’s Bay, urgent
Contains no opiates or harmful drugs. Refuse | is,
er is a professor at the university. Nellie—
known as the Greene settlement. To-day substitutes. Q. A. Pauchbb.
I don’t care if he is. My father is a real
the name of Greene is not known in town,
THE BOUND BLEEP OF GOOD HEALTH.
estate man, and he knows more about lyand the only descendants of Isaac Greene
The restorative power of sound sleep can
remaining here are Elwin Lord, Varden not be over estimated, and any ailment that ing than your father.
L.
to
health.
T.
a
menace
Mc- prevents it is
If you would find a great many faults,
Lord, Mary Witham, Mrs. J. M.
Eau Clair, Wis., says: “For a long {
Mrs. Mary E. Southers,
time I have been unable to sleep soundly be on the lookout; if you would find
Kenney, Mrs. W. G. Rich,
back
across
and
my
M. Curtis, nights because of pains
Grey, Miss Ella Jarvis, Edward
soreness of my kidneys.
My appetite was them in still greater abundance, be on the
Mrs.

Peregrine White, one of Bangor’s besthnown attorneys, died Sunday, aged sixtyfour. He had been in ill health for several
years, and for three weeks was confined to
the house.

_

________

TO CURE ECEZMA.

K1TTERY TO CARIBOU.

Walter Colby has gone to Bar Harbor,
where he has employment with the telephone company.
Mrs. Nettie Stanley is ill again.
Her
Adalbert Crosby, who has employment
While pursuing her favorite study of
sister, Mrs. Walter Hadlock, of Isleaford, at Bar
Harbor, visited his family over bird life, Mrs. Bertha F. Smith, forty
is caring for her.
Sunday. His wife and little daughter years of age, wife of Prof. Harold B.
Schools began to-day, with Miss Waitte Vesta returned
with him.
Smith, of Worcester Polytechnic Institute,
Frye in grammar grade and Mrs. Fred A.
April 11.
H.
Worcester, Mass., fell over a cliff twenty
Birlem in the primary.
feet into the sea at an island near Bath
BLUEHILL FALLS.
April 4.
Rooney.
Sunday, and was drowned.
Millie Eaton is in Boston on business.
Charles Allen, of Bar Harbor, was in
town one day this week.
Mrs. Belle Wood has returned from Sedg“Pa, did you ever hear of a real case of
Leslie Rice is working at Mayo’s boat- wick, where she spent the winter.
poetic juatioe?” “Yes. A man who once
Fred
shop, Southwest Harbor.
Colomy has sold his horse to Mr. awindled me out of *»0 in an irrigation
Mrs. Walter Hadlock spent the week- Bobbins, of Sedgwick, and bought Ed- scheme died of water on the brain.”
mond Sylvester’s horse for his summer’s
end with Mrs. Nettie Stanley.
work.
Rev. A. P. MacDonald held services here
Mrs. Harry Conary has gone to North
Sunday afternoon and evening.
Bluehill for a week’s visit with her parCapt. Benjamin Sparling and wife, of
ents, after which she will join herhuaband
Boothbay, are visiting Ezra Lurvey and in
Eltaworth, where they will remain unwife.
til June. Mr. Conary is
employed on the
Mrs. Hiram Stanley, who has been ill of steamer Norma for
Dr. Biggs.
grip the past week, is still confined to her
Crumbs.
April 4.

Ureene.
to

Mrs. Charles Jordan and little grandson
Sidney are visiting relatives in Bangor.

Mrs. Bertha Bracy and Miss Ethel Stanare spending a week at Otter Creek.

—

diamond for catting and engraving glass, and in the British museum
there is a beautiful piece of staiced glass
with an engraved emblazonment of the
monarch Thothmes III, who lived over

_

ley

staining glass, and are known to have
the small boat.
produced that article in great profusion ground.
and perfection. Kosellini tells of a piece
This was costly work, to be sure
the They were nearly exhausted when taken
of stained glass known to be 4,000 years ! Appian way, about 130 miles in length, from the water. Lawrence
Bunker
exhausted the Roman treasury—
the little boy.
old. which displayed artistic taste of high nearly
but it was enduring as nature’s own work. rescued
order, both in tint and design. In this In Peru and Central America the Spaniards
Rooney.
April 11.
specimen the color is struck turough the found remains of roads 1,500 to 2,000 miles
CASTINE.
vitrified structure, and he mentions other long which, examination shows, were
built of heavy Hags of flre-stone, and, in
Dr. J. W. Grindle and family returned
designs struck entirely in pieces from some parts at least, covered with a bione-half to three-quarters of an inch tuminous cement which time had made to their home in New York on Wednesharder than the stone itself. The roads day.
thick, the color being perfectly incorpor- of
modern times lack most of the elements
ated with the structure of the piece and of
Leslie Gray went to Bangor on Thursdurability which these ancient-made
exactly the same on both sides.
! ones possessed, and, consequently, wear day to meet the yacht Aria, on which he
out
in
a
short
time.
has employment for the summer.
The priests of Ptah at Memphis were
adepts in the glasswcrker’s art, and not
The ladies of the Book and Thimble club
THE GREENE FAMILY.
only did they have manufactories for
of the Congregational society gave a supthe common crystal varieties, but they
per to the children of the Sunday school
had learned the vitrifying of the differ- Isauc Greene, Revolutionary Soldier,
Friday evening. Forty-four little people
Settled at Morgan’s Bay.
ent colors and the imitating of precious
sat down at the tables, and the older ones
stones to perfection. Their imitations
were kept busy serving them.
I Written for Tub American by Dr. Mudd.]
of the amethyst and of the various other
The Village improvement society held a
w
Isaac Greene as born in Reading, Mass.
colored gems were so like the real article
meeting Friday evening at Emerson hall.
that even now after they have lain in the When quite young he enlisted in the E. H.
Carpenter was chosen president; C.
sands of the desert from 2,000 to 1,000 Continental army in his father’s regiment.
H. Hooper vice-president; Dr. H. C. SaunHis father was Col. David Greene, a cousin
years, it takes an expert to tell them from
ders secretary and treasurer. Plans were
Nathaniel
of the celebrated general,
the genuine. It is known also that they
summer.
made for
used the

to bad travelling, bnt those who
did go report a fine time.
Hies Bessie Jordan has returned to her
studies in Bucicsport after a few days with
her parents, Herman Jordan and wife.
Hiss Verna will remain at home nntil fail.
H.
April 7.

owing

very poor and my general condition was much
I have been taking Foley’s Kidrun down.
ney Pills hot a short time, and now sleep as
sound as a rock, I eat and enjoy my meals,
and my general condition is greatly
I can honestly recommended Foley’s Kidney
». *
Pills as 1 know they have cured me.’’
Parch a a.

U You Will Use

Tuttle’s
Elixir
Don't neglect the lame or
blemished leg. Or don’t give
up because other things have

Wheat Cleaned
Six Times
“The equipment for wheat cleansing
Is as extensive and expensive as that
The freedom
for grinding purposes.
of flour from dirt and bacteria shows
in its appearance.”
Prof. Wm. Jago,
in Xational Association Review.

Wheat specially selected for William
Tell Flour is stored in hermetically
sealed tanks, at Ansted & Burk’s big
rp ills.
It is cleaned six times before grinding.
Everything—even the sewing of the
"bags—is done by clean, bright
Note how much purer William Tell is
This means wheat
than other flours.
cleaning by the most complete equip*
ment known to modern milling science.
William Tell Flour has the brilliant
bloom such as only Ohio wheat can make.
Ask your dealer, and insist on having—

machinery.

failed. When you stop to think that there awe hundreds of thousands of norses that have been made
sound and are kept sound, kept at their hard work
day In and day out—thanks to Tuttle’s Elixir—then
you will realize that it’s time you tried it, too. Let
us prove to you that it
=====

C U R ES

Splints, Spavin Lameness, BingBone, Knotted Cords, Cockle Joints,.

Curb,

Sprains, Bonyflrowthw, Swell lngs,8hoo
Boll wand Founder, Distemper nnd Colic
It never fails to locate lameness, and the thousands who have tried it will tell you that it makes
the finest leg and body wuih they ever used.
Send for the proofs. We want you to know also
of the remarkable curative powers of Tuttle’s Worm
Powders, Tuttle’s Condition Powders, and Tuttle’s
Hoot Ointment. Your dealer sells Tuttle’s remedies.
If not, send u« his name and 60c. in stamps and
we wilt send a large size bottle prepaid. Don’t experiment. Get Tattle’s and be sure.

ITDFF
"Veterinary EiMrien«r,M
* ztlilj

a

100-page book or valuable information
to every horse owner. Enable* you to be your own
veterinary. Write for it today, enclosing 2 cents
for postage.

TUTTIE S EU»m CO., WO Bwwly «t„ tenon, Mm

look in.
Good

results

always follow the use of
They give prompt rekidney and bladder disorders. are healing, strengthening and antiseptic. Try them. G. A. Pabohbb.

Kidney Pills.
improved. Foley’s
lief in all cases of

William Tell
&
Wnitcumu, ndynes
KAi.LS.
Ei I,nW()K III

ME

Go.

AMERICAN ADS
PAY BEST

Etu ^Usujortti American.

fore tbe eocnlrv bend ia bend with
tbe Preeidens with tbe tariff ae tbe

House deliberate, the

FROM WASHINGTON.

|

Gar. Burleigh
After Tariff Facta
Busy Democrats Dilatory.

publican

—

muni
BET WEDNESDAY APTBENOON
AT

sr m

in Price—#2 *• * jw; *' *far *-’x
Ai
M T«« fcT ‘Jbt** MKBS*A. If
mrirttr :« ***»*«*. • > 5ft, *S **•■; It*
Ai« AT
«*■*»n»S*!*t!T«f7 m*s‘M t&p&t*
rtifir'* m rceiuHMM u ibe rMt >f •- per

y«*r

of

The

2,366 j

steaaser

tbe

on

Bar

Jordan,

Arthur

a

pet hen

w

bicfa

The senatorial Flgbt.
bU riaaa-j
political oaule which is to be
waged in Maine mu fai. teems predea-

laid

an

valuable

of Booth

horse

mand over the coarse of legislation at
the national capital.
A Maine congressman arose in the
House tne other day to complain Decease in that body tne voice of Massachusetts was accepted as tne voice of
Sew England, a condition of whicn no
one bad any reason to complain while
Diagtey. Reed, Bontelle and Milliken
•arrived and were retained as the
of

representatives

Maine

in

from

*

*

•

*

»

cause.

afraid Maine would be overlooked.
Fortunately, whi.e the Maine representatives are making a place for
themselves in the House, tbe prestige
was

a

task several

report could be made before

they

were

hound

the

spread

of

used

by

as

and

the
bss

a

republican

nominee

it

j

had under the

meet

Payne law
Dingiey law. It

have leas’ under the

the

current

criticisms of

than

men

at

Washington,

whether

on

finance, tbe navy, or a number of
ether subjects of the most supreme
importance.
We cannot believe that Maine will
consider seriously directing such a
blow at her own and the nation’s best
interests. Now that we are facing a
redaction of our representation at

Washington numerically, we should
be the more caretni to conserve the
influence it is possible to exert through
the statesmanship and experience of
cur incomparable senatorial delegation.
When

Representative Fitzgerald

recently
designed

introduced an amendment
to bring about the repeal of
the present tariff law, he did the republican party in particular and the
whole people of the nation in general

a

favor which

can

hardly

be over-

The amendment
was
estimated.
voted down, and the present tariff
law upheld by a vote of 150 to 116.
Every republican of the Rouse voted
to sustain the present law, while every
democrat voted in favor of its repeal.
It most be understood that some
twenty republicans voted against the
trill on its passage last August, and
fouud to vote for
its repeal. This is a most complet

now not one can he

vindication of the

publican party

new

can

law,

and the re

henceforth go be-

j
;

thirty days.

clause, and so efficafeature of the law and

mum

and minimum

cious

was

this

new

that

the

maximum

rates

will

not

be

operation

good features
recognized.

for
will

a

possible

more

the

our

exports into foreign

same

brought

instance

time has not in
on a

commercial

with any of those countries.
It makes stronger than ever the state-

war

made by President Taft and repeated
republican leaders, that the
present tariff bill is the best law we ever
had. For not only hive the new features
which were engrafted into the law been
eminently successful, but the two greatest
reasons for a protective tariff namely, revenue and protection, have both come to us
ment

generally

supply bills,
sundry
appropriation bill, and the omnibus
public buildings bill must be in shape to
be brought into the House very soon
thereafter whenever Speaker Cannon says

rate* for

single

a

couple of years,

be

President granting the minimum rates to
countries, including all the important commercial nations.
This result is a distinct victory for and
a vindication of the wisdom of the republican leaders who framed the tariff bill,
and has secured for this country the best
countries and at the

by

_

in

debate, but

various

will
next

J

completed

j

that after it has

law in the belief

been in

372 for

Points Regarding The Census.
The census begins April 15 and must be

to

demo-

ot u; of tbe evi'« by ekkl « «• wrouded.
There are injustice* is oar commercial
and bnauMt life tbal mat be reached by
national and Mate legislation, and to lar
aa tbe federal covernment ia concerned,
every 'Sort will be made between now and
tbe doee of tbe present Concrete to enact
tbe
inch law* ae will give tbe people
desired relict. Some each lave are likely
to be enacted, and with a continued bigb
volume of employment, with good cropa
and

good prices

other

surprising degrees.

in

As

■

revenue, it

for the

bow

successful the

new

be

can

law

judged

has been

by

the ret urns up to April 1.
A year ago at
this time the receipts from all sources for
the nine months ending March 31 were
about

f430.00u.000,

about

$450,000,000.

while this year they are
A year ago the deficit

$70,000,000, while at present it
considerably under $20,000,000. and

was over

is

little doubt that it will
the end of the
fiscal year, and that, too, without considering the receipts from the corporation tax, which is estimated will be from
there
be

seems

wiped

$25,000,000
In

fact

to be

out

to

as a

altogether by

$30,000,000.
revenue

probably
adjusted itself

never

been

so

a

measure

tariff law

readily

and

so

there has
which has

perfectly

expenditures. It will be admitted that
large surplus is never desirable, and of
course we should not have a
deficit, but to

to
a

have the expenditures and receipts run
along about together is just the desirable
attainment that should be reached in a
tariff law, and is the result under the law
which

we are now

operating.

It is complained by many that

our forhas proven that the new tariff
bill was not protective enough in many of
its features. It is true that our
imports

eign

have

trade

increased largely under its operation
our exports have really
decreased,

and that

making

balance of trade smaller than
for many years. It is not, however, shown
that these increased importations have to i
any large extent displaced American manour

mostly luxuries and material to be
by our factories.
So long ae our people continue to be

are

worked up

for the

farmer

we

eball

past t brooch a record-break inc veer, and
tbe people matt a; in bate tbe conditions
in a large extent to tbe legislation of tbe
republican party. Tbit meant a republican victory at tbe poll* next November,
a
and
republican Concrete in both
branches to (attain tbe administration of
tbe iast two yearv of President Tafl'e term.
It may be possible that if tbe election
were
held this spring inmeed of next
November, tbe result might be • matter of
doubt, bat when tbe truth is spread and
tbe misrepresentation baa been overcome,
tbe people, ae they hive eo often in tbe
poet, will tee that it it to tbeir beat interests to keep tbe republican party in
power aDd uphold tbe principle* ot that
party, and give unstinted support to
President Taft and hie allies throughout
t be ad mi n istrst ion.

__attio*.
!*
Afor Sfcny«*tiuw5r>wt
*•
,h»

d«T of April,

a

°"

4. mt.

TH«^«xrs:,

ra

harts,

NORTH OKLAND.
Fred L_ Patten was in Bangor iast week
business for Rogers A Ingalls.
Herbert White it building an ell on bis
aouse.
A. P. Whit* is doing tbe carpen-

tering.
Mrs. Henrietta Billings on Priday fell
down tbe cellar stairway at ber bom*.
Her feet caoebt between step*, which, fortunately. prevented ber from failing the
length of tbe stairway and plunging bead
first into a foundation stone at tbe foot.
She escaped witb a few bruises.

B.

April U.

jftj
^

I

1

fc^rwuL1trte^Kgt
baked Ikntmki
;0
worth American, a sacceoaiT.i,
aewepepei
Ellrworth. ia aaid ewxsty, thnt
pear at a probate coart to be
worth, la aaid ooaaty. ua tb«
ol Mar. a. d
1M*. « era
"* *•* h'*rd

tK, ?*< ■
b.fdtHfi7? Bi*

William A. Btmart. late at Haoiack i.
*il1
A certain
const*, deceased
PW*4"* tobelh# lam will .ad
«
aaid dcccamd. toccthcr with petition
bate thereof, presented hy Loti
u
.!Wfc
the esccalrin thereia aaaatd.
*'**rt,
Virfitla D. A anti a. late cf Laato,te,
conaty. deceased. A certain
portia* to he the lam will and
said deceaaed. toy ether with act;:,
hate thereof, preheated hy Wfm»ra H
4
the extern lor thereia earned.
J,J«.
William W. Wilaoa. late of Bj-k.too
““
deoeamd
Petition
»'s““h O'
other .an.
?»”•
be .ppotated administrator of -.1,
•aid utertaed. present*4 by Ssmh J Cri. 01
aa heir of aaid deceaaed
Mary has Seaeh. late of Back.port, io
ooeaty. deceaaed. Pttitioa that
Smith or «>me other aaitable per
pointed administrator of the eetaw or “
uA*

thatrjjli?
ZL,-°'.*'£**■
_

ic.t-iu.Z l*14

STA?
?!.£•■

mHyJJ*
Z^*

joe.ty.

_=.

iheodc../T
Jate i;
S

^ <r^r1 br ^j-<***»•

on

&

-ErsriS ^r4^o,AB?: sjs

Mrameat
,eeiam.nl

purporting to he the laatni
of said deceased. toeetir.tiuon for probate thereof. printed bT
yaret Rirtcre Pendleton, the
rre*
IB named.
Nellie A. Stanley. Isle of Brookhc. io
coenty. deceased. Pir.t accoani ol
J. Natter, admiaimraior, tied for .evitaum
"arab E. Kin.maa.late of PfankUn
conity. deceaaed.
Piaal aecoo-,! n HP
Blaladell. execator, tied for »eitl.n>».t
Ada P. Alien. Inie of Sedywick it,
conaty. deceased. First aecosnt of Iraae M
Allen, admlaistiaior. tUd for •etiltmt t
Nellie M. Candace, late ol sinrrr, in wu
conaty. deceased. Ft ret acconr.; or Miotm
I. Candace, admiaistrator. Sod f<
m

»;a‘*

eBcn.tnC

2S

mt dU

#91 Sale.

THE

MOTOR-A t

bar**-power
WATER
Belknap "Little Giant"
Ja>t the thin* for ’igbt
to

«

vttrr motor.

Good

Clareoce H. Taylor, minor, oi Br.Zr*t»H
Connecticut
Flrat acd 15n* %ct iBi
Henry Hudson. guardian, filed ?cr Mt; easenL
>'•; b»oiei Grass, a person of unjoa: m
nd
of Hancock, in said county
Sec nd
of W. H. Gram, guardian, fl ed for *en.«msS
Bsrbnra Bunker, late of Sorrento
a aid
First and ficai account of
county, deceased
Charles H. Preble, executor, fi.ed for settle,

J

CHESTER BOBBINS HOMESTEAD.
At Seoi Cove.
Apply toL W RmiLU
We«t Tremont, M*.
—

power
which ba* waterworks. Will be »old
Add res* P O. Box 4*2, Ellsworth.

as new.

sceo'aat

meat.

Percy 8. Perkins and Beif>rd A Perkin*,
mioo-a. of BrocksTille. In sa d coqe*^
pe.
titlou filed by Alice B Perkin*. *asr :is*. f0r
license to sell certain real estate oi said
CHantrts.
as
described
minors,
ia said petition.
CLarlea fc Do* le. late of Eilivertt. in ukl
waxted-Io every cooBty. deceased. Petition filed br ^srsk ft.
Doyle sod Fred L. Mason, sdmin;* ntan.
town in New England to Mil the beet
Fe tilixer ever pat on the market.
Liberal for license to sell certain real e*ta:e of said*
term*. Write for particulars. X E M.jkkal deceased, as described in said petiu<
Fbbttmzeb Co.. Room 3, 19 Exchange Place,
Ferry W Harnman acd loc« J. Bsrrimaa
mmora, of Lyao. Mnasachasetu.
Boston. Mao*.
F^uiob
filed by George P. Homer, guardisn. for iieense to sell certain real estate of sssd asitors.
and traveling.
25
to
Aye
asde«c i^ad ia said petition.
5a
Employment the whole year, if de*
Kellie A Stanley, late of Brrcklin. ;a «»id
aired. Outfit free. Pay weekly.
Write for
county, deceaaed. Petition fi!«d by William
I
terms.
Home* N. Chasb & Co,. Nursery- J.
Nutter, administrator, that so rder &e itmen. Auburn, Me
sued to distribute ibod; the heir* of sv.d de*
cesasd tbe amount mnsisinr m th* hsnd*of
GIRL—For general house- s«id adiainistietor, upon the filicg of his flrtt
work.
Mbs. Wm. S Gocsixs, Lamoine account.
Point, Me
*43* r- Alien, late or aeagw;k. ;n «a,d
county, deceased. Petition filed by i<*acM.
Al en, administrator, that an order be --ued
Jsoukb.
to distribute among she heir* f
tbe araonnt remaining to tbe band- ? said
administrator, upon the filing of ti« *r» AcNOTICE,
count.
New England Telephone and TeleT. itabe.b D. W Oilman, .ate of B-a t:mort,
graph Company respectfully petitions Maryland, deceased Petition filed
ny t ira*
the Board of Mayor and Aldermen of the City beh Gilman, of said B*ilimor- an
Alice
of Ellsworth, Maioe. for a location for its
Oilman Wheeler, of New York, Mate c f New
poles and wires thereon, and the necessary York, praying that the appointment of said
supporting and strengthening dilutee and petitioner*
named as trustee* io tbe r»»: will
wire*, in the following named streets and and testament of
said deceased, tnav re con*
highway* of aaid city.
firmed by »ald Co art.
Old Lamoine road, from Pierce's corner so
.*JelJoseph T*gert Macau ley. late of
called, to Lamoine town line.
phis, Count? of Philadelphia, an 1 * <>mtDonDated March 2. 19:0.
wea th
of Pennsylvania, deceased
} etiuoa
New England Telephone and
filed by‘'The Misters of St Franc
rporaTblbgbaph Company
tion.toat the saioaatcf col la' era if: i. lentanee
By Francis A. Houston.
tax upon the estate of #*id drees*'
be deGeneral Manager
termined by the Judge of Probair
Crrr or El law oath, Maine,
Francis C- Macsuiey, late of Pbi sde.pbia.
In Boabd op aldsbmkn,
County of Philadelphia, and Commonwealth
of Pen nay 1 vanta. deceased. Petition filed by
April 4. 1919. )
Upon the foregoing petition, it is ordered Joaephine M. Kendig. that the amount < f colthat notice thereof be given by publishing a lateral inheritance tax upon the estate of said
copy of said petition and this order thereon deceased be determined by the Judge of Proin the Ellsworth American, a newspaper oat e
Robert Gray, late of Penobscot, in said
printed in the city of JSlUworth. Maine, and
that a hearing thereon be given at the Mayor county, deceased. Account of George Lowell,
and Aldermen's room on the second day of •ole surviving executor of and trustee, filed
for aetilemeot.
Mar, at 7-90 o'clock p
at which time
m..
and place residents and owners of properly
Mighill P Patten, a person of uc* and
First
upon the highways to be affected by the mind, of Bucksport. in said county
granting of the permit applied fo-. and all and last account of Theodore H. 8mu guarother persons interested, shall have full op
dian. filed for settlement.
Julia A. Patten, late of Bucksport u -aid
portacity to show cause why such permit
Second account cf Theoshould not he granted, the last'publication of county, deceased.
said notice to be at least fourteen (H) day# dore A. Smith, administrator, filed for >*eit!ebefore aaid hearing
ment.
H M. Gray, late of Blnehill. in «a
A true copy of petition, and notice thereon.
My,
t-eae,
deceased
Pi rat account of Frans P.
Attest:—Thomas E. Hale,
administrator, filed for settlement
City Clerk.
'aid
Ruth W. Grindle, late of BluebL:
Second account >i Ira T.
county, deceased
CACTION NOTICE.
Grindle. administrator, filed for aest rment
is to certify that I. S. A. Eankin. of
ia
Harriet N. Grindle. late of Brooksvil
Mariaeilla. Maine, county of Hancock. said county. deceased- Peiition tout Ralph
State of Maine, have given my minor sou, C. H. Condon
or some other suitab
person be
K. Raukin. his time hereafter to transact
ed administrator of the «state of &aid
business for himself. In consequence whereof appoin
deceased, presented by Sylvester C- Co ob,
I »hall claim none of his earnings nor
pay brother of said deceased.
any debt* of his contract iog after this date.
Hutb W. Grindle, late of Bluebil!. in laid
Dated at Maxiaville. Me., this 24th dsy of
Petition filed by Ir* T.
county, deceased.
March, a. d. 1910.
S. A. Ranein.
Grindie. administrator, that an ord* ReisMbs. S. A. Ranbin.
sued to distribute among the heirs f *. 1**
ceaatd. the amount remaining in the hands of
CARD OF THANKS.
f Ql*
said administrator, upon the filing
Wilbert A. Rice. Mrs. Leslie R. Bun- second account.
ker wish to thank Mr Lewis E. Ladd
EDWARD R. CHASE, Judge of said Court.
and Mr. Benjamin Bunker for
saving their A true copy of the original order.
lives last Tuesday morning in their accident,
AttestT. F. Mahoney. Reg.ster.
as they both owe their lives to these
two men.
Mbs. Wilbebt A. Rice.
STATE
OF MAINE.
Mbs. Leslie R. Bineeb.
Hancock as.—At a probate court be'.<i »t
Sutton. Me.. April 11,1910.
'<■*«
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Ha
<*ar
on the
fifth day of April, in '.ht
NOTICE.
I of our Lord one
nd
thousand nine hon-i:
certifies that my wife, Aurilla V. ten
Gray, having left my bed and board
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
without provocation, I hereby forbid
iment
s copy of the last will and u
anyone
harboring or trusting her as I shall not pay and codicil of
any bilU of her contracting after this date.
ALICE OQSTON HARRISON, late cf ST.
Willard C. Gray.
South Penobscot, Me April 4,1910.
MARY'S BR AMBER.
in the county oi Sussex. England. Kiugd mt of
Great Britain and Ireland, deceased
STATE OF MAINE.
•;on ox
Hancock s».—At a probate court held st the probate thereof in tbe probate dtv
and.
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock, the High Court of Justice of said Eng M to
presen
been
duly authenticated, having
on the fifth
day of April, in the
the judge of probate for our said co.r :y ot
of our Lord one thousand nine hundred year
ano
Hancock for the purpose of being a'.K'wea,
ten.
filed and recorded in the probate coort of our
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
said county of Hancock.
a copy of the last will and testament
of
Ordered. That notice thereof be given to
JOHN CROSBY BROWN, late of the CITY all
persons interested therein, by
a copy of this order three weeks successively
OF NEW YORK,
in the county of New York, and State of New in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
HanYork. dece»*ed. and of the probate therev»f in printed at Ellsworth. In aaid county of
cock, prior to the third day of
aaidI county of New York, duly
a proauthenticated,
at
a.
d.
that
1910,
they may appear
having been presented to tbe judge of pro
bate court then to
held at Ellswortn,
bate for our said county of Hancock lor
tbe in and for said
a*
county of Hancock,
purpose of being allowed, filed snd recorded
«
o’clock
in
the
forenoon, and show cnoae.
COQrt ol oar ■*id
county of any they have, against the same.
Probate.
of
Ordered. That notice thereof be given to
EDWARD E. CHASE. Judge
all persons interested therein,
A true copy of the original order.
by publishing
a copy of this order
Attest:—T. P. Mahonky, Register.
three weeks successively
in tne Ellsworth
American, a newspaper
Anprinted at Ell-worth, in Baid county of
subscriber, George H. Poor, of
Hancock, prior to the thiri day of May.
dover, in the Commonwealth of »UnS**
a. d.
1910, that they
may appear at
a
cbusetts. hereby gives public notice that ne
court then to be held at
Ellsworth, bss been duly appointed executor of the i*»»
“id county of HanA>ck, at ten will and testament
of
?
o clock in the forenoon, and
show cause, if
SAMUEL M. DOWNS, late of ANDOVER*
any they have, against the same.
of
in
the
of
Essex
and Common wealth
county
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of Probata.
Massachusetts, deceased, and given bonl**»
A true copy of tbe original order.
George
tbe
law
and
has
directs,
appointed
Attest: —T. F. Mahoney, Register.
Puller, esq., of Southwest Harbor, in toe
county of Hancock, and State of Maine*
'T'HE subscriber hereby gives notice
All
that his agent as the law directs.
^PPoiated executor having demands against the es ate or »»»
nf the last will
of
and testament of
deceased are desired to present the same f
MARY A. FRANKLIN, late of
thereto are re
SULLIVAN, settlement, and all indebted
immediatelycounly of Hancock, deceased, aud given quested to make payment
Gkobgk H
April ft, 1916.
M
W»e law
directs.
All
dem»“«l» against the estate of
are desired
F. Redm»o.
Brutus
subscriber,
the
present
same for settlement, ann all
Boston, Mu., hereby ri.es notice
indebted thereto
are requested to make
he has been duly appointed executor of
pay inert immediately.
last will and lestatment and codicil of
Amrrobb Simpson.
a_m
Sullivan,
April«. 1910
JOHN B. REDMAN, late of ELLSWORTH,
in town

controlling influence in legislation applied to a single country. More than cheap.
been steadily swinging westward. 100 proclamations have been signed by the

Payne

uavis naa w to ;

Hale,

new

diplomatic has been the President and
j State department that it is quite likely

law, whenever it is enacted, than
it has now under tbe Payne law.
Hence
tbe anxiety of tbe Maine men in Congress

its
cast,

The

90

tariff

to

fo

town of Eaen.
vowt

them.

undoubtedly

representative to the legislature from tbe
toe

generally ready

are

THE TARIFF LAW.

not

interests of the West in tariff are
naturally not identical with the interests
of tbe East and of New England. Maine

1 resulted in tbe choice of W. Howtbe

They

cratic way is to favor little
not to be ready for a vote.

The

Saturday.

exciting caucus ever known in
Bar Harbor was held last Saturday evenas

tariff taws that do

in

obtained less under the

The moat

decline

get

New England senators have had increasing! y difficult battle* to wage over
tariff during the Last twenty years since

Exciting Republican Taurus at Bar

ard Davis

to

They

tack.

with liUie debate.

vote

as

The

DAVIS WINS.

an

sections

please

tomahawk.

ing,

proposes

long

demo-

—

civilized

them

be

as

a new

Senate

Imports sod
oefore the public as much information a* >*o Commercial War
Revenue High Price*.
possible to make plain the strong points
At midWjushetqtot, D. C., April 9
of the Payne law. The first year or two of
the life of a
tariff law
are
always night on March 31, the several features of
new tariff Law which did not go into
turbulent.
Plenty of people are ever the
reedy to emphasize the fact that taxes are ; effect at its enactment became operative.
burdensome, and they can find paragraphs Among other such features was the maxi-

man, though the theory is advanced that
it may have been traded to the Indians by

early explorers and

now

law

the

—

L. F. Giles, of Ellsworth, picked up in
woods near Cneeda Rest camp st
Green
Lake
recently, a band-made
The tool is
hatchet, tomahawk or adze.
evidently of very ancient make, bat cnhandiwork

Dingiey

taking

are

measure.

a few years.
who resisted tbe

of those

could, and

be

the

the

one

revision of the

of the flames.

doabtedly

was

But

all. but refuse to accede to an
agreement for a vote. Some one is always
asking for time to prepare a *peecb.
Them are the tactics now being followed
on the democratic side
with the President's
railroad
bill. The regular republicans are ready tor a vote upon that

revision is undertaken within

j He

there is still unlimited talk in
The rules hare not been

to talk at

speedily

_

days.

Senate.

crats

information should be collected as
as can be. presented to tbe Sen-

the

a

coarse

changed there.

have man* inquiries on this subject as tbe
congressional campaign progresses. It
was accordingly very desirable
that all

■

would be to exchange a certainty of
influence and of dutiful as well as
powerful service, for an nncertainty.
For tbe nation the loss of his services
would be tbe loss of one of the most
gifted and one of the best informed

Of
the

to

Dr. E. J. Morrison.
Tbe nominating speech fcr Mr. Davis I
With the closing days of Congress not
due to length of service and the was made by Dr. George A. Phillips who
|
j many wee** away, Representative Burabilities of Hate and Frye have made eloquently set forth the qualifications of
leigh is harrying his share of the work on
them the foremost men in the Senate, his candidate, his successful business the public
buildings bill. Another senes
the one chairman of appropriations career, his high character, and his life- i of hearings is under way this week bein
tbe
and
long
activity
republican party,
and leader of the republican majority,
fore the sub-committee of which he is
effective work for it. He also paid a glow- ! chairman. There are four
and the other chairman of commerce
of these subing tribute to tbe worth and statesman- j committees. The first is known as No.
and president pro tern.
1,
1
of
Senator
to
whose
Hale,
Mr.
ship
support
being on revision. Representative Barla a body where length of service
Davis has publicly pledged himself.
thoidt, of Missoari, the chairman of the
carries so much honor and prestige, i Ellsworth is
especially interested in Mr. j entire public buildings committee, is the
the two gentlemen from Maine rank Davis’ nomination, not only because be I
chairman also of sub-committee No. 1.
first and second, each is recognized favors Senator Hale, but also because he is
The preliminary work of investigating
in
s
sense
an
and deferred to as an authority in his
Ellsworth boy. Mr. J public buildings bills is
large
parcelled out beDavis
was born in Surry, his father, the
own departments, and together
tween sub-committees Nos. 2, 3 and 4.
they
sxerciae an influence upon legislation iste James W. Davis, moving to Ellsworth Tnese three are now humping with activion being elected
register of deeds. He
which
amoanta
to
omnipotence. learned the harness-maker’s trade, but ty. Gov. Barietgh is chairman of sub
committee No. 2, which, as has heretofore
With Senator Frye ill, certain politiafter returning from the war he entered
been stated, has charge of preliminary incal influences in Maine are seeking to t le
employ of his father, who went into! vestigations into all pnblic buildings bills
strike down Senator Hale, not because the
carriage manufacturing business. He j from New England and several other
fan has not served tbe State well, but j went some twenty years ago to Bar HarBtates, as far south as North Carolina and
because they wish to exercise his bor, where be established and has since as far west as Kansas.
power, not pausing to consider the carried on the same business, his specialty
When these sub-committees have comthe famous Bar Harbor backboard.
extent to which his power is
pleted their labors their work goes to the
insepar being
While Mr. Davis has always been an sab-committee on
able from the man who erected and
revision, which is comactive party worker, he has
never held
posed of the older and more experienced
administers it.
With these oppooffice, except as an alderman of members of the entire committee. Chairpublic
nents of Senator Haie, petty matters
Ellsworth for one term.
man Bartholdt and Gov. Burleigh are both
'■of State politics are allowed to weigh
He was in the navy for thirteen months members of it.
By next week the subagaiast efficient representation of the during tbe Civil war. He was with committees expect to have their work
State in Washington.
Admiral
Farragut in the west gulf completed so that the sub-committee on
Throughout his long career. Senator squadron in Mobile bay, serving on the revision can take hold and when that subHale has worked constantly and as- ship which carried ordnance for the whole committee has had its say, virtually framsiduously to promote the welfare and fleet. He is a member of James M. Par- ing the omnibus bill as it will be preker post, No. 106, G. A. R.
sented to the House, the entire committee
inflnence of Maine. In him Bath baa
Mr. Davis is a member of Bar Harbor will be called
had a good friend, whom she proposes
together for a series of
lodge. F. and A. M., and of Mount Kebo meetings.
to stand by. In him Maine has bad I
chapter, Royal Arch Masons, as well as St.
The committee will, in all probability
the honor of giving to tbe nation one John’s
commandery, K. T., of Bangor. He have its O. K. upon the omnibus bill,
kbf its greatest statesmen, whom it is also a sbriner, and a member of Island
which will be ready
for report to the
would be worse than folly to with- lodge, No. 120, I. O. O. F.; Mt. Desert en- House
by the end of April. The House is
and
No.
86
draw from public life.
lodge,
campment,
Porcupine
now considering the
last of the great
Knights of Pythias.
For Maine to
known as the
Senator
civil

replace

used to terminate in the earlier

When the consideration of a plan of investigation which would cost about
955,000. came up the other day in deDate,
senator Hale speedily took a
part. He
warned senators that

Dew

operation. U became feasible to
curtail debate and transact public business with dispatch.
That is one of the
chief reasons why the long sessions of
Congress have been terminating during
the last fifteen years and more in June,
rather than in July or August, a# they

When

Harbor last

A dozen year^ have fallen so far
short of reestablishing in the House
the influence Maine exerted through
the “Big Four” that Mr. Guernsey

this

hi#

rule* into

Dr. G. F. Candage ate and printed so that it would be
opened the horse's stomach, be found accessible.
No one realizes better than Senator Hale
that it contained about two quarts of
gravel- a horse-shoe nail and some pieces that Maine, as well as tbe rest of New
England, will fare badly if another tariff
of zinc.
peculiar

tne

House.
•

:

Blue hill,

week

last

toed to centre aoont Senator Hale, j
whom tne iiinees of bis distinguished | Stonicgton's new water system has
itself, even before completion.
colleague, Senator Prye. leaves at the j justifiedwhich
A Are
destroyed the opera house
present moment the only active snr- there last Wednesday, threatened the
▼ivor of this State’s famous congresentire village. Streams from a hydrant
aiona. delegation of a dozen yea.-?
supplied by the new water mains laid
tie
and
in
event
of
Senator
Frye bat two or three days before, prevented
ago,

becom.ag permanently incapacitated,
the sole repository of Maine’s com-

j

_

a

opportunity for debate.
W hen the late Speaker Reed pet

people during tbe campaign
situation is. Tbe special

undertook

the criticism

is more

Congress adjourns.

inches around.

lost

Tne

recently

egg measuring eight inches in circumferenee the long way, and six and one-half

bring

weeks ago. but it Lakes s long time to
gather information upon so broad a subject. sad it has seemed doubtful whether

J much of

Trenton boy, is very

a

tbe real

meet

managers of the democratic congressional campaign are hoping
and praying for a long, tong session. The
new conditions in the Hoose give them
There
some advantage in that direction.

which

information

facts and

committee
;

believes it will

He

living.

to

So if is that Use

prodding tbe special Senate comdo*
inquiring into tbe high

some

bat

a

Bath, for aereral
Harbor-Winter Harbor
route, has been sold to New York parties,
and will start this w«k for New York.
years

Henry Hendrickson,

13, me.
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out

Tbe governor has named Friday, May
13s aa Arbor Day.

proud of

for the yew of 1S09,

| coat of

—

Tbe littie

Aaerietn is 2.400 copies.

Average

teen

5*

Btriv m tasutaBoti *sw»«fcd t>«
%b. **<! * dwmi A*^3 sosty ertm »a« par•tM m T8I (Ltioucx Ooktstt Publjahia*
Oq», EDswonA. Ma:**-

WAganwros. D. C_ April 11 (tpecal*
—Senator Hal* aa Uctaf a lirdj interest
in tbe operatives of tbe tariff. He baa
mittee,

GOSSIP.

COUNTY

■pr -.tf *.

paign at education
which ie abroad.

—

will show tbe

EbBiibTh n

AdhwrtUtsf Savca—Art waaeBA^ie «w? will
at*** iwrtri >o syp-sa<e»gtefc

j

cline* to accept the rewponribiatjThi» throws the matter of tbe appointment hack to tbe governor.

H %NODCB Otft’Wl PUBLISHING CO
Mik^
r. w. Boll;ba &nsor
«r. H IITfW A«oeiA£rf 1LC UJT.

edition

|

The Hancock bar, to which the goveraor referred the selection of a judge
for the Eiteworth municipal court, de-

CLL8WOBTH. MAINE

This week's

campaign.

chief ieatte of the coming

and political jocenal

a

fewer days there
and tar the recandidates to coadoct a cam-

primaries

will be for the

1

Representatives

AGENTS—Local

-—--

COMPETENT

Sprual

THE

[

THIS

>

>

MRS.

..

THIS

A

busy and fully employed, as is the case,
The enumerators will wear a badge in- the word.
just so long will these increased imporscribed “United States Census, 1910”.
Because of the desire to conserve the tations not be a burden, but will conThe law requires every adult person to public funds, there is an effort to limit tribute in a
degree to our very prosfurnish the prescribed information, but
the public buildings bill to fiO,030,000 or
perity. In some cases, however, it is
also provides that it shall be treated con112,000,000. As Gov. Burleigh pats it, the apparent that the new rates of duties
fidentially, so that no injury can come to committee is trying to cut the garment to have allowed importations of commodiany person from answering the questions.
9t the cloth this year. But it is very ties which we Bbould prefer to see
pro- A
The census bureau, prior to April 15,
difficult to frame an omnibus bill within duced in this country. Till,
however,
will distribute to every farm owner and
that limit which will be satisfactory.
such a result interferes with American
tenant in this State a blank or schedule
production and shuts off tbe American
containing the census questions relative
There is a strange pulling of wires now- factories, we should not
complain. The
to farm operations and equipment. Thi9
idays over the length of the session of situation, however, will be watched
Bhould be filled up, if possible, not later Congress. The
republicans are getting closely, and if it is found the rates in any
than the morning of April 15, but if anyreidy to close out the work in hand. particular schedule are too low there will,
one has been unable to fill it up by that
They prefer to do what there is to be of course, be an agitation fur an increase. Hancockr0b*le
time, he should do it as soon afterwards as done, and get home to talk to the people
But taken as a whole, the new tariff law
he can.
loout the purpose of their achievements.
is working aim st perfectly, and there is
People who do not speak English or This is w hat the President wants.
little disposition to have the law
changed
who do not understand the schedule com- i
The democrats, however, are very inert for years to come. The
demagogue and
pletely should get help from others, if ; in matters of legislation. They claim the the agitaior will no doubt continue to
probate
hot Washington summer has no terrors claim that there must be another
possible, in filling it np.
,and ,for
revision,
The President has issued a proclamation for them, and they clamor for full and but it is noted that the
people at large are
calling on all citizens to co-operate with free discussion. They do not w'ant Con- well satisfied with
present conditions, and
the census, and assuring them that it has
that tbe business men throughout the
gress to adjourn by May 15 or June 1.
nothing to do with taxation, army or jury They fear there will be too much time for country would object to any
change at
service, compulsory school attendance, the country to get an understanding of present.
regulation of immigration, or enforcement the significance of events down at Wash»Ki,f.ilaa<SeenJdu,5r
The question of high prices is still an i
of any law, and that no one can be injured
ington. The more days the Senate and
acute one, but at least two conclusions 1
by answering the inquiries.
have been reached, and in spite of the vast ; lSvl5*
Catarrh Cannot He Cart'd
It is of the utmost importance that the
“per
farm census of this State be complete and with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they can- amount of misrepresentation which has I2Sf 5avin«
not reach the seat of the disease.
Catarrh is
correct. Therefore every farm owner and a blood or constitutional disease, and in or- been going on, the people are becoming 111!*®*1!!?
tenant should promptly, fully, and accuder to cure it you mast take internal rem- convinced that these
high prices are in
rately fill up the advance farm schedule edies. Hall’s Catarrh Care is taken inter- tbe first place
world-wide, and exist in
nally. and acts directly on the blood and muand carefully preserve it for the enumera<
cous sa'faces.
Hall's Catarrh
ure is not a
foriegn countries in some instances to a
tor when he calls.
It was prescribed by one
quack medicine
subscriber hereby gives notice th«t
of the beat physicians in this country for larger extent than here at home, and that rpHE
tito.5.k
b.een of
d-uiy ^PPOinUd adminis
years and is a regular prescription. It is comof the estate
they are in no way to be charged to tbe trator
TRENTON.
posed of the »e»t tonics known, combined
EMMA CARTER, lit. of ELLSWORTH,
Mrs. R. M. Palmer, of 881 Massachusetts i with the best blood-purifiers, acting directly tariff. As the months go on approaching
ivenue, Cambridge, gave a tea on April 9, on the mucous surfaces. Tfte perfect com- the campaign and election of 1910, the i?„“,t-COJn,l5’ S' Haooock. deceased, and
“
in honor of her sister, Mrs. C. C. Young, bination of the two ingredients is what proAll peraonr
ihe Uw direct.
people will learn that our tariff, which
the e»t»te of ,.ld
who is returning from the South, where duces such wonderful results in curing CaH,*1”*'
ar<f de*ire<*
tarrh. Bend for testimonials free.
will no dou t be an issue, is indeed as near d^eJ£L^d*mm^!d^
to presen' the same tot
nbe has been spending the winter.
-f,C,*iaaed
Mrs.
F. J. CHENEY A CO., Props., Toledo, O.
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re
Jack Baxter poured. Friends from Brookperfect as it can be made to suit present quested to make payment immediately.
j Bold by Druggists, price 75c.
line, Boston and Cambridge were present. I Take Hail's Family Pills for constipation.
" C**™'
conditions, and also that it is not a cause
_

°J

puonsbHJJ

T*HE

Pook^

TBE

...

Nlcolln, Me., Apr.,

„y;#To"T

1
coonty of Hancock, deceased, ®o
being required by theterms oi said will.
that he has appointed John H. Bresnahan.
Ellsworth, Maine, his agent in J*® JJJJnB
All
of Maice, as required by law.
having demands against the estate of 1
deceased are desired to present the
settlement, and all indebted thereto are
make payment tmroe*«
qnested
April 9.1910.Rkastc* F
In the

S

iiie lor

1 mb,

»•

ii;AS

1

XftbtrUttmtnt*.

HANCOCK 8. J. COURT.
APRIL TERM

BEGAN

TO BSD AY

AFTERNOON.
JUSTICE

BIRD,

OF

PORTLAND,

PRESID-

JURORS.

THU COURT.

Presiding Justice—Gbokoff E. Bibd, Portland.

Knowlton, EH two rib.
County Attorney—Wilny C. Conaby, Bocksport.
Clerk—John F.

Sheriff—Forrest O. Silsby, Ellswwrtb. l>
Crier—H-. G. Smallidgb, Winter Harbor.
Deputies—H. G. Smallidgb, Winter Harbor; Norris L. Grindlb, Penobscot;; Ward
W. Wkscott, Bluehill; Clarbncb E. Maohn,
Bur Harbor.

Stenographer—A. H. Whitmore, Portland*
Messenger —Edward Downey, Ellsworth.

Makes the food of maximum
quality at minimum cost

Bar Harbor; Edwsrd E. Chase, Forrest
B. Snow, Bluehill; George R. Fuller, Seth
W. Norwood, Southwest Harbor; E. P.
Spofforn, Deer Isle; Jerome H. Knowles,
Northeast Harbor; B. E. Tracy, Winter

i
ARIIOIt DAY.

Instructive Sessions Held at linncoc k Hull, Ellsworth.
Ust Thursday was “dairy school” day
in Ellsworth, and the two sessions, one in
the afternoon and one in the evening,
were of a trost interesting and instructive
nature.
The

attendance

gay

not

as

large

as

was

what it lacked in size
made up in interest, for it is safe to

anticipated,
was

was

that

but

practically

everyone

who at-

for the purpose of
acquiring information on the topic under
discussion.
held under the
The meetings were
auspices of the Ellsworth merchants’
The president, Hollis B.
association.
Estev. presided at the afternoon session,
and the secretary, Roy C. Haines, in the
tended

was

there

evening.

He gave

speaker.

C. 8. Stetson,
grange, was the first
most instructive and

session

At the afternoon
master of the State
a

entertaining address, not confining himgelf to dairying only, but covering other
phases of agriculture. His comparison of
agriculture in Maine a generation ago with
conditions to-day was striking, and the
story of his personal experiences on the
(arm in general, and on dairying in particular, were of great interest and value.
The next speaker of the afternoon was
Prof. p. O. Campbell, of the agricultural
department of the University of Maine.
His topic was the breeding of dairy cows.
In simple and yet scientific language he
discussed the subject, clearly setting forth
the methods to be pursued in raising the
standard of dairy cows, its importance
not only
for scientific reasons, but as a

dollars and cents. That it pays
he easily demonstrated. Throughout he
held the closest attention of his audience.
Following the formal addresses, opportunity was given for the asking of quesmatter of

mm

iui

iuuiv luau an

uuui

interest of the audience in the topic
discussion was shown by the questions asked—questions which the speakers
tense

under

cheerfully answered.
Supper, free to those attending from
town, was served
Odd Fellows hall.

out of

from 5.30 to 7

j

The address was illustrated with charts
showing the actual results of systematic
testing, which, he showed, was the only
way of demonstrating whether or not an
animal was being kept at a profit or a loss.
Dairying and the raising of poultry and
fruit Dr. Merrill regarded aa the safest,
surest and most profitable lines of agriculture to pursue in Maine.
The affair was a success throughout, and
great good to the dairying interests of this
section cannot fail to result.
The more eyes an advertisement catches
the more dollars it is worth.

The State
tions for Its Observance.
State Superintendent of Schools Payson
Smith has sent the following letter to the
to the superintendents of schools of the
State:

not Preserve your

Youth and Beauty ?

and here are tne reasons:
It is safe and harmless.
.fl oures dandruff in two weeks, by
killing the dandruff germ.
It stops
falling hair.
8loP* ltohin£ of the

8calpPr°tnPt|y
It

makes the hair soft and luxuriant.
It gives life and
beauty to the hair.
It is not
sticky or greasy.
It is the
best, the most pleasant and
invigorating halr-dresaing made.

uangor.
THE JURORS.

grand jury, as empanelled
ganized at the October term, is as
The

and

or-

follows:

—

Is

Mrs. Hervey March and daughters are
their home here after spending the
winter in Bar Harbor, where Mr. March
is employed.

The Ideal Spring Medicine
Alterative and Tonic

Mrs. Amanda Tracey, who has been quite
ill at the home of Mrs. Caddie Robertson,
las sufficiently recovered to return to her
home h> Bullnraa.
T.
Aprs 11.

Pleasant to take, agreeable in action, positive in effect.Purifies the Mood, strengthens the nerves, builds up the
whole system. Get it in liquid, or tablets called Sarsatabs.

at

ASSIGNMENT

Mrs. Ralph Page and Mrs. J.
been very

ill,

are

Abbott,
slowly im- j

|

proving.
Mrs. Walter Clow and children, who
have been visiting relatives in Macbias, are

expected

home

1

put

Irving Dinsmore, aged sixteen years,
taken ill last Tuesday, and Wednesday night he was taken to Bangor and
opperated on for appendicitis. He died
Thursday morning at 3 o’clock. His death
casts a gloom over the whole town, for he
was a

on

general trial list, and twentythe special assigned list.

the

four on
The indications are that there will be
1
actual trials in quite a number of the

|
I

cases

assigned.

The special assigned list is as follows:
Thursday April 14.
3060 Leighton vs. Ho'man. Gray; Deasy &
Lynam, Fellows.
3061 Leighton vs. Holman. Gray; Deasy <&
Lynam. Fellows.
j 3292 Thomsen vs. Stevens. Deasy & Lynam.
Friday, April 16.
j 3144 Stuart vs Power Oo. Hurley; Hale &
Hamlin.

|

2809

district.
was

OF CASES.

The remainder of the afternoon was occupied by the calling of the docket and
assignment of cases. Thirteen cases were

3157
1

model young man, and loved and
by all who knew him. Hit

3056
3057
3058
3059
8400
2499
3099
8256
3269
3286
3288

respected

heart-broken parents have the sympathy
of the whole town. He leaves, besides his
Ralph, and a
parents, one 'brother
sister-Mrs. Elery Wilbur. This is the
third young man that death has taken
from this small community this year.
j 3800
Gemi 33 1
April 11.
—

|

MAR1AVILLE.

3307
3329
3382
8253

Gurney

vs.

King.

Deasy &

Lynam;

Norwood.
Trenton vs. Ellsworth. Stuart; Fellows;
Peters.
Leach vs. Carter. Giles; Mason.
Leach vs. Carter. Giles; Mason.
Leach vs. Caster. Giles; Mason.
Leach vs. Carter. Giles; Mason.
Carter vs. Leach. Mason; Giles.
Saturday, April 16.
Ober vs. Mt. Desert. Norwood; Knowles.
Clark vs. Peach. Clark; Graham.
Pharmacy Co. vs. Neal. Connellan.
Gilmore vs. Spofford. Fellows.
Hayward vs. Rodick. Deasy & Lynam.
Liscomb vs. Joy. Deasy & Lynam.
Mo day, April 18.
Higgins vs. Pray. Wood,
Kelley & Co. vs. Spencer. Wood.

Whiting. Hurley.
Lyon vs. Walls. Tracy.
Gerry vs. Giles. Hale & Hamlin.
State vs. Androscoggin County.
Jellison

vs.

PhilArthur Moore has gone to Waterville tc
brook.
I
work.
Philbrook.
Penobscot
v*.
State
County.
3254
it
Nathan Jordan, who has been very ill,
BAR ASSOCIATION MEETING.

John Carr, of Bangor,
week visiting relatives.

was

in town last

have gone to
Emery Morrison and wife
Morrison,
Bar Harbor to work for Dr. C. C.

of David
The remains of Margaret, wife
resident ol
Philbrook, of Brewer, a former
fot
this town, were brought here Monday
burial. Mrs. Philbrook was the daughtei
het
of the late Mrs. Samuel Frost by
of Ellsformer husband, Mr. Maddox,
two daughworth. She leaves a husband,
and sisters,
ters, besides half-brothers
at the chapel
Funeral servioes were held

Monday.
April 11.

“•

I

the Hancock county bar
held yesterday afternoon.
committee
A
consisting of H. E. Hamlin,
John A. Peters and O. F. Fellows was appointed to draft resolutions on the death
of Judge John B. Redman. It is probable
that the memorial exercises will not be
held until the October term.
The question of recommending to the
governor an appointeeto the judgsbipof the
Ellsworth municipal court, referred to the
Hancock county bar by Governor Fernald,
A motion that it was the
was brought up.
sense of th association that such recommendation be made, was lost.
This action of the hancock county bar
in declining to accept the responsibility ol
recommending the appointment of anyone
of the several candidates for the judgeship
throws
the matter back on Governor
Fernald.
A

meeting

association

MC„
BONSEY, Proprietor.

ELLSWORTH,
WALTER

A.

S^>ray,

Ar April 10, sch Annie F Kimball, cargo
lumber from Bangor
Sid April 9, schs Bloomer, Silver Spray
Sid April 10. sch J Kenneby, for Calais
Bass Harbor—>Ar April 8, sch Puritan, bound
for Portland

WE ARE PREPARED TO DO

Any Kind of Concrete Work
Terrace Steps, Concrete
Blocks and Posts.

Cemetery Work,

such as

BORN.
CARTER-At Brooksville, April 4, to Mr and
Mrs William P Carter, a daughter.
LUNT—At Long Island, April 7, to Mr and
Mrs Charles K Lunt, a son.
PERKINS—At South Penobscot, April 4, to
Mr and Mrs William A Perkins, jr, a daughter.
POWERS—At Swan’s Island, March 25, to Mr
and Mrs Walter Powers, a
daughter.
[Helen. |
RICH—At Trenton, March 31, to Mr and Mrs
Thomas L Rich, a son. [Thomas Leon.]

Tell

us

what you want and get

ere’s

Ellsworth, Mo.

Real Estate and Insurance
L. ]VEABQ]Sr

C. W.
E. K.

Hopkins, THh=

Successor to Foster Marble and Granite

Franklin

Co.,

wishes to call your attention to his shop full ol
the latest and best designs of Cemetery art
work, and to the fact that he will sell these new
goods at a small margin.
The public is iuvlted to call and inspect these
flue designs if in want of anything m marble or

granite.
He has

a man

Jameson,

Steam Laundry and Baih Rooms.

ELECTRICAL

Cures indigestion

|

I

M

|

Ellsworth.

At LUCHIN'S
Bananas, wholesale and
retail; Fruit of all kinds;
the purest of Olive Oil;
Soda and Soft Drinks;
Ice Cream.

CONFECTIONERY, NUTS,
TOBACCO AND CIGARS.

LUCHINI,
Giles Block, Main St„ Ellsworth, Me.

Oriental Rug Works
Factory rebuilt—brick,

modern improvements.
Beautiful, cur'y. fluffy rugs made from old
woolen, tapestry, brussels or velvet carpets.
Carpats etoanad claan. Returned by next freifbL
Send for circular.

L. L.

MORRISON, Skowhegan, Maine.

CAMDEN WOOLENS

t^rofeeBional Cards.

SALE—I D R. <57
I

SCHOONER 0TR0NT0

99 Tons Ne'
will be sold at a bargain to settle estate.
oi
Fied
L Mason or Sarah E.
Inquue
Doyle. Ellsworth, Maine.

E.

HOLT,

I

I

BANGOR,

■
■

SOMETHING DIFFERENT.

•

ELDRIPGE,

Main Street,

F. A. Packabt). Mirr. Ketail Department,
Bex 6, Camden. Me.

■

PARCHER’S.

J. P.

Sold by

Agents Wanted In Every Town to Sell Thesi Goods

■

Gives Vim and Strength,makes New Blood
Acts on the KidneyB and Urinary Organs
UR. DANIELS’ book »n Horses, Cattle
Sheep, Swine, Dog and Cat, FREE at
WHITCOnB, HAYNES & Co’S.

Bangor.

AND FIXTURES.

I

Horse Renovator
Powders

Bishop Co.,

Wlrinf end Supplies Cheerfully Gives.
ANDREW Ml. MOOR.
Ellsworth
Estey Building. State St..
on

pa FOR

give your horse

requirement.

the Wood

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

of

DR. A C. DANIELS’

to meet every

Made by

and Gents’ Suitings
sola direct from the mills output. Write for Samples.

Estimates

was

sure

j

I.adies’

WIRING.

Full Lines of

It relieves stomach misery, sour stom
ach, belching, and cures all stomach dis
ease or money back.
Large box of tab
lets 50 cents. Druggists in all towns

Whether it’s a range or a furnace—if it is a “Clarion”, it is

who has been In the business

George

MI-ONA

CLARION.

Street,

HOUSE CLEANING WITHOUT DUST.

andOEORUE A.

prices.

difference in Hats.

a

over thirty years and can guarantee a first class
“While a resident of Washington,
job in every respect, and nice LETTERING is
D. C., I suffered continually and in- his specialty. Please drop in and look at a new
tensely with a bronchial trouble that departure In Marble work.
was simply terrible to endure. I would
have spells that I could hardly breathe,
I would choke up, fill up in my throat
and bronchial tubes, and the doctoring that I did and the remedies used
were of no benefit to me whatever.
I heard about Booth’s Hyomei being
1 ■
1
so beneficial in catarrbal and bronchial affections and procured an outHaving purchased a Santo Vacuum
fit. I reoeived relief from the first
Electrical Cleaner. I am prepared to do
hou»e cleaning without removing the furby its use. I continued with it and
niture from the room or raising any dust.
received a cure. It is about two years
Operated from any electric light socket.
Prices very reasonable. Demonstrations
since I have suffered at all from my I
given if desired.
former trouble.” Mrs. R. L. Panned, j
404 N. Augusta Street, Staunton, Va.,
March ig, 1909.
Hyomei is guaranteed by G. A
B.
Paroher to cure catarrh, croup, bron130 Water St.,
Ellsworth, Me.
chitis, couL'hs, colds and sore throat,
or money back.
A complete Hyomei (pronounced
ELLSWORTH
High-o-me) outfit costs #1.00 at drugThis includes s
gists everywhere.
bard rubber pocket inhaler and a bottle of Hyomei; extra bottles Hyomei
•MO PAY, NO WA8HKB.”
Free sample bottle anc
cost 50c.
All kinds of laundry work done at short notice.
booklet from Booth’s Hyomei Co.
Goods called ior and delivered.
Buffalo, N. Y.
H. B. ESTEY Sl CO.,
Ellsworth, Me
Estey Building. State St.,

to

our

_

Bronchial Tubes
All Stuffed Up.

Spring is the time

Building

A careless mixture of furs can be moulded into a ftyEsh shape, but
it won’t ftay so. Lamson & Hubbard hats are made with a reputation. Juft the right mixture of furs is used. L. & H. Fur-Felt is
always tested at our laboratory, so that every L. & H. Hat is bound
to hold its ftylish shape.
Juft the right dye is used, especially made
L & H- Hats never fade or grow rusty.
to stand the test on the furs.
Reliable Clo. Co.

—

who have

Co.,

Pine Hill Concrete

I

improving.

Parisian Sage, the qaiok-acttng hair
restorer, is now for Bale in Ellsworth
at the
drug-store of G. A. Parcher,
and is sold with a
rigid gnaranlee at
60 cent a
large bottle.
Parisian Sage has an Immense sale,

Harvey Bunker, who has been very ill of
pneumonia is a little better. Hi* brother
Warren is helping care for him.

Leacti. Burk, foreman.Bucksport
The best observance of Arbor day will con- Condon, Ralph H, clerk.Brooksville
sist of the planting of trees
not one but Allen. Daniel E.Bluehill
several. Arbor day was established in Maine Hanscomb, Orin.Sedgwick
in 1X87. After twenty-two years’ observance, Hardison L. O.Franklin
there are still scores of school grounds that Harvey, Fred.Eden
are without ornamentation of trees or shrubJoy, Herman.Sullivan
MARRIED.
bery. If any of these treeless school grounds Judkins, Samuel W.Stonington
are in your town, will you not arrange for a
Libby, Frank.Gouldsboro
genuine observance of Arbor day by the Littlefield, Joseph B.Penobscot KANE-COLLINS-At Surry, April 6, by Rev
W H Dunham, Miss Lillian Kane to Bert
Mason. Charles W.Ellsworth
planting of trees?
1
Collins, both of Surry.
Literary exercises emphasizing the useful- Norwood, Llewellyn.Tremont
Ober, Merritt T.Mount Desert KENNEY-PERVEAR-At Brooklin, April 6,
ness of forest to man. the meaning and purby Rev Elisha Sanderson, Miss Adelia May
pose of forest conservation and, especially, Patten, Fremont B.Orland
Kenney to Philip Pervear, both of Brooklin.
the value of Maine forests will serve to im- Tredwell, George O.Hancock 8AUNDDRS—WILLINS—At Surry. March 22,
by Rev W H Dunham, Miss Lizzie D Saunpress upou the youth of the State important
The traverse jurors, summoned to apders to Frank N Willins, both of Surry.
duties that will belong to their approaching
in
are
as
folcourt
this
pear
afternoon,
URANN-COFFIN—At North Sullivan, April
citizenship. I trust opportunity for such lows:
9, by Rev C A Purdy, Miss Josie L Urann, of
exercises will be found.
East Sullivan, to Fred B Coffin, of Gouldsboro.
Such improvement leagues orgauized in Aiken, Percy L.Sorrento
Warren
Ames,
P.Bucksport
your rural schools would be effective in
C.Sullivan
carrying forward the work begun on Arbor Baker, Benjamin
DIKD.
Samuel B.Brooksville
Blake,
day.
Please send me a report of the work accom- Bragdou, W. E.Franklin ALLEN—At Brooklin, April 6, Miss Alice E
Leslie R.Cranberry Isles
Allen, aged 21 years, 6 months, 12 days.
plished in your town on Arbor day, includ- Bunker,
Harbor
CARTER —At Brooksville, April 7, infant
ing the number of trees and shrubs planted. Clark, Henry.Southwest
William
Davis,
A.Surry
daughter of William P and Nellie Carter,
This office is prepared to supply you aud
aged 3 days.
Herbert S.Sedgwick
your teachers, on application, with the fol- Dority,
East Maine general hospiDINSMORE—At
Steven.Swan’s Island
for Dunham,
lowing
pamphlets: 1. Instructions
tal, Bangor, April 7, Irving Dinsmore, of
James
E.Eden
Foster,
Eastbrook, aged 16 years.
selecting and planting trees. 2. School
Gott. Ezra.'Stonington COLE—At Sunset,
April 3, Capt Henry F Cole,
garden. 3. Forest trees of Maine. 4. School
Melnor W. Penobscot
aged 82 years, 8 days.
manual. 5. Improve- Grindle,
iuiDrovment league
Ira B. jr..Ellsworth HIGGINS—At Seal Harbor, April 8, Edison
Hagan.
ment of school buildings and grounds.
Higgins, aged 64 years.
Harriman, O. P.Orland
April 5, Mrs Mary A
Hodgkins, Lowell G.Mount Desert KENCH—At Bucksport,
Kench, aged 81 years.
Jellison, Albion S.Mariaville
EASTBROOK.
M’CASLIN—At Surry, April 8, Alexander McJordan, Louis S.Hancock
Caslin, aged 93 years, 4 months, 10 days.
Effle Kingman haa returned home (rom
Joy, Charles W.Ellsworth MURCH—At Winthrop, Mass, April 11, Mrs
Waltham.
Emeline Murch, of Ellsworth, aged 80 years,
Linscott, Oscar A.Lamoine
Mrs. Edward Griudle, who has been Nickerson, Sewell.Amherst PINKHAM —At Swan’s Island, April 4,
Thomas R Pinkham, aged 59 years, 1 month,
Pease, H. M.Brooklin
very ill, is belter.
At Hancock, April 12, Edward
Rosebrooks, Cecil.Gouldsboro TENAN
Tenan, aged 7 months.
Miss Mary E. Oyer has gone to Pittsfleld
Sargent, Walter W.Eden
to attend school.
Small, Stephen M.Deer Isle
aDDvttiannnua.
Mrs. Hannah Springer is improving, af- Snow, Charles A.Bluehill
Springer, Lewis S.Tremont
ter a severe attack of asthma and grip.

3Cbrrtianmnt&.

Ladies, why

Sarsaparilla

Miss June Williams has1 gone to Lagrange and Miss Carolyn Hooper to Fairfield to teach.

Harbor; George R. Hadlock, Cranberry
Superintendent’s Sugges- Isles; Raymond Fellows, A. L. Blanchard,

to-day.
4
Walter Googins, who has a new sheepAt the evening session the speakers were
some
Prof. Campbell and Dr. Leon 8. Merrill, shearing machine, has been shearing
next
State dairy inspector. The former spoke sheep here. He will go to Waltham
week.
on the economic
of
cattle,
dairy
feeding
his address being largely a continuation
Schools in the Mill and Ridge districts
of his afternoon talk.
began April 4, with Miss Mabel Bennett,
The closing address was by Dr. Merrill, of Hancock, and Miss Lizzie Gray, o,l
who discussed the commercial importance Bluebilt, teachers. School will begin toVara Haslem, ol
to Maine of the
dairy industry, following day on the Neck, MiBS
with practical advice on how* to conduct Amherst, teacher. The opening of the
Hill district has been
the business in order to
get the best re- school in the Sugar
sults.
postponed on account of illness in the
at

Mrs. Hattie Jordan and son Winfield, ol
were week-end guests of relatives here.

Waltham,

The April term o( the supreme court tor
Hancock county opened yesterday after*
noon, with Justice Qeorge E. Bird, of
MARINE LIST.
Portland, presiding. This is Judge Bird’s
first term in this county.
At the opening of coart, Bey. W. F.
Bllaworth Port.
Emery, D. D., offered prayer.
Sid’April 7, sch Wesley Abbott, Jonesboro
Sid April 8, sch Carrie May, Bar Harbor,
After the usual proclamations, the roll
bricks, H B Phillips
o( the grand jury was called, all being,
Sid April 12, sch G L Foster, Southwest Harbor
present.
Sid April 18, sch Ann C Stuart, Northeast
ATTORNEYS PRESENT.
Harbor, lumber, Whitcomb, Haynes A Co
The attorneys present st the opening of
Hancock County Ports,
court were as follows: H. E. Hamlin, B.
West Sullivan—Ar April 4, schs Franconia,
T. Sowle, John A. Peters, Henry M. Hall, Mollie Rhodes, Ella Crowell
Ar
12, schs Storm Petrel and Island
Qeorge B. Stuart, F. L. Mason, L. F. BelleApril
81d April 6, schs Lavolta, N Y; Lizzie D
Qiles, D. E. Hurley, John F. Knowlton,
Newport
H. L. Crabtree, W. E. Whiting, E. J. Small,
81d April 7, sch Mollie Rhodes, N Y
Sid April 8, sch Florence Leland, Phila
Walsh, Ellsworth; O. P. Cunningham, O.
Sid April 9, sch Chas H Trickey, N Y
F. Fellows, T. H. Smith, Wiley C. Conary
Sid April 10, schs Cora Green, N Y; FranBoston
Bucksport; L. B. Deasy, Charles H. Wood, conia,
Sid April 11, sch Samuel Hart, N Y
John E. Bunker, B. E. Clark, A. H.
Sid April 12, sch Lizzie Lee, Boston
Southwest Harbor—Ar April 4, sch Silver
Lyman, Charles B. Pineo, H. L. Graham,
from Gloucester, cargo salt for B H
Harry M. Conners, George E. Googins,

ROYAL
Baking-Powder
DAIRY SCHOOL.

Hood’S

Otis Orcatt and Fred Woodworth art

employed at L. F. Springer’s.

ING FOR FIRST TIME IN THIS
COUNTY—THE

StofiUMiiufita.

NORTO FRANKLIN.
School begins nu*t Monday, with Miei
Della Bragdon as tsneher.

WANTED: Hustling Agents to become District Managers (no capital required) and work
under our wide open, ground floor, topnotched contracts, in a growing progressive
ARE
SOMEOUR POLICIES
company.
THING DIFFERENT. Write for specimen
copies and territory Secure our agency terms.
Pbbhlbss Casualty Company, Keene, N. H.

DENTIST.

ALICE

H.

SCOTT,

SPECIALTY MADE OF

TYPEWRITING. ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.

Agent ot the Union Safe Deposit & Tru'd Co.t of
Portland, Me., for furnishing Probate
and Surety Bouds.
Cor. Main and Water Sts. (over Moore’s
Store). Ellsworth, Me.

Drug

rand by Bomtrruls taint, filed by
tew tram Im Hill-
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Mrv Gertrade Clark baa goat to Ptankpoet to joo bar baa band. »bo ba* em-

■■OOKLIS.
E. FirareoU

A

ployment

Baton M

lb

ra

week.

in attendance

eat

the last

Center Harbor Bebeksb circle art

performed

Katharine Boater

Mxs*
oc

boeiinwa

waa .a

C. Vey Holman, of lar-gor.
cm

Eliaworth

Fndaj.
»u

in town

beatnea* lact week.

Gerald Boater

recovering from

m

him. hare been tenderly
by George Gray and wife at
tbeir old bouse. Although so aged Mr.
McCasUn was act;-re nearly to the last.

Banter

u

improving

aa

cottage

preparatory to an early more there.
The infant daughter of J. B. Dwelley
and wife it raitying from •%* re«cent severe
ill nets.
W.

E.

raceoUy

Bangor
W. E. Bragdon

NORTH LAMOLNE.
Lloseatt baa gone to
where be ia emptoyed.

is

enumerator

census

Mrs. H. F. Collins has
the census in Bangor.

a

position

A. B. Hots and wile came from
Gouidsboro on Sunday and remained until Monday morning.

J.

a»

W.

Mrs.

of logs at

bead

the m;U and will start the season's sawing
this week. Everett Moore us engineer.

In connection with the social at the
Methodi*t vestry Tuesday evening, the
ladies aid society will have an ice-cream

Mvra Young and Mias Geneva
Smith, of East Lamoiae, are caring for
Mrs. Lois Gilpatrick, wbo received paralyMrs.

Dr. 3. S. DeBeck. Edgar Gay and wife,
Fred Orcott, Maynard Butler. Mist Lucy
Boiler, and Thomas Goodwin and wife

Bangor

tic shocks

Monday

April

with teachers

as

primary.

Mrs. Effi*

Lrae*t Alien end

hall

grange
served

School
bouse.

in

in

at tbe

health for

was

year, the end

came

April

receiving
daughter

Briar.

4.

SUNSET.

Capt. Henry F. Cole,

very successful

Shea, with whom she lived several
yean. Funeral services were held at the
church
Friday afternoon, Bev. E. E.
Small officiating. The bearen were four

Itexntsnsumt

j New*
j death at

in

tbe

old-time mackerel

He was a good citizen and a
and obliging neighbor, and will be
sadly missed. He leave* an aged wife,
one son—Lorenzo B„ and two daughters—
Mrs. Frank Brown, of Hampden, and
Mrs. Francis P. Lufkin, of Portland. Tbe
kind

beautiful.

library
quired thirty-two new

funeral

Use Femme.

took

borne. Rev. J.

Dr.

land,

has

recently

place Wednesday

at

and

j

benjamin Williams, late of Rockvisiting bis brother, J. M. Wil-

is

—

ynn

tbe

P. Si monton officiating.

_

Mr. J. P. Etaw, of Mt. Airy,
•ay# “After befog kflktel for ibree
with rheumatism, I need
Liniment, and wae cored toon.! aad
well, and am glad to my I bareo'i l—-a
troubled with rheumatium *i»c*
My
>t n. kaU? swollen from my hip to
my knee. One-half a bottle took th«
pain and •welling out.”

fear#

few weeks.

F. A. Haskell is loading his vessel, lb*
W hitmore, at Stoninglon.
Mias Spofiord, of Deer Isle, is at Mrs.
M. C. Gray’s. Mrs. Gray is still very low.

Roy M. llsynes. * Trenton boy, ha* been L. T.
appointed postmaster of Ballard vale.
Mass.

Sloan’s Liniment

Ballard vale paper says:
“Mr.
;
born in Trenton, Oct. 15,1877.
Ambrose Haskell and wife arrived home
He came to Ballard vale in 1890, and entered tbe employ of F. G. Haynes A Co., Saturday, having been in Boston the past
winter.
grocers, in whose employ be remained until April 5, 1909, when be formed a partMrs. George Brown is home from Bosnership with Frank Juhlman and bought I ton, where she ha* been visiting her husout tbe grocery firm of Greene A Wood- band for a few weeks.
lin. The new firm, Haynes A Juhlman. ;
Capt. Charles Gray left home Friday for
are carrying on a large and steadily inBeverly, Mass., to go as captain of the
creating business. Sept. 17, 1903, be mar- yacht Athene. R. B. Torrey and Franklin
went with him as crew.
ried Mias S. Jennie Stark, daughter of Hardy
H.
ex-Selectman John S. Stark and wife. : April 11._
Mr. Haynes is one of tbe active worker*
DEER ISLE.
of tbe Congregational church, being a
Dr. H. W. Small made a business trip to
deacon and a successful teacher in the
Boston Thursday, returning Saturday.
Sunday school. His appointment as postFrank L. Greene waa in Boston this
master is a
and he is receiv-

Haynes

A

was

has

one,
all

on

week to consult

sides.’’

with the

MmwS

j

ihihjjis Remedy

a

FOR

CATARRH
Cream Bain
Eijf’s#sickly
rs

U:

Thomas Gray has purchased several
tha last week, to be used In his
stable for the coming season.
horses

A

KoowTWeiT'

absorbed.
Scurf at Once.

*! :'VZ- l, 90CHtl»%
—J u.oU’i-ts
Ui« dia
membrane recalling from Catarrh and drive*
res
uffaT a Cold in the Head quirk ly.
j
'!Z*
the Sv-n^escf Taste and Smell.
i'31"
ct~. at Druggists or by
am Bairn for u-e in atomizers 7

hkrs. Hannah Sannders, one of the oldest
in town, is critically ill, with little
prospects of recovery.
women

Ambrose

a

Mtba, Mm., U.SA

Spec.

Ai Welch to celebrate the birthday of Mrs. Welch. The party was a comSOUTH OOULD8BORO.
plete surprise to the boste—, but the
Mist Hilda Swazey ia in Bangor for ac birthday cake and other plans for a very
was the oldest resident of Barry.
J pleasant evening showed that enough
indefinite stay.
j
were in the secret to make it a success.
Mr. McCasLin wa» born in the town of
Mias Viola Davis, of Corea, ia working
Harvard Carter is teaching in West SulC.
April 4.
Penobscot, of the old pioneer stock, one ! for Mrs. F. F. Pike.
livan and Elizabeth Jellison at Franklin
of a large family. On Jan. 23, 1342, he
WINTER HARBOR.
! Mrs. Abby Gooldaboro baa returnee
lioad.
married Sarah Busan Carter, daughter of
i
Weft Gooldaboro.
Thomas and Bally Koundy Carter, and ! from
Eugene Pettee has employment at
Harry Johnston and wife are visiting
Mra. Flora Smith and dangnter Nettii Seal Harbor for the summer.
came to this town, where they have lived
relatives at Manset, McKinley and Duck
for more than sixty-eight years in the have returned to their home in Gloucester
Frank E. Weston was called to Milo re- island.
house they built. No children were ever Mass.
cently by the death of a sister.
Mrs. Curtis, who baa been spending the
Fred Hamilton hat moved his famii]
William Sparling is making extensive winter with her cousin, Mrs. I. L. WardfBffrtraL
to Sorrento for the summer. He has em
i improvements upon his house. C. E. well, ha* returned to her home in Brewer.
ployment there as engineer on a stean Grover has charge of the work.
Joeeph Taft* left last week for Saugeryacht.
William H. Sargent baa gone to Ash- tiea, X. Y., where be is employed as chaufApril 4._H.
feur in the family of Janie* T. Maxwell.
land, where he has employment.
SOUTH HANCOCK.
Alvah H. Mayo
has been appointed
Mia* Carrie Colby, who has been in BanBert Joy is painting the interior of th< census enumerator for this town.
gor the past three months, is at home for
Watson cottage
Mrs. Sarah Merchant, of East Sullivan, a few weeks, before going to West ScarFamiliar Feature* Well Known
boro.
Urban Leach, of Penobscot, is employed is visiting her son, Alfred Merchant.
at R. C. Hagertby’s for the summer.
C.
April U.
to Hundred* of Ellsworth
Joseph J. Roberts, who has been in
Mrs. Abbie Wooster, who has been em- Boston several weeks, returned WednesCitizen*.
CAPE ROSIER.
ployed at C. S. Colwell’s, has returned day.
Fernald Howard is working (or Alvarado
home.
has
who
Ralph Moore,
spent two weeks
Ira Colwell and George Merchant have in town, returned to Waltham, Mass., Gray.
Oliver Bakeman baa sold the Clifford
returned from Lake View, where thej
Friday.
to Eugene Jordan.
have been employed.
A familiar burden in every home,
William Fernald, of Goulds boro, has place
A. W. Howard is patting in a stone
W.
April 4.
The burden of a “bad back”.
purchased the W ier house, and will move
calvert near the Clifford place.
here.
A lame, a weak or an aching back
BIRCH HARBOR.
Irving Gray, of Portland, visited bis
Amasa
of
has
Young,
Steuben,
purTelia you of kidney ilia.
Mrs. J. W. Rice visited her daughter
chased the Enoch Bickford place, and family Thursday and Friday.
Doan’s Kidney Pills will cure you.
j Mrs. Robert McKay, in Bar Harbor Iasi will move here.
Jasper Gray, who ia employed in New
Here is Ellsworth testimony to prove it: ; week.
Miss Ardele Parker underwent a serious Jersey, is home for a abort vacation.
>
Miss Queen Cowpertbwaite returned
Mrs. John L. Smith, Ellsworth Falls,
operation at the Russell hospital, Brewer,
A surprise party was held at Orlando
Ellsworth, Me., says: “I cannot say too Saturday from a visit with friends in Har- Thursday for throat trouble.
Howard’s Friday evening, with a large
D. D. G. M. Edgar J. Trusaell, of Bar
much in favor of Doan’s Kidney Pills, as riDgton.
attendance.
officially visited Winter Harbor
Charles Hamblen left for Rockland Sun- Harbor,
they have been of the greatest benefit to
G.
April 11.
lodge, F. and A. M, Thursday evening.
1
bad
me.
trouble from my kidneys for a day, called there by the death of hii
E.
April 4.
GOTT'8 ISLAND.
ong time, evidenced by a doll, heavy mother, Mrs. Nellie Beverage.
ache in the small of my hack.
WEST EDEN.
X also had
C.
April 4.
Fishermen report flab very scarce.
dizzy spells and feelings of distress in my
Liston Mayo has returned from Boston,
FRANK UN ROAD.
Philip Moore ia progressing finely
head, accompanied by an irregularity in
where he spent the past winter.
building his weir.
w
and
A.
E.
ife
have
returned
from
the passagek of the kidney secretions. X
Tracy
The Sunday school had an Easter conMrs. Suaan Babbidge, who has been ill,
finally read about Doan’s Kidney Pills, a visit in Dedham.
cert last Sunday evening.
and procured a box at Whitcomb, Haynes
I ia improving.
Neighbors of Mrs. Vic Butler gathered
The grange hall is being painted. WilMrs. Maggie Trask was at McKinley
A Co.’s stor«». They freed me of the at her hospitable home aad to the tune ol
backache right away, and regulated the Mr. Gordon’s buzz saw, split seven of the j bur Colson is doing the work.
Wednesday on business.
D.
G.
Hall
has
already begun farming,
Dinner and sapper
passages of the kidney secretions. X have eight cords sawed.
Capt. Will E. Gott baa a new power boat
He had peas planted in March.
taken the remedy three or four times since were served to the workers.
built by Harry Brown, of Mao set.
j
9.
G.
wh*n I have noticed that my kidneys
April
School is in session, with the same
Montelle D. Gott has bought the power
were not acting properly, and I have never
teacher—Mrs. Maud Trask.
boat Maggie, formerly owned by the late
BETTER THAN A CURB.
Doan’s Kidney Pills
failed to get relief.
to
the
bad
the
attenOwing
travelling,
Capt. L>. 8. Trask.
are a remedy that can be relied upon.”
It is well to cure scold, but better to pre- dance was rather small at the cantata,
Chips.
April 11.
_
For sele by all dealers. Price 50 cents. vent it As soon as you feel a cold coming on, “The
Merry Milkmaids,” which waa
Foster-Mil barn Co., Buffalo, New York, tike one or two “Lane's Pleasant Quinine
Soothes itching skin. Beals cuts or barns
Tablets”. You will not have a cold and tb«
sole agents for the United States.
Foley’s Kidney Remedy will care any case
Cures piles, eczema, salt
of kidney and bladder trouble not beyond the without a scar.
wi l leave you feeling better thin
Be member the name Doan’s—and take Tablets
ever
They cure grip in a few hours. 26c. s reach of medicine. No medicine can do more, rheum, any itching. Doan’s Ointment. Your
box at druggists aud dealers.
<4 a. Pakchke
ao other.
druggist sells it— ddst.

fcwwk

gsjTJWft/tra
Ol Eat S. Sm,

yacht be will command this summer.
Mrs. Ezekiel Marshall, who has been
MT. DESERT FERRY.
very ill, is much improved.
Mr*. Harvard Carter i* ill of tbe measles.
Capt. Raymond Marshall left Tuesday to
School begins to-day, with Miss Mae take command of a sail yacht for New
York parties.
Young, of Sooth Hancock, as teacher.

Capt.

as a

for Rheu-

Pricw.acjae.att1.i0

of the

owners

equal

matism, Neuralgia
or
any pain or
stiffness in the
muscles or joints.

j

popular

no

remedy

j

ing congratulations
April 11.

ac-

Sloan’s
Liniment

Mr*. Sarah W'ebsler is in poor health.
Alston Reed has returned to Boston for
a

I fell from a •eaffoad

had been hualmi with a etub. I u*ed
erecy plaeter 1 could Mt with no reiki
Sloan* Liniment took the pais right
owl Mad 1 ean now do aa coach ixiler
work m any man la the •hop. tfcanktto

Capt. F A. Haskell, in the schooner L.
T. Whitmore, arrived home Saturday
night. Harold Hardy, steward on the
same vessel, is home.
H,
April 4.

at

mb

i*:ncoaly injured my back. I
Mratttmee; from theamall ct mybatk
all around my tomach *m Ju*t iu if I

Spec.

U.

—

Mr. Jaw C. Lie, of ltoo tth sl.
§JL,Waehtagtnn. D.C., writw “Thirty

returned to Cali-

George C. Hardy went to Boston last
Thursday to go yachting.
Frank E. Hardy, jr., and Cecil Hardy,
have gone to New York to go yarnting.

TRENTON.

sixteen of the members went to the home

of

of massage and is better than
sticky plasters. It penetrates
without nibbing
through
the skin and muscular tissue
right to the bone, quickens the
blood, relieves congestion, and
gives permanent as well as
temporary relief.
Hot’s (ha Proof.

NORTH DEER ISLE.

Liosia

daughter

few months ago
fornia.
a

April

Stinson is visiting her
Stonmgton.
Mrs. Eliza Brown, of Hampden, and
Mr*. Etta Lufkin, of Portland, are in town,
called here by tbe death of their father.
H. F. Cole.
S.
April 8.
Aunt

ac-

books.

liams.

:

An aching back is
instantly
relieved by an application of
Sloan's Liniment
This liniment takes the place

j

PROSPECT HARBOR.
The village

_

received here recently of the
Berkeley. CaL, on Much 5, of
Elisha G. Hammond, a ho for several year*
Mr.
was a resident of this community.
Hammond was a native of Brookfield,
Mam., but had been a world-rover, with
He spent
many interesting experience*.
two year* in Wed Point military academy,
and then left for the gold fields of the
West. For year* he travelled fu and wide
as a mining prospector,
visiting many
j
foreign countries. Hi* second wife was
Maria J. Hammond ( born Gordan), a
was

died

fishery.

young men from among ber schoolmates
in the high school. The floral tributes

Googina. of Concord Junction,

C.

a.

in native of this place. They were married
Sunday m Nevada in 1572. A few years ago they
April 3, aged eighty-two year*. Chpt. came here to live, but after three years
Cole was a retired sea captain, and was here, left last summer for Massachusetts,

Ada

daughter. Mrs. Foster Pierce.
11.

Mr*. Margaret Taylor Mitchell, of Stillchildren, » riaitiag her
parents, Alexander Taylor and wife.

who had been

poor health several year*,

—

L'nioo school-

a

Mr*. Joseph Stanley baa gone to tbe
Bangor hospital to be operated upon for
appendicitis. All hope to see her home
young
•oon.

—

many and
April 11.

are

tbe birth of

suddenly

—

were

on

Mrs. Ruth Grin die ba* returned home
from Beech Hill, where *be ha* been
caring for Mr*. E. T. Richardson.

_

April

and Mr
v*B
Saturday from Ambndet. w,„
Mr. Van Wick is pUnninr
ha,M
cottage here t hi* *oearner
cam

Valentine, of Boston, is
rutting her tut era. Mrs. N. H. Williams
and Mrs. Baajaiaia Barer.
Nettie

Mrs.

J**

Jaaeph W. Thonton

morning.

boae this

water. with four

—Margaret Elizabeth.

Charles Googin is home from Punts
lin; Franklin primary. Mi®» Daisy Gordon,
The E. T. Russell Co. has begun its seaEast Franklin; West Franklin grammar. Gorda. PU, where he spent the winter.
son’s work with s crew working on its
Mr*. Cassie Wyman and infant daughter,
Miss Eva B. Springer. East Franklin;
wharf.
West Franklin
primary. Mis# Marcia of Portland, were recent guest* of FreeG. Prescott Cleaves and family, of Bar
Gordon. Franklin; fieecbland. Miss Della msn Sabine and wife.
Harbor, are spending a few days at E. W.
Bragdon, Franklin; Tracy district. Miss
Pearl Siratton who has been confined to
Cleaves*.
Katie Banker, Franklin. All the teacher* tbe house tbe past ten weeks with a
A. R. Joy leads the list of farmen this
from towq employed are graduate* of the broken
in
will
the
to
go
hoapital
leg.
Franklin high school, and most of them Brewer to-morrow for treatment.
His spring with early planting, having planted
have taught in town before, very successpeas March 30.
many friends hope for a speedy recovery
J. M. Williams and daughter, Mr*. L. S.
fully. The teachers at Kyefield and the
Asos.
April 11.
grammar school teacher at West Franklin
Raj, took a trip of a few days last week to
NORTH BROOKSVILLE.
have each taught in the same schools
Bangor and Augusta.
before, and have been engaged by request
Mrs. N. P. Douglass is at borne for a few
Miss Gertrude Bickford spent a few days
of the parents having children in those days.
in W—t Gouldsboro last week with her
schools. Maurice C. Foas, L'. of M., prinHermon Gray has gone to Waterville tc grandmother, Mrs. Eunice Jones.
cipal, and Miss Louise Hanson, Mt. work.
Mr*. D. W. Kelly, who lias been with
Holyoke college, assistants, are doing
Schooner Mary Augusta, Capt. Perkins,
ber daughter,
Mrs.
Amasa
Young,
excellent work in the high school. The
is loading lumber at Goodell's wharf.
through the winter, has gone to Bar Harinterest and attendance of the pupils conbor for the summer.
I. J. Cousins, W. H. Stover and Jesse
tinue unabated. Principal Foss, as superThe Pocahontas had a pleasant meeting
intendent, has been unusually busy in ! B. Gray have been appointed constables
i for this town.
A character sketch by Will
school and oat.
j March 28.
Mrs. G. A. Pierce was called to North Carieton furnished the literary program,
B.
April 4.
Sedgwick Saturday by tbe illneas of bei after which refreshments were —rved and
OBTTTAJnr.
Alexander McCasiin died at bis home
at West Burry, April 8, aged ninety-three
years, four months and nine days. He

Mr* Charles Pease. of Bocksport, who
hen netting friend* here, returned

bora to AMtxrt Basd tad

*m

congratulation*

was
able, »be attended all the church
services, conscenlkwisly living a Christian life. Mi— Alien leaves a mother
Mn. Sula
Alien, and one brother
Mn.
Harvey, of this place; also an aunt

Mrs. Lottie Steuart will close her house
expects to go to Texas soon.

EAST BURRY.

mm

mafc,

1

repair* oa ht* bona* here.
Mi*. Eirira Tbaratoo. who
,p*Bt
winter with bar brother. C. I
sv
W*°'
ha* returned to Cambridge. Maa*.

hra

QUARRY.

Thorn** Harkins and vile

the

peacefully. Mi— Allen was a
lacy of sweet disposition. About six
yean ago she united with the Baptist
cbatch of this place. Just — long as she

her* and

Franklin grammar, Dallas Tracy, Frank-

a

was

and

Mass, is visiting relatives in town.

Baker, Ballivan;

Supper

which
o’clock,
Net proceed*. $13.15.

at ft

Miss Jettison teacher.

Malcolm

Wednesday.

in

j

Marlboro.

session

*n*ck»ng

Alice E. Alien died at her home Wednesday, April ft, at the age of twenty-one
yean. Although she bad been in poor

Y.

is

*

j

_

term of school

com-

A

are

Angelin* Robbia*, who h«
fee week* at Ocaaarilis. i*
horn*.
Ajd. Jaaon H. Green 1»* -tlar
from lateaboro Saturday u>

bezoe here.

went to Wel-

R*.

SOUTH DEEK BLE.

this week

ancle. C. F

HAI-I-

well

Mrs. W. H. Grass is in poor health.
Miss Bernice Cline will tench tbe spring

follow*:

spent tbs

wife, of Boeklaad,

Library circle held

New Haven, Conn.

U.

have

AprtM‘_

John Tiecy had s.it* hare mo red hat*
congratulation* on the birth of a vile April 1
Dark! Richardson bat returned borne from Gooldabero tar the name, and are
■daughter, April 1,
bring in the old Wooeter hnmeet rad.
Guy Sherman hae returned to Broofclire, from Bangor boepetal.
Mam
after spending hi' vacation with
Mr*. Amaiwlj Perkin* ha* gone to
The many friends and acqaai stance* of
his mother. Mrs. A. EL Sherman.
Amo* Bragdon. of Semato, regret to
Cranberry Ua to work.
Edward Mayo, who has been visiting
Mia* Benuoe Meeomber ba* returned to learn of hi* death last week of poeaaraaie.
j his mother. Mr*. Nancy Mayo, returned to normal tcbool at Bridgwater, Mae*.
his home in Beverly. Ms—-, to-day.
Mr*. Arno Wooster has Mood poisoning
Mortem FVrkins and Patay Osborn hare
in her finger, the retail of a acratch from
Harold Power* leaves to-day for the gone to Moaqoiio mountain to work.
a aaxl.
Dr. Phelps lanced the finger, sad
Soidiere' home at Tagus to bring here the
Friend* of Mr*. Ha a nab Cook son reit is doing nicely now.
remains of Samuel Power*, who died there
gret that her health remain* *o poorly.
j April 11.
M.
two week* ago.

NORTH HANCOCK.

East Franaiin grammar, Mrs. Hattie D.
Lofcin, Bearsport; East Franklin primary,
Mias Ethel A. Phillips. Shirley; Ryetteld
grammar. Wyman Beale. Jo—port; Eyefield

week ago. Site has improved
Her son Edward ia also here

from his home in

last week.

The sefcooia in the various districts

a

somewhat.

Muss Gladys Brogdoo, who intended to
leave for Boston Last week to take Lessons
In const playing, was detained by the Uinta* of her father, L. C. Bragdon.
menced

house at the

here.

•ale.

were

Bragdon’s

Mrs. Ada Coleord. a native of this town,
died suddenly at her borne in Massachusetts recently, of pneamonta. She leaves
Austin, and two
one sister-Mr*. 1_ A
brothers—Fred and W liliam, wbo reside

Walter Wilson and family, who have
•pent the winter in Ellsworth, moved
their household goods there last week.

in

Elisabeth
of tbe river.

they

grip.

Mime Yianie Lawn*, of Baapr. wae a
newt corat of hie mother, Mr*. Nellie
Uvtk.
George Watml Beatrice • Jc.rtkm and
Henry Laene are ibe Sated rictiaaa of the

recemaf

L N. Salisbury. Jr, wbo has bean Living attended.
ia the Almon Gray bouse, ia moving into

incorrectly reported.

Biatsdeii has his boots

Higgins recently

01 of

Laali.

Gray, o! the ibnt
H. Aim. » at home
,a7*»“
—*»to an loading is See York

Hal X. SaiedeU and wilt are expected
from Bethel, Vt, to Brake their

Mrs. Abb* Somineby and intent daubBar Barber, bare been ris.uag Mrs.
Sominsby's motbor. Mrs. Lott* Knowles.
Ansel

ie

hi

nmiTT.

Apt.

mo nope-

_

Sooth

Raymond Dweiley it teaching at
Hampden Highland# instead of Winter

;

ter, of

lborn to rieii bis

from Sunshine, where

Capt.

on

J.

Harbor

Bar Harbor,

George Morse baa returned from Lynn.
Maas., where be baa been employed.

in

here.

C.

11.

Henry

partnership

goat uato busuutm

for

April

and Charles Clark have

Rragdcn

snrrtTea

cared

Higgins, wbo baa spent tbe
witk her dufkirr, Mrs. Jets*

»«*

past two weeks.

as

as

who

a «e-

attack of toomiUim.

Eageoe

ith his wife

able he and bia wits would
long
nde many uiiea to be present. For the
last ten or tee] te years be and his wife,

and

Mn. Emily Morgan left last week for
Iter home in Etta worth.
rere

a

Alma

sister.

Mtoaiagtoa-

Alien, and
Mr*. Herbert Coaway and children, of | ioand bits quite restored m bealtb. Be is
Mre
Bsanliat. are raitiM ber water.
bocne
(ram
tbe hospital in Portland,
W arren Ford.
where be spent a month
M.
April A
B)row Seilers and family base returned

Nearly forty years
I helped to form a Free Baptist charch st
I Weet Sorry. He always enjoyed attendsessions of that body,
j ing the qnarterty
ago he

with

sawdnst.

sad ntea of that

order.

rtAMLCT.

baa rstamed to

paet week
Jettison, baa retamed boo*.

Maraud BUisdeii.

Mr*. Frank Gets. Friday evening.
Cape. B. C. Stewart Baa gone to Ellsworth in the rebbonrer Maine, fee s toad of

his funeral,

at

Mrs

BUisdeii. of 9tTy, is ratling ber

re

•ott.

j

COUNTY NEWS. | of nhieh
i and

Higgins,

Tee arte y.
M

there.

tbe winter here with her

Cowsin* returned from Bankoo

Ik*

NORTH SULLIVAN.
Mn a. 9, Hooper

Xn. Emily Bebbsdge. wbo baa ipeot

<

Charles

COUNTY NEWS.

a

'■

Haskell add wife, who have

’■

>>*

f»»> Warren Six*-

x>

Storekeeper Says:

A

lady came into my store lately and said:
I have been using a New Perfection Oil Cook-Stove all winter
m my apartment.
I want one now for ray summer borne. I think
these oil stoves are wonderful. If
women knew what a

|

only

_

Z-*

BU

*/

UITC

I spoke about ray stove to a lot
of my friends, and they were aston■had. They thought that there waa
•mall and amoke from an oil stove, and
that it heated a room just like
any other
•tove. 1 told them of
my experience,
and one after another they
got one, and
now, not one of them would
give hen
up for five timee ita coat.’
The lady who said thia had
thought
an oil stove was all
right for quickly
heating milk for a baby, or boiling a
kettle of water, or to make coffee
quickly in the morning, but she never
dreamed of using it for difficult or
heavy cooking. Now—the known.
one.

^

i

!

;

wh*'

*

Nvw

reflection Oil Cook-Stove memos to
you ? No
more coal to
any. no more coming to the
djnnertable so tired out that you cent set.
lost light e Perfection Stove end
immediately
“*
•” intense blue Seme
shoots
up to the bottom of pot. kettle or oven. But
the room Ian t heated. There la no smoke
as
emeu, noouts.de beet, no drudsery in the
kitchen where one of these stoves is used.

i

"

/Vew
FI
!

wook-stove

|

J?
can be

j

plataa and food hot Tha
had

m

*

tbs stove ornamental
3-bomsr stoves

I

COUNTY

of the Odgen (Utah) Standard
containing
fine poem by Dr. A. S. Condon.

news.

There has been less
than for many years.

*

:

bluehill.
ffalUce Hinckley

^Hnyt'
sexpre"
Babson’s

has

went to

opened

Boston March
an

offlce at E.

store.

p

has begun building hi«
E p. Baboon
near Fairview.
tab
Hinckley, ol the Bloehill
Miss Estelle
friends.
is away visiting
house,
and social
supper
picnic

weir

The annual
spring in the Hinckley neighborhood
at A. W. Hinckley’s April 1.

enjoyed

has bought the Robert
Irving Leach
This property has been
Wood place.
generafamily three
tbe Wood
Hobart Wood a son of tbe first
taken np this hunJoseph wood, having
lot. A lew acres had been diaof tbe
o( ia i»st years, but a survey
just made by N. H. Mayo, gives
of acres conveyed to be about
the number

iions

Ld-acre

^pertv,

eighty-eight.

4 with the
Tow n schools opened April
Village (intermefollowing teachers;
Julia
diatei, Ethel Stover; (primary),
Bluehill
(grammar),
Saunders; East
Berntoe Uray;
Irving Sinclair; (primary),
South BlueWest BIUI bill, Gladys Gray;
Margie
Long
Island,
Herrick;
Ada
hill.
Clara McIntyre; EastMcIntyre Granite,
Beech hill, Alice Mcward. Ah < Mills;
B. Hinckley;
Oouldnc*;: Hinckley, Mary
Ethel
Ingalls, Fanny Billings; Witham,

Alice lierrick.
snowman: Webberville,
the Falla, Mines, South
The schools ut
have been disJtreet and North Bluehill

continued.
April 7.

_

The library

rooms are

being renovated.

Miss Allie Osgood has returned to Humlord Fails to teach.
F. B. Snow baa had a telephone in-

Itslled

in

ComeponDnut.

a

lumbering done here

In California.
Los Angeles, Cal., March 30,1910.
are scarce and
high and a great de- To the Editor of The American:
j mand for them
is anticipated, as less than
Perhaps the readers of The American,
the usual number were wintered.
who have not had the privilege of a visit
I
Otis Leach and Davis Leach have nine to southern California, would like to hear
acres and
Harvey seven acres to plant with something about this glorious country.
I left Boston in the fall to visit relatives
potatoes. George I Soper has 800 bushels
in Denver, Col., and, at their suggestion,
of potatoes in his cellar, and
expects to
start a car-load for Boston soon.
bought a first-class round trip ticket,
with stop-over privileges, to Los Angeles.
The assessors have been
taking the valuHave been in California several weeks.
ation. They report quite a reduction in
The climate is delightful, with the grandlive stock as a result of the
light crop of est mountain
scenery, and at the base of
hay last year. Cows are in great demand
the foot-hills lies the great Pacific ocean.
and high. Butter is scarce and will
probWhile all southern California possesses
ably be scarcer during the summer than
a charm indescribable
and irresistible,
ever before.
There will not be so general
to almost every traveler, Lor Angeles is
a demand for
hay in this vicinity as there the
pieces of the tourist. This city has
was last spring, and
probably the top achieved a remarkable
growth in the last
price has been reached. There have been few
years, and is a busy, bustling place
quite a number of sales at |20 a ton-the
with many attractions in the way of side
highest for many years.
The
trips, hotels, theatres, cafes, etc.
April 4.
H.
people are keenly alive to all the commercial benefits to be derived from the variSEDGWICK.
F. H. Smith and wife were in Ellsworth ous resources of their lovely city, and no
expense is too great for them to assume to
a few days last week.
bring out every interesting feature.
H. A. Small, who has been very ill of
The street car system iB the finest in the
pneumonia, is better.
United States. Everything is advertised
Mrs. E. J. Eaton left for Haverhill last and boomed, until even a tourist does not
week, for a few weeks’ visit.|
have to be here long before he or she is
Miss Belle Smith will return to Colby familiar with all the Bight-seeing trips
and conditions in general.
this week, after a short recess.
While storms are raging through the
J. H. Lancaster has leased the Penney
middle West, we here are clothed in sumfarm, and wilhengage in fanning.
mer garments, riding in
the open cars
School will begin
to-day, with Miss amid all the verdure of an Eastern midAlice Wescott, of Bluehill, as teacher.
summer, and enjoying life generally.
Mrs. L. J. Sylvester and daughter have
Not alone is^he climate delightful, but
returned from a business trip to Boston.
the opportunities for making money are
Miss Helene Perry has gone to Newton seen at every turn, if one is sharp enough
Lower Falls, Mass., for a three-months’ to realize and grasp opportunities, for this
is a country of opportunities. But one
stay.

Agnes Henry

Mrs.

bis residence.

gone to

and children

Ashland, where

have

Henry

Mr.

is

neeus 10 oe

wary

oi snares.

here

seemed

be

is

visaing

miss

one

to

*

AETNA

HARTFORD,

a

CONN.

OF

$

the

14,774.801 89
1,808.882 87
1,818,340 84
09,202 02

Agents’ balances,
Interest and rents,

Admitted

For

588,207 98

assets,

$18,083,110 88

$9,964,982 22

Admitted assets,

99

$9,941,424 23
DEC.

Total liabilities and

$

499.315
1,293,24!

82,0u0

$

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

$6,303,300 43

2,000.000 00
8,066,837 38

surplus, $9,941,424 23

Total liabilities and

720,100

00

buai

W. Sargent is in Portland

on

>ea-.

Miss Rose Henderson is spending the
week at South Bluehill.
the

Wylie Bayard,
home of Mr. Bayard’s parents.
Miss Etta Mann, of Surry, is the guest
of her aunt, Mrs. Fred Billings.
William Simmons is in Boston, w’here he
is employed ou the steamer Camden.
w’ife

and

son are

at

Miss Nellis R. Friend is spending a few
weeks with friends at South Bluehill.
Mrs. Lydia 3Uck, of Cape Rozier, has
been the guest o. George Jordan and wife.

[

$6

266

Walter Nevells left Monday for Camden,
where h? is employed on the yacht Satilla.

NORTH SEDGWICK.

Miss Amy El well has gone to Portland
!
News was received last week of the death for a vacation.
burial at se of Abbie O., wife of Capt.
Miss Hazel Friend has gone to CheKodolf B. Sargent. The family has the
island to teacn.
sincere sympathy of their many friends in I beague
Pearl Carter has gone to Swan’s Island,
this vicinity.
•ad

The Sunday school concert, which was
postponed a week because of the baptism
at the

church,
given successfully
day evenin'. The building was tastefully
decorated with potted plants and Easter

Sun-

was

The prugrara

lilies.

April

was

interesting.

5.

Sim.

NORTH PENOBSCOT.
The correspondent has received

a

copy

where he has

employment.

Mrs. Mary Carter, with children, visited
her neiee, Mrs. Friend, at Bluehill Falls

about

|15.

Richard Abbott’s son Calvin, who has
been in a hospital in Massachusetts two

weeks,

is out

again.

A

Statement

of

Facts

Backed by a Strong
Guarantee.
"e guarantee immediate and
positive
velief to all suffers from
constipation. In
every case where onr remedy fails to do
this we will
supply it free. That’s a frank
statement of facts, and we want you to
substantiate them at our risk.
Rexall Orderlies are a gentle, effective,
spendable and safe
bowel
regular,
strengthener and tonic, that are eaten like
Chndy. They re-establish nature’s func1008 in *
do not
quiet,

was

excellent.

organist.
April 4.

Mrs. Cora

Al^en

was

WEST BROOKUN.
Miss Lettie Carter has gone to North
Haven to teach.
L. B. Bridges has gone to Seaville to get
his fish trap ready for the season.
David Bridges has gone to Seaville to
work for L. B. Bridges for a few weeks.
Frank Bridges and R. C. Bridges have
gone to Hog island to build two herring
weirs.
Izora Bridges and Mrs. Moulton
Cooper, who have been visiting in Rockhome.
are
land,

Mrs.

April

B.

4.

“Pen the liver.

iri®61'
11 Orderlies
®«1 for
the use of
s

'cate persons.

unsurpassable and
children, old folks and
We cannot too highly
are

*scommend them to all sufferera from any
°rm of
constipation and its attendant
w*»y we back our faith in
ts

are

very

prominent,

and

nothing

educational way has apparently
been overlooked. I could write on and on
indefinitely, but feel that I have already
an

trespassed

^ keep you

upon your valuable space.

he is at

looking young,

pro-

is

now

surplus,

not

me

TiADi HAu

move Dandruff.
Will not soil skin or linen. Will not
your hair. Is Not a
REFUSE ALL SUBSTITUTES
$1.00 and dOe. Bottles, at

contemplating a trip abroad,
the grandeur of the

has to

ments of society, more numerous.
effect of the praiseworthy effort to keep up
with all these things is commonly seen in a
weakened or debilitated condition of the nervous system, which results in .dyspepsia, defective nutrition of both body and brain and,

A NEW SERIES
open. Shares, 81 each; monthly pay
merits, 81 per short,

For
rr.

MOORE, Ellsworth.

O.

******
~

j

FOR YEARS THE GREAT

HOUSEHOLD REMEDY

|

OF MAINE
it. ia to overlook the
possible prevention of what might

To be without
be

a

!

serious illness.

Harris’ Panacea is always
ready for that emergency.

Thur/lor? & Kmy/bury. Barcjor, He.

LIABILITY

particulars Inquire of
O. W. Tapley, Sec’y,
'*
IFirst Nat’l Bank Bldg.

\

$ 77,200 00<

524,823 76150,681 16
97,720 78
789 729,868 41

$860,938 77
7,34817

$853,586 60
81, 1909.
$ 38,422 67
417,698 61
7,589 21

200,000 00

190,026 IO

CASUALTY

INSURANCE

COMPANY

OF

AMERICA,

NEW YORK CITY.

ASSETS DEC.

81, 1909.
None
None
None

$1,199,775 79

346.742 9
892,925 90
3,888 51
13,510 49

HARBOR TO BANGOR.

_BAR

A

Portland.lv

.WINDSOR HOTEL
W. T.

BRUBAKER, Manager.

per day
European,
American, *2.50 per day
*1.00

and up
and up

office,
Agents' balances,
Bills receivable,
Interest and rents,

In i Effect Nov. 29, 1909.

Boston.lv

>

|

BANGOR.lv
Brewer June.
Holden.
Phillips Lake.
Green Lake.
Nicolin.
Ellsworth Falls.
ELLSWORTH.
Wash’gt’n June.
Franklin Road.
Hancock.
Waukeag, S Fy.
Mt Desert Ferry.

Sullivan.|
Sorrento.
BAR HARBOR....ar

M~

A

M

^P^M

P M

Gross

00|.

6 41

11

13;

4 02

J6 58 11 25 J4 10!
40
13! 11 47
25 11 57
33 12 06
41 12 15
44 12 18

7 06i 11

7
7

J7

;7
7
7

4
4

23,
28
4 34

Passengers

LIABILITIES DEC.

Total liabilities and
PEARL

SOUND.

Mrs. Raymond Dow, of Owl’s Head,
visited her grandmother, Mrs. E. M. Higmarks,
advice, how to obtain patents,
■
copyrights, etc., (N ALL COUNTRIES.
Business direct with Washington saves ttme,U
money and often the patent.
Free

Pitent tnd Infringement Pnctlce Exclunlv.ly.

Write or come to us at
BIS llsth ■ treat, opp. United States Patent
D.

_WASHINGTON,

■
K

Oftce.H

C._g

Steamer :Bootbbay leaves Bar Harbor 10 0
m, Mondays and Thursdays for Seal Harbor,
Northeast Harbor, ^Southwest Harbor, Manset,
Stonlngton, ;North|Haven and Rockland, connecting with steamer for boston.
<

a

Leaves|Bar Harbor 12 00 noon, Tuesday and
Friday for Stonlngton, North Haven and Rock-

®rfjtrUsrmtnus

land
Steamer Catherine leaves Bluehlll 10 00

Pauper Notice.
contracted with the City of Ellafor those who
worth
HAVING
support and
need assistance during the next five
to

care

may

and are legal residents of Ellsworth. I
forbid all persons trusting them on my acconut. as there is plenty of room and accomodations to care for them at the City Farm
M. J. Drummby
house.
years

The American prints more vital statistics-births, marriages and deaths—
than all the other papers printed in the
county combined, and most of them it
prints from one to two weeks ahead of its

contemporaries.

a

m,

Mondays and iThursdays for South Bluehlll,
Brooklln, Sedgwick, Deer Isle, Sargentvllle,
South Brooksvllle, Dark Harbor and Rockland,
connecting with Bteamer for Boston.
Leaves Bluehlll 12.00 noon ..Tuesday and Friday for Deer Isle, Sargentvllle and Rockland.

RETURNING
Leaves Boston 5 pm, Monday, Tuesday,
Thursday and Friday for Rockland.
Leaves Rockland 5.15 a m, or on arrival of
from Boston, Tuesday, Wednesday,
Friday and Saturday for Bar Harbor, Bluehlll,

steamer

and Intermediate
E. L.

landings.
Smith, Agent, Bar Harbor.

773,649
119,809
500 000
148,667

FIRE

42
51
00
82

$1,956,313 64

surplus,

Agents,

DENNETT CO.,
BANGOR. ME.

Gross assets,
Deduct items not

INSURANCE

CO.,

$206,160 00
10.500
113,015
22,617
45.825
7,037

00

00
35
68
22

$405,155 25

admitted,

984

24

Admitted assets,
$404,171 01
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1909.
$ 50,926 90
Net unpaid losses,
99,220 49
Unearned premiums,
5,989 62
All other liabilities,
207.066 66
Cash capital,
41,643 09
Surplus over all liabilities,
Total liabilities and
J.

I

$404,171 01

surplus,

MORTKLL, Agent,
BLUEHILL, ME.

E.

ILcgal Notices.
Bankrupt’s Petition for Discharge.
In the matter of
L. Hall,

Allen

Bankrupt,

to

■

$414,216 89

CITY, N. J.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1909.
Mortgage loans,
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,
Agents’ balances,
All other assets,

6 30

Eastern StEamsDio GomDany
trade

31,1909.

ATLANTIC

6 33
6 40
50 12 25
8 15.'..
8 50 .'.
9 25
1 20
7 35

earnestly requestly

&

EASTERN

PM
5 00
5 06
J5 25
*5 32
J5 40
*5 48
6 03
6 08
J6 14
6 22

procure tickets before entering the trains, and
Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to
especially
Ellsworth.
F. E. BOOTHBY,
General Passenger Agent.
morris McDonald,
Vice President & General Manager.
Portland, Me.
are

$1,956,343 64

Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,

12 40

*6 29 10 57, J3 49[
J6 36 Jll 05: J3 55

$1,956,343 64

assets,

Admitted assets,

AM
9 00
M

lAMlAM
8 00
10
AMI
1 20'. 11 10
A M
A M
P M
6 00 10 30 | 3 24
6 07! 10 37
3 80

Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.13 a m and 4.28
p m, and arriving at Ellsworth 11.07 a m, 10.52
p. m. connect with Washington Co. Ry.
Stops on signal to conductor.
e Stops only to leave passengers from points
east of Washington Junction.
a Stops to leave but not to take passengers.
These trains connect at Bangor with through
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland,
Boston and St John.

Mrs. Carrie Tracy and children, ot Seal
Harbor, have returned home.
School opened March 28, Miss May E.
Mills, of West Brooksville, teacher.

la boxas 10c. aad 25c.

|

Total liabilities and surplus,
$858,586 60
M. E. HOLMES, Agent,
ELLSWORTH, ME.

PM

Elizabeth A. Cbippen.

SSeechamU

41

47
00
12

CO.,

admitted,

Admitted assets,
LIABILITIES DEC.
Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,

10 80 3 30
BAR HARBOR....lv
4 10.
Sorrento..
4 50
Sullivan.
5 20 10 06
Mt DesertFerry. 11 30
Waukeag S Fy. 11 37 5 27 10 12
Hancock.Jll 40 5 30 10 15
Franklin Road.Jll 48 t5 39 10 25
Wash’gt’n June. 1100 lle57 |5 47 10 45
11 07 12 05 6 65 10 62
ELLSWORTH.
6 03 £10 57
11 12 )2el0
Ellsworth Falls.
Nicolin. Jll 25 12e23 J6 16 all 10
6 24 Jll 19
Green Lake.
11 35 12e31
Phillips Lake. Jll 42 12e39* J6 31.
11 50 12e46
6 39 Jll 84
Holden.
6 59 11 53
1 04!
Brewer June. 12 09
1
BANGOR.ar 12 15
10; 7 05 11 59
pm
pm!am am
,■*^'“41.1*,^
4 50
5 40 12 50
4 50
Portland ..ar
Boston.ar | 8 00
9£05| 5 30 8 25
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.

offer, I most unhesitatingly sugfirst.

nervous

INSURANCE

Cash in bank and

Rockies,

leads to over-indulof the
gence in the good things
table. Be good to your stomach.
Right it at once with

08

surplus, $6,969,518 08

estate,
Mortgage loans,
Collateral loans,
Stocks and bonds,

who has

occasionally

269,108
3.818."71
51,196
1,000,0.0
1,800,942

Real

See America

Sold Everywhere,

Gross assets,
Deduct items not

BaflcoiO* ant Stianduata.

The

Good Fellowship

1909.

$

Agents’ balances,
Bills receivable,
Interest and rents,

A- W. Kino. President.

southern California in its bow er of beauty
the Grand Canyon of Arizona, and many I
other scenic attractions which this county

gest:

^

OWN TOUR OWN HOME.

Druggists

Philo Hay Ss»sc.Ca,NcwarMJ.tJJjL
B.

II

than you are now paying for
rent, and In about ten years you
will

injure

Dye.

earn

can borrow fon your
shares, give a first mortgage and
reduce it every month? Monthly
and interest together
payments
will amount to but little more

that to any

seen

■

-.969,51808

ASSETS DEC. 81, 1909.
Mortgage loans.
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,

i
add

j
■
Z
M
Z

Insurance Statements.

when you

inoculated.

In conclusion, let

ro

915..5nOO
lb U00
4,94 \5i« uO
4 >-< 9i5 11
3 3 41189
<2.2836
3j,336 72

DL J. 31,

Total liabilities and

$6,266,589 15

WHY PAT RENT

a

a

once

$ 258.800

$6,969,518 08

Li ABU. I II 7

SllmrlliloaiiaiiiMilliitto

luxuriant growth of
healthy hair, stop its falling
out and Positively Re*
mote

busy place, with the people full
of optimism, every one being a “booster’
par excellence, which radiates in a sort ol
contagion that one no sooner sees thar
West is

gins, recently.
Robert Higgins, wife and daughter
Nothing else, aside from money, is so universally sought for as a cure for headache. Miss Isabelle, of Manset, visited Mr.
Headache powders are not safe, and they give
and wife
only temporary relief in any event. The Higgins’ parents, E. M. Higgins
chocolate-coated aid capsule-shaped pills
recently.
called Sherman’s Headache Remedy and sold
H.
April 4.
by druggist and dealers at 10c. and 25c. are

prosin extreme cases, in complete
tration. It is clearly seen that what is needed
with our promise of money back if is what will sustain the system, give vigor
l“sy do not give entire satisfaction. Two and tone to the nerves, and keep the digestive and asaimilative functions healthy and
““8: 12 tablets 10
cents and 36 tablets 26
From personal knowledge, we can
active.
nts.
Remember, you can obtain Rexall recommend Hood’s 8arsaparilla for this purttedies in Ellsworth only at our store—
pose. It acts on all the vital organs, builds
he Rexall
store. E. G. Hooke, cor. opp. up the whole system, and fits men and women
Postofflce.
for these high-pressure days.—Advf.
em

riSVGC PAILS TO RESTORE
ctjjs ::;r to its natural
C:iC2 AMD DEAUTY.
No matter how old and
faded your hair looks, or how
long you have been gray, it
will work wooden for you,

seen

SOMETHING FOR HEADACHE.

They
recommended as the best headache cure.
“use any
inconvenience, griping or nau8eaare
They
so pleasant to take, and
High Pressure Days.
work so
easily, that they may be taken by
Men and women alike have to work inces-1
*“y one at any time. They thoroughly sautly with brain and hand to hold their own
one up the
whole syatem to healthy ac- nowadays. Never were the demands of busilv“y. They have a moat beneficial action ness, the wants of the family, the requireThe first
easy way.

w

81,

331,226 22
Net unp'in lo Sr-.
1,814.274 7«
Une .ri.ed Lii i..aims,
87.s5i 75 I All other liabilities.
Cash capital,
1.000 000 00
3,033,736 40
Surplus over all liabilities,

Is what your money will
Invested in shares of the

of

one

®

1909.

Admitted assets,

589 15

31, 190'9

CO.(

OF MISSOURI.

from glass-bottomed
the attractive features I_
hich no tourist fails to see.
All through the West, the school build-

gardens,

boats, is

one

_Rae.

fishing ground,
especial interest* The sub-

the millionaires’

of

marine

in

were

as

one

ings

ing

for Doubt.

is

The Golden Rule circle held a supper
and sale Wednesday evening. The receipts

cess.

No Reason

known

last week.

The Easter concert March 27 was a sucThe children did well. The young
ladies were a great help, and all the sing-

3trocrtigfmatt0.

the traveler.
On alighting from the car, near the
hotel, the first person to greet my gaze
was my old friend and former teacher,
Miss Harriet Joy, formerly of Ellsworth,
the only person I had seen from home
since I undertook the journey across the
continent, over 3,000 miles, and 5,000 feel
above sea level.
Catalina Islands,
The trip to Santa

$28,036,700 61

(lro<-s assets admitted,

36,71128

CITIZENS

crooked railroad in },he world fof
School begins Monday, April 18, with
its length. The view into the canyons,
Miss Una Gray as teacher.
and over the hills and fertile valleys is
Lucius Grindle left Monday for Islessomething once seen, never to be forgotten.
he
has
where
employment.
boro,
One finally arrives at the hotel called “Ye
,Wilbur Gray has opened his home in Alpine Taven”, which is at the terminus
this village after an extended visit in of the railroad. The remainder of the jourOrland.
ney to the extreme summit is optional,
Percy Perkins is building a large fishing having to be made on burros, if one’s
boat for Arthur Guilford, a former resi- weight does not exceed 130 pounds; if so,
horses and mules await the pleasure of
dent of this place.
There were no serv ices in the first Baptist church last Sunday, due to the fact
that Rev. Mr. Young was obliged to be
out of town.
G.
April 11.

12,742 85 49
200.OGO 00
2,001 ,«00l0
6,718,747 50

Real estate,
Mortgage loans,
Collalerii lotii-,
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in olHce and bank,
Agents' alanees,
Bills receivable,
Inleres: i*nd rents,

flanking.

most

Hon. H.

81, 1909.
$1,379,817 62

CONN.

ASSETS DEC.

40,129 55
64,100 00
4,524 760 25
384,680 36
479.098 55
60,004 68
25,687 78
4 839 26

LIABILITIES DEC.
Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Cash capita],
Surplus oyer all liabilities,

14
71
0>

HARTFOBD,

—

worth.

50,968 00

$23,036,700 81

THE CONNECTICUT FIRE INS.

Real eatate.
Mortgage loans.
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,
Agents’ balances,
Bills receivable.
Interest and rents,
All other assets,

Admitted assets.

31, 1909.

Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,

$28,086.668 61

admitted,

LIABILITIES DEC.
Net Pnpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,

BOSTON INSURANCE COMPANY,
137 MlfcK ST., BOSTON, MASS.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1909.

CONN.

13,557

890,166 67
18,000 00
17,714.478 06
1,161,080 49
2.696,41100
209,081 89

Admitted assets,

the

get

81, 1909.
$ 897.000 00

Total liabi.ities and surplus,

ASSETS DEC. 81. 1909.
Real estate.
$ 141,013 38
52,983 33
Mortgage loans,
Collateral loans.
15,-200 00
Stocks and bonds,
8,121,708 00
Cash in office and bank,
707,633 59
789 361 63
Agents’ balances,
Interest and rents,
74,261 98
All other assets,
52,835 31

LIABILITIES

Gross assets,
Deduct items not

J

CO.,

CONNBCTICUT.

Interest and tents,

$18,062,110 83

admitted,

HARTFORD,

Agents'balances,

best.

INSURANCE COMPANY.

Gross assets,
Deduct items not

by

We pay all losses promptly. insure with us. It
costs no more; you

Aggregate, including capital and surplus,

HARTFORD,

written

FIRS INSURANCE

ASSETS DEC.
Real estate.
Mortgage loans,
Collateral loans,
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,

County.

Net unpaid losses.
Unearned preminms,
All other liabilities,
Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,

OP

policies

century

a

agency have protected property in Hancock

LIABILITIES DEC. 81, 1909.

PHCENIX

half

our

$18,280,184 06
197,023 72

admitted,

over

j

Maine.

Bucksport,
HARTFORD

DEC. 81, 1909.

Real estate,
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank.

Gross assets,
Deduct items not

AGENCY,

COMPANY,

INSURANCE

ASSETS

everyto

“grafter”,
employed.
which he replied by asking me if I realiI. S. Candage has purchased the black
zed that the greater portion of the popuWallace Hinckley recently arrived from smith shop of J. H. Lancaster, and has lation were from the East.
health.
rented
Charles
in
to
Dority.
Boston, improved
The beaches here are especially attracOn
Mr. Culiinau, of Bangor, is in town, emSaturday, A. L. Sargent & Son tive, several being patterned in miniature
launched a large gasoline boat which they after
old
the
countries
Venice,
ployed at bis business, plumbing.
have just completed for Stanley & Trim, of
Naples, etc. At Redondo beach and
Frank L. Stover is making changes and
Rockland.
Venice, they have among other attractions
improvements in the interior of his house.
Mrs. E. Sanderson, who was called magnificient bath-houses, where one can
Miss Jennie Grindle,
president of
been away by the sudden illness of her aged take a warm, salt plunge in the Pacific
class at Colby, has
the senior
Her ocean, with every comfort and perfect
father, returned home Saturday.
home on a week’s vacation.
father is better.
safety. In fact, everywhere one goes, one
F.
Mrs.
L.
M.
Mrs. A.
Stover,
Herrick,
is made instinctively to feel that this is a
April
11._H.
and
Miaa
Joaie
Miss Emma Osgood
Sweet,
most wonderful country, and that the end
on
a
to
D.
C.
are away
trip
Washington,
SOUTH PENOBSCOT.
is not yet. Everything that mechanical
On Patriots’ Day, April 19, there will be
and inventive skill, and the outlay of vast
George Leach is ill.
a game of baseball between the republiThomas Grindle spent last week with sums of money can do has been or is being
democrats. The gate money
cans and
done to make remote and almost insurbis parents here.
will be for the Bluehill academy team.
mountable places easily and comfortably
J. Sewell Gray has started bis saw mill
The game will be played on the G. 8. A.
accessible and attractive.
for his spring work.
field.
The trip to Mt. Low e (going through
Several schooners loaded wood for the beautiful
M.
April 9.
city of Pasadena, sometimes
Rockland last week.
called “Crown City”, but which I have
SARUEN TV1LLE.
Perkins
has
been
to
teach
Lida
engaged
taken the liberty to name the garden spot
Charles Billings left last week for Bos- in Orland the coming term.
of America) is one of the finest. One
ton.
Mrs. Lizzie Hass spent last week with crosses twenty-four bridges, takes three
Maurice Uny is visiting friends in Ellsdifferent lines of cars, passing over the
her parents, Fred S. Beale and wife.
Miss Blanche uagooa
Nellie Prince in Haugor.

GENERAL INSURANCE

j

remarKea 10

gentleman that nearly

business

a

i E. B. Gardner & Son, j

)

| In
)

Bankruptcy.

To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the District Court of the United States for the District of Maine.
L. HALL, of Sorrento, in the
State of
county of Hancock and
Maine, in said district, respectfully represents, that on the 24th day of December, last
past, he was duly adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of Congress relating to bankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered all his
property and rights of property, and has fully
complied with all the requirements of said
acts and of the orders of court touching his

ALLEN

1

bankruptcy.

Wherefore he prays that he may be decreed by the court to have a full discharge
from all debts provable against his estate
under said bankruptcy acts, except such debts
as are excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 31st day of March, a. d.1910.
Allen L. Hall,

Bankrupt.
Order of Notice Thereon.
District op Maine ss.
On this 9th day of April, a. d. 1910, <m
reading the foregoing petition, it is—
Ordered by the court, that a hearing be
had upon the same on the 29th day of
before
said
a.
d.
court
1910,
April,
said
in
at
district, at ten
Portland,
in
the forenoon; and that noo’clock
tice thereof be published in the Ellsworth
American, a newspaper printed in said district, and taat all known creditors, and other
in interest, may appear at the said
ime and place, and show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
And it is further ordered by the court, that
the clerk shall send by mail to all known
creditors copies of said petition and this order, addressed to them at their places of residence as stated.
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale,
Judge of the said Court, and the seal thereof,
at Portland, in said district, on the 9th day of
April, a. d. 1910.
James E. Hbwby. Clerk.
[L. 8.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest:—Jambs E. Hbwey, Clerk.

{•ersons

COUNTY NEWS.
WEST SL'LJJYAN.
and wife

Pettingill
G. W. Pettingill Thursday.
Oziah

were

dation of parties. The ice went oot April
Among those who made a fine catch
last Sunday were: AHie Hopkins and W.
T. Warren, of Bangor.
Mrs. Martha Warren is the first this
chicks.
season in this vicinity to have
She has a fine healthy flock nearly a

COUNTY NEWS.

1.

guests of

headway
not

STONINGTON.

Joseph

Buck minister

has

gone to

that

buildings

Other
was saved.
would have burned bad it

nothing

near

been that the

stand-pipe at

the

new

water-works bad been filled a day or so
before, and with one hydrant and two
lines of hose, the fire was kept from other
property near. There is no doubt that

Rock-

aMintivmmti.

COUNTY NEWS.

Mrs. William

NORTHEAST HARBOR.
Mr. and Mrs. Sou I is have returned from
Massachusetts, where

they spent

Hfndfr^fvn.

the win-

machine shop.
ter.
Hastings, of Tbomaston, is
when the water system is completed we
Mias Lena Atherton has returned from
the guest of Mrs. Orra Roney.
month old.
guest of Mrs; Myra Springer.
shall have good fire protectto* through Boaton. where she baa been employed the
is
the
Mrs. Frank Brown, of Bangor,
April U._Davis.
Florice Clark is teaching in Gouldsboro
the town.
put winter.
guest of Capt. George A. Brown and wife.
and Vera Smith at Tunk Pond.
Nihil.
April 11.
PARTRIDGE COVE.
Harrieon Kimball and wife have reAbenaki is at Hagan A Co.’a
Schooner
Flora Goodwin has gone to Sorrento,
turned home from their winter vacation,
H. H. Rich, of Brooks, was at Edgar wharf to load paving and random stone
SARGENTVILLE.
where she will have employment in the
and Mr. Kimball bu opened his store.
Springer’s Saturday and Sunday.
for New York.
Llewellyn Gray left Saturday for BanHall, Goodwin Co. store this summer.
Mrs. Lowell Hodgkins and danghter
E. E. McFarland and granddaughter.
on
a
Miss Mary Eaton, who has been
gor.
A. P. Havey arrived from a trip to
Elizabeth came Saturday from New York,
Miss Frances Salisbury, visited relatives visit in Boston, is back at her position in
in
BanWood
is
friends
moved
has
visiting
and
Byron
Pines
Southern
Friday,
where they have been visiting relatives.
in Bar Harbor over Sunday.
the postoffice.
gor.
his family to their bungalow at Tunk
Rev. W. F. Emery, D. D., of Ellsworth,
Mrs. Truesdale, with son Albert, is
of New York, is
Mrs.
James
McGuire,
to
C.
has
gone
Sargent
pond.
dipt. Benjamin
will deliver the anniversary address to
Mrs. William here to
her daughter,
summer with her parvisiting
the
spend
Boston.
Mrs. Drew and family and Harvey
Ocean lodge. I. O. O. F-, Sunday afternoon,
Emery, at Swastika farm, after spending
James M. Coombs and wife.
Mias Sara Parker left Saturday for
Hooper and family started for Oregon the winter in Boston. They will return ents,
April 17.
John E. Small and Ruel B. Judkins have Steuben to teach.
Monday, to settle. Mr. Drew has been soon to their home at Prince Edward’s
Monday evening of Euler week witbeen appointed census enumerators for
there several years. All wish them
Miss Helen Higgins has gone to Charles- nessed the gathering together, at the
Island.
this town. Enumeration commences April
success.
ton to attend school.
A.
home of Mrs. Victor Smith, of the memApril 12.
15.
The new high school building is opened
Rufus Hinckley has returned from a bers of tbe whist club. One would think
and
Miss
Elizabeth
Judkins
with
Harry
for the spring term of school to-day,
SEAL HARBOR.
from their joyous greetings that they had
visit at Milton, Maaa.
Stanley were married at Appleton March
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Had Given Up All Hope.
Sulphur. Destroys germs that cause dandruff and
John Knowlton, of Atlanta, Ga., is a Mildred Chase, of Bluehill, teacher at No
Herman Savage will have another exMile. Albina Chanvin, No. 50 P.as
falling hair. Cures rashes and eruptions of scafo
guest of Capt. George Knowlton at his j 8, Miss Annie Clark, of Southwest Harbor j tension added to bis hotel, the Hockend
Glycerin. Soothing, healing. Food to the hair-bulbs.
Agues. St. Henri, Montreal, Canada,
old home.
* at No. 3, and Min Evelyn Gray at No. 9.
Vumin. A strong tonic, antiseptic, stimulant
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Stimulant antiseptic.
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Show this formula to your doctor. Ask him if there is a single injurious ingredient.
Ask him if he thinks Ayer’s Hair Vigor, as made from this formula, is the best preparation you could use for falling hair, or for dandruff. Let him decide. He knows.
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PortUnJ, M«.
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Russ,

was

burned

on

Wednesday nigbt.

John F. West occupied the lower part as a
grocery store, and Robert Jones occupied
a four-room tenement in the rear.
When
the fire was discovered it had so much

i last week.
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Brownville, where Mr. Gordon bas bat
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April 12.C.
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Edgar Gordon

trip

ing else coaid.
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after a very pleasant winter.
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April 11.
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Rev. J. P. Si monton.
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grandparents, D. M. Grindle and wife

Why Suffer SM: ?
It is not necessary. Here is the remedy that will give you
prompt relief—the famous old family life guard. “L. T.”
Atwood's Medicine for three, generation!, has been the
unfailing corrector of all irregularities of the digestive
organs. It is a valuable regulator of the stomach, liver
and bowels.
XapU*. M*.
**J/y hut band hat been tiek and xchat he ate diefretted him. He hat tried everything, but found
no relief until he began taking the true ‘I. F' and
he it all right noycr
MRS. CHESTER MOSHER.
“L. F.” In big red letters is on every bottle,
35 cts. for a large bottle. Write for liberal temple te

George Dodge and wife, of Seawall,

gregational

atta CoacrA.yr.

THE “L F.** MEDICINE CO,

OAK POINT.

past winter.
Rev. Mr. Owen, of Wsterville, of the
anti-saloon league, preached at the Con-

Perfume.

cure
**

ine.

l tried Peruaaand am entirely cured.*

SULLIVAN HARBOR.
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Boston Friday.

!

Watson N. Joy is janitor of tbe new higt
The Bristol hotel has been opened lor
building.
the season, with Miss Lizzie Tracey,
The schools commenced to-day for th< i manager.
H.
April 11.
spring term. Mias Gray is teaching th<
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M. E. Holmes
GEN ERAL
1

INSURANCE AGENCY,

Peters Block, Ellsworth,

Maine.__

___^_—Vi

NIAGARA

UNITED STATES BRANCH O* THE

PHCENIX ASSURANCE

CO.,

Ltd.,

The amount cf its U. S. deposit, #310,000 00
AS8ETS IN THE U. 8. DEC. 31, 1909.
Cash on hand and in the hands
of agents or other persons,
# 178.381 23
State bonds.
market value.
447,000 00
707,000 00
Municipal bonds,
Railroad bonds,
1,631,630 00
••
2.33C 00
Stocks.
Debts otherwise secured,
7,221 05
Debts for premiums,
387,517 89
Ali other securities. Interest
37.094 88
due and accrued,
••

Total assets.
#3,398.181 Oft
LIABILITIES.
Losses adjusted and not due,
# 17.067 00
losses unadjusted,
153,180 00
Losses in suspense, waiting for
further proof,
16,533 00
All other claims against the
34,259 5ft
company,
Amount necessary to reinsure
#1,928,101 82
outstanding risks,
Total

liabilities,

#2,149,141

F IRK INS. CO.,

QUINCY MUTUAL FIRE INS. CO.,

25 LIBERTY ST., MEW YORK.

OP LONDON.

38

VCIMCY,

ASSETS DEC. 31. 1909.
Nil
Real estate.
$ 672.000 00
Mortgage loans,
Nil
Collateral loans.
4.101.737 50
Stocks and bonds.
831.861 51
Cash in office and.bank,
480,595 22
Agents'balances.
Nil
Bills receivable.
42.466 67
Interest and rents,
Nil
Ail other assets,
Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted,

$6,128,680 90

6,022 06

$6,122,658 84
Admitted assets,
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1909
$ 261.930 45
Net unpaid losses.
2,786.419 49
Unearned premiums,
30.000 00
All other liabilities,
750.000 00
Cash capital,
2.2MJ08 90
Surplus over all liabilities,
Total liabilities and surplus, 6,122,658 84
M. E. HOLMES, Agent.
ELLSWORTH. ME.

Gross assets,
Deduct items not

SPRINGFIELD FIRE AND MARINE
INS. CO.,

MASS.

ASSETS DEC. 31. 1909.
Real estate,
$ 27.751
76 979
Mortgage loans,
130.600
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds,
507.357
Cash in office and bank.
82.596
14,063
Agents’ balances,
Interest and rents,
4,372

admitted,

00
33
00

50
98
24
73

$793,709 73
3,592 60

Admitted assets.
$790,117 13
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1909.
Net unpaid losses,
$ 5,006 92
Unearned premiums.
276.386 87
3.017 72
All other liabilities.
505.705 62
Surplus over all liabilities,
Total liabilities and surplus,
$790,117 13
M. E. HOLMES, Agent,
ELLSWORTH, ME.
FRANK E. WALLS, Agent.
BAR HARBOR. ME.

SPHINGPIBLD, MASS.

ASSETS DEC.
Real estate.
Mortgage loans,
Col lateral loans,
8tocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,
Agents’ balances.
Interest and rents,

31, 1909.
$

300,000 00
757,720 00
6.000 00
6,961.790 00
801.896 39
886 896 79
47,155 05

$9,761,460 23

Gross assets,

Admitted assets,
$9,761.460 23
LIABILITIES DEC. SI, 1909.
Net unpsid losses.
$ 381.912 56
Unearned premiums,
4.369.974 40
All other liabilities,
291 511 75
Cash capital.
2.000.000 00
2,718,061 53
Surplus over all liabilities,
Total liabilities and surplus, $9,761,460 23
M. E. HOLMES, Agent,
ELLSWORTH, ME.

THE PENNSYLVANIA FIRE INS. CO.,
PHILADELPHIA, PA,
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1909.
Real estate,
$ 189377 07
Mortgage loans.
208,500 00
Collateral loans,
299,626 36
Stocks and bonds.
5.907.261 58
Cash in office and bank,
144.401 40
Agents’ balances.
595.121 44
Interest and rents.
76.460 10
Cross assets.
Deduct items not admitted.

$7,420,747 95
121,328 35

Admitted asaets.
$7,299,419 10
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1909.
Net unpaid losses,
$ 313.047 97
Unearned premiums,
4,006,049 70
All other liabilities,
30.000 00
Caah capital.
750.000 00
Snrplua over all liabilities,
2,200321 43
Total liabilities and surplus, $7,299,419
M. E. HOLMES. Agent,

Fll>KLITk’ PHENIX FIRE

IKS.

CO.

Or HIV YORK.

|

ASSETS DEC. 31. 1909
Real estate.
Mortgage loans.
Stocks aud bonds.
Cash Id office and bank.
Agents’ balances,
Rills receivable.
Interest and rents.
All other assets.
Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted.
Admitted aMeta,
$9,973,247 49
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1909.
Net unpaid losses,
$ 547.403 94
Unearned premiums,
6,549.*4*90
All other liabilities.
WM00 CD
Cash capital,
1,500,000 00

Surplus

10

Total

ELLSWORTH, ME.
^

over

all liabilities,

511.396|

liabilities and surplus, $9,973,247 49
M. E. HOLMES. Agent.
ELLSWORTH, ME.

I

Fire, Marine, Accident, Automobile, Casualty, Yacht, Burglary,
Steam Boiler, Plate Glass, Health
•

INSURANCE*
M. E. HOLMES,
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Peters Block, Ellsworth.
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